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ABSTRACT

An analytisil study pro's ha. been condueted in order to detezut Je
dnamis lead conditions and goveruift p6ramters for .the flight of ad-
vneed.vehiles; ,and an asement of the adequacy and the applicabilit

0f eoisting 4ymmii lead" predictions mthods baa been mde.

A typical twosteap liquid fuel boost-glide configuration it asameed
for the st*lv ..tus allowing for the Interaction of much variables as
fuel sleek, 8trmtofal fMleibili~q aerodymamie forces and oontrol sytes.
'force$. So ropori is divided into sections whish discuss dnamio loads
in the following areas. pre-lausch, launch, boosted flight' stagin re-
ent%. and landing or recevery. Included in the Appendices are disoussions
of modal determinstiong simplified nothods of analysis, computational toch-miquss, and ground vind criteria. Also included is a development of flight
equations of otion and an extensive bibliog pho of rfeo m teial.

Saeral conclusion it might be stated that, the most forsidable
problemis asomiated vith dmamic loadA determination result frm me's
inability to define aerodyamic fores accurately. Althouvgh mathesatioal
models are beeoming more complex, involving tis-varying coefficients and
nolines term, their solutiome can be obtained by the use of digital
amd mlog comaputers.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMART

A. BiCKGRDUND

The extensien of vehicular performance to greater velocities, altitudes
and ranges generally requires utilization of lighter, more flexible structures
and low-aspoet-ratie, slender-body configurations. Current design trends are
also directed toward reducing factors of safety for both manned and unmanned
vehicles in order to obtain desired performance. The design trends noted are
such an to increase the importanoe of dynamic loads incurred by advanced vehicli
Therefore, it is imperative that dynamic loading conditions and governing
parameters be determined and that existing prediction methods be assessed for
adequacy and applicability.

Although it is recognized that any proposed configuration will have unique
dynamio load problems that cannot be solved in advance by general studies, a
complete study of a selected vehicle will point out those areas that are apt
to be most critical for the type of configuration considered. Therefore, the
vehicle .eemfiguration and mission profile described in Appendix A are chosen
as being representative of advanced boost glide vehicles. The significant
characteristics of the configuration can be sumaarized by stating that a manned
glide vehicle is boosted into a once around orbit by a two-stage liquid fuel
booster. Thus the problem areas to be considered range from prelaunch loads to
landing or recovery loads, Ak"'the effects of vehicle characteristics such as
flexibility, fuel slosh, and control system parameters are to be investigated.

Because of the large scope of the study, the report is divided into
sections which, as far as practicable, are independent of the material in the
other sections. In cases where necessary detailed developments would interrupt
the smooth presentation of the material, these developments are presented as
Appendices.

B. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

1. GUENEAL RESULTS

The major results of the entire study are sumarized in this section and
are given by section as they occur in the body of the report. Since the study
is primarily concerned with an evaluation of methods, the magnitude of the
answers is of secondary importance, especially where deficiencies exist in
criteria or experimental data. None the less it is desirable to make some
comparisons as to the relative criticality of various loading conditions.
Therefore, the sumary curve of Fig. I-1 is presented to show bending moments
arising from different loading conditions along the trajectory, based on the
best available environmental descriptions. It is evident that wind shear and
gust loads during boost cause the largest loads.

Manuscript released by the authors 15 September 1960 for publication as a
WADD Technical Report.
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2. PRELAUNCH LOADS

The prelaunch loads considered are those due to ground wind and
ground shock. The ground wind studies include both discrete gust and
random turbulence criteria. The random turbulence studies in general
produce lower loads than those in which critically phased discrete gusts
are considered. The oscillatory loads due to vortex shedding cannot be
accurately predicted because of the lack of information describing the
forcing function; hence only an illustrative example is shown. The loads
due to a typical ground shock have been calculated. The shock spectra
method used to determine ground shock effects is quite conservative since
the absolute values of the maximum load responses in each mode are added
directly.

3. LAUNCH LOADS

The launch loads considered are transverse loads due to a sudden re-
laxation of hold-down restraints and axial loads due to thrust initiation.
The maximum transverse bending moments increase when the delay time in
activating the control mechanism at release is increased. The addition of
higher modes (above the second mode) in the analysis has a small effect on
the transverse bending moments. The inclusion of nozzle inertia with a re-
fined control law has no significant effect on the transverse bending moments.
A procedure is suggested for estimating axial 'loads, and the maximum accelera-
tion of the glider encountered during thrust initiation.

4. BOOST FLIGHT LOADS

The dynamic loads experienced during boost are the most critical en-
countered for a large portion of the structure. Loads due to wind shear,
discrete gusts, and continuous random turbulence have been determined; and
the effects of control system representation, structural representation and
fuel slosh have been studied. The effects of variations in some of the con-
trol system parameters and glider lift curve slope on loads have also been
determined.

The maximum bending moments are produced by the wind shear, although
discrete gust loads are nearly as severe. Solutions have been obtained using
a digital program, incorporating time-varying coefficients and using an analog
program incorporating constant coefficients. The parameter studies have
been conducted on the analog computer.

A very simple control system representation is shevn to be adequate for
the dynamic load studies, but a more refined representation is required to
determine the stability boundaries. A method of determining the control gain
settings required to give a certain frequency and damping in pitch, including
the effect of flexibility, has been developed (Appendix D). Structural re-
presentations ranging from rigid body to three flexible modes are considered;
two coupled modes are completely adequate in this study. For some purposes
it is sufficiently accurate to use only one beam mode or to assume static
deformation of the structure. A simplified method using an assumed mode shape
has also been developed which may be accurate enough for preliminary estimates
of bending loads (Appendix E). Fuel slosh response due to wind shear is large.,
but the effect of sloshing on the vehicle response is negligible. Bending
loads, during boost, are quite sensitive to the glider lift curve slope.
Therefore, improvement in the knowledge of the aerodynamic forces will allow
corresponding improvement in the accuracy with which bending loads may be
determined.

WADD TR 60-518 2



5. STAGING

The moat severe loading condition, resulting from the staging process,
occurs at the instant of start burn of the succeeding stage. This condition
is critical in the extreme case of full vectoring of the engine nozzles to
maintain a programmed attitude. The tending moment calculated for this condi-
tien is of such a magnitude (0.2 x 10 in-lbs at the mass center) that no
serious load problem is expected from a staging process within the capabilities
of the vehicle to maintain its stability. It appears that the real problem in
staging is one of central to maintain stability, rather than of load.

6. RE-ETY

During re-entry the vehicle is subjected to elevated temperatures,
maneuver loads, and atmospheric turbulence. Although elevated temperature
effects constitute a serious detailed design problem, only the effect of
temperature on material properties is considered significant in this study.
The maneuver loads which might occur at elevated temperatures are more
critical than loads due to atmospheric turbulence.

7. LANDING AND RECOVER

The lover bound of the maximum deceleration that a vehicle is subject
te upon landing is dependent on the square of the relative velocity normal
to the landing surface at the instant of contact, and it is for this reason
that the design of a parachute and/or air brake be included in the recovery
system.

The lower bound of the maximum deceleration is inversely dependent on
the maximum relative deformation normal to the landing medium (land, water, etc)
of the landing gear or medium (water, etc) which takes place from the instant
of contact to that instant when the relative normal velocity has been
reduced to zero.

A priori no upper bound on the maximum deceleration can be placed, but
it is estimated that by proper design of the landing mechanism, the decelera-
tien should not exceed twice the lower bound.

I

The procedure outlined in this study should prove adequate for investigating
the leads which result from a conventional landing approach on either land or
sea. In particular, the treatment given for solving nonlinear landing gear
problems can be easily extended to the rational analysis of complex landing
gear-glider systems.

C. CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARC!

When embarking upon a general research study such as the one reported
herein one is always hopeful of bringing together the needed data and analyses
to reduce the problem to a routine operation. However, as is the cae in
this study, the end product all too often is a greater appreciation of the
problems yet unsolved. Therefore, the following remarks are made concerning
the results of this study.

WAD) lTR 60-518



1. Even during the time that this contract was being carried out, the concept
of an "advanced vehicle" changed significantly. Therefore, caution
must be exercised in applying the results to different configurations.

2. Control system parameters are found to have an important effect on loads
and a more important effect on stability. On larger boosters with
lower structural frequencies, adaptive control systems may be necessary
to insure stability. It is important that these systems also be analyzed
for transient load responses.

3. The nature of aerodynamic forces acting on vehicles in the launch position
is not at present understood. This is strikingly demonstrated when one
examines recent test results which show that very minor configuration
variations change base bending moments very significantly. More
experimental and theoretical research is needed to gain insight into the
basic problems before analysis is justified.

4. Methods of computing unsteady and quasi-steady aerodynamic pressure
distributions need to be improved for wing-body combinations such as the
one studied. It is questionable as to what degree of mathematical
complexity one should consider the problem when the basic forcing function
can only be estimated crudely.

5. Modeling of a tandem arrangement of circular cylinders and flat plates,
a typical idealization of the type of vehicle studied herein, presents
complex but not insolvable problems in elasticity and computer technique.
However, vehicles having clustered cylinders or unorthodox shells present
quite formidable problems, not only in the two areas mentioned, but also
in opening the door to three dimensional dynamics. Research into the
three dimensional dynamics of complex vehicles might be warranted.

6. In view of the large loads generated by both wind shear and gusts,
continued effort should be made to establish rational criteria for these
environments. Particular emphasis should be given to methods of
combining loads due to these effects.

7. The use of analog computers makes possible the solution of complex
nonlinear dynamic equations which could not be economically solved by any
other method. Further applications of differential analyzers and direct
analogy computers to dynamics problems is suggested.

8. In considering the results of this study for design, one must recognize
that a possible mode of structural failure is fatigue. The dynamic
loads calculated in this study could be useful in arriving at estimates
of fatigue leading.

After the vehicle is erected, but prior to launch, significant fatigue
leadings are caused by ground winds. These are due to a combination of
oscillatery lift, oscillatory drag, and quasi-steady drag-, as discussed
in Section II. The time that a vehicle is in this prelaunch condition
will most likely be much longer than the time during boost or re-entry
and therefore, will result in a much greater number of occurrences of
varying loads.

WAnD mR "-5.18



For the glider, re-entr and descent will be of major concern from a
fatigue standpoint. The occurrence of maneuvers and turbulence in
conjunction with elevated structural temperatures can be very detrimental
to structural life. When varying loads occur during the time of high
structural temperatures, rates and durations, as well a intensities, of
loadings can be significant. The problem becomes much more complex than
in other portions of the flight, because of the interaction effects of
fatigue, creep, thermal stresses, thermal cycling and varying physical
and mechanical properties of the structural materials.

It appears that the most critical sources of external loadings, from a

structural fatigue standpoint, are ground winds during prelaunck,

atmospheric turbulence and maneuvers during re-entry. Earthquake and
ground shock leads, launch loads, staging loads and landing loads appear

to be of secondary importance.
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II. PRSIAUNCH LOADS

A. GMPAL DISCUSSION

Consider a fully loaded vehicle ready to be launched in the near
vertical position. Some of the loading conditi6ns associated with
prelaunch result from ground wind, ground motion of the vehicle supporting
structure and the noise environment due to the rocket engines. The first
two loading conditions have been examined in this study with the major
effort on ground wind.

The ground wind loading condition is divided into loads due to ground
wind steady drag and loads due to vortex shedding which produces
oscillatory loads in directions both parallel and perpendicular to the
flow. The loads due to motion of the ground resuiting from shock and
earthquakes are considered briefly.

For the first part of the ground wind drag studies the vehicle is
considered cantilevered, while for the second part a flexible base which
allows rotation only is considered.

For most of the papameter studies a discrete-type input is used.
However, it is possible through analog techniques to generate a wind which
is random in nature. This type of wind is considered more realistic than
the discrete-type wind.

Due to the lack of exact analytical methods to determine the forces
due to vortex shedding, only a rough estimate of the responses has been
determined for one case.

In all cases, except the random wind studies, the measure of response
is bending mmnto In the random wind studies, the best measure of response
is dynamic magnification factor, which is defined as the dynamic bending
moment divided by the static bending moment.

B. WIND DRAG

Design winds in the past have usually been specified by the government
(85) to consist of a steady wind plus a gust. The magnitudes have varied
depending upon site location and periods of exposure. One characteristic
of the specified wind is that the maximum gust velocity is usually 50% of
the steady wind velocity. Thus the specification 40-60 and 60-90 are
common specifications which give the steady wind velocity and the steady
wind-plus-gust velocity respectively. Unfortunately, the specifications do
not indicate either the gust shape or period.

For this study two approaches are used. One approach considers the
wind as a steady forty mph plus a one minus cosine type gust with a
magnitude of twenty mph superimposed on it. The second approach considers
the wind variation to be random in nature rather than discrete. The vehicle

WADD TR 6o-518 7



is subjected to a randck wind in which the level of turbulence is adjusted
to give a peak value of approximately sixty mph every five minutes. The
results are then interpreted with the aid of statistics. The philosophy
of the random wind criteria is discussed in detail in Appendix F.

For both approaches the effects of including higher modes, damping,
base flexibility, and linearizing the generalized forces are examined. In
addition, for the discrete case only the effects of neglecting gravity and
the effects of vehicle misalignment are examined.

In all cases the vehicle is represented by the vehicle beam modes.
The vehicle is considered attached at station 1656 and is positioned such
that station 1676 is ten feet above the ground.

le DISCRETE GUST STUDIES

Eauation of Motion

Consider the vehicle standing in the near vertical position, attached
to a rigid lase to prevent translation, and provided with a linear spring
to resist rotation. The first two cantilever beam modes are used to represent
the vehicle. A derivation similar to that presented in Appendix C basesl on
Lagrange's equation of motion will result in the following equations.

Z ax2 Xm~ mA4 2ZVAl)9 mx2  00q

Z-4 1k2 o.. o o 0

0 ,2t' 2  0 0 2" " (II-

_ oo L". Q
o 2J 0 z -2 21

o o 0 2Z4 2  q 2  2

where i fraotion of critical damping

q9t the angle ef rotation at the base due to the rotation spring

a & the sas at the il station

x , the' distance from the point of attaebaent to the il station

i the ii nodal value of the cantilever mode at the i station
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qJ t the generalized coordinate of the JA cantilever mode

A j : the frequency of the J- cantilever mode

(C)Q : the frequency of the rotational mode

Inertia coupling results since the cantilever beam modes are not
orthogonal with the rotational mode.

The generalized forces including gravity and drag are:

Qqg " mg(, + qg)X + mg q 1 + 0 2q2 )

+ el1:C Dv - x~x-~q 2 2  Ax

. = Z mg(A q+ + 1 q, + 0q 2)01

C : the steady-state drag coefficient

D the dimension of the area transverse to the flow

As can be 5een in Eqn. (2-2),the generalized forces are nonlinear.

For our study the term

2 D 41' - 2 2q2]-2J2a x

This approximation will be justified later.

WADD TR 6o-518 9



Eqns. (II-l)and(II-2)are the basic equations for the ground wind study.
By setting the appropriate terms equal to zero, the desired equations for
each part are determined.

For steady-state drag, (81),CD cylinder 0 .33 and CD plateo 1.20 for

high Reynolds numbers. Using these values for 0 D and the correction factor

(59) for V, which is shown in Fig. II-1, the summuations in the equations of
motion and load equations have been determined. The summations corresponding
to the terms neglected in Eqn. (II-3)have also been determined.

The bending cmients are determined, for all oases in the ground wind
studies, by the force summation method.

Since it is desired to determine the response due to a gust superimposed
on a steady forty mph wind, the equilibrium position of the vehicle due to a
forty mph wind, has to be determined. This is done by setting the inertia
terms and the response-velocity terms equal to zero and solving for the
displacement terms.

Cantilever Case

For the first part of the analysis the vehicle is considered cantilevered,
with no misalignment, and without the gravity terms. Four studies use this
re-3resentation.

The equations of motion along with the load equations have been solved
on a differential analyzer. Dge to the fact that it is required to obtain
the products of V41, V42 and V this system has to be solved with a

differential analyzer which has electronic multipliers. See Appendix G for
a dbscription of obtaining nonlinear terms on the analog.

The first study is made to justify the approximation made in Eqn. 11-3.
As mentioned before, all of the summations are determined. The coefficients
of the terms deleted are of the same order of magnitude of those retained;
therefore, it is only necessary to show that the products qlq2 , ql , and i22are

small with respect to the products Vil, V'29 and V2 . As can be seen in

Table II-2, this is true and deleting these terms is justified.

TABLE II-1

Maximum Measured Responses
Maximum Wind Speed -- 88 FPS

Forcing V2 0 2  2
Frequency V41  i2 q1i i

1 cpa 7744. 308 20.24 .805 12.25 .0529

2.5 cps 7744. 202.4 79.20 2.07 5.29 .81

WADD T 60-518 10



The second and third studies are made to evaluate the importance of
the number of flexible modes and the importance of gust phasing on the
dynamic response. The results, illustrated in Fig. 11-2, indicate that
the major portion of the response is in the first flexible mode, and the
maximum base bending moment occurs when the frequency of the gust is
equal to the frequency of the lowest cantilever mode of the vehicle.

In the fourth study the effect of structural damping on the response
is determined. Fig. 11-3 indicates that damping has little effect on the
bending moment for a discrete input.

Flexible Base

Since in actuality, the vehicle might be spring suspended for protection
against earthquakes or atomic blasts, let us consider a flexible base. The
base springs, which allow rotati4n only, are chosen so as to yield base
frequencies of 1/4, 1 and 4 cps.

The equations of motion along with the load equations are solved on
the differential analyzer using a method similar to that used in the
cantilever case. The base bending moment is the only load determined.

The effects of a flexible base can be seen in Fig. 11-4. This figure
indicates that the maximum base bending moment occuru- with the softest spring;
therefore, this spring is used to examine other parameters. Two interesting
effects can be seen in Fig. 11-4. Since the cantilever frequencies and the
base frequency are not the natural frequencies of the coupled system, the
maximum base bending moment does not occur at one of these frequencies,
which is to be expected. The natural frequencies of the coupled system have
been computed and are compared in Table 11-2.

TABLE 11-2

Comparison of Frequencies in CPS

Frequencies Associated With Frequencies Associated With
The lemorthogonal Modes The Orthogonal Modes

4.)C0 C0WW)l
91 2 1 2a)3

0.25 .956 2.495 0.242 2.03 5.15

1.00 .956 2.495 0.699 2.21 5.36

4.00 .956 2.495 0,932 2.45 5.71

The other interesting effect which can be seen in Fig. 11-4 in associated
with the system with the base spring frequenoy of 1 cps. One would normally
think that this system would yield higher base bending moments than the
system with the base spring frequency of 4 cps, but because the first
cantilever frequency and the base frequency are approximately equal, this

WADD TR 60-518 U



system forms, essentially, a two degree of freedom system in which the
generalized mass associated with the base spring acts as a mass damper on
the generalized mass associated with q.0

With this result one is tempted to say that the best choice of a base
frequency is that of the first cantilever mode of the vehicle. One must
remember, however, that only drag due to ground wind has been considered.

The results plotted in Fig. 11-5 indicate that the effect of structural
damping on the maximum base bending moments is negligible. The maximum
change in base bending moment is approximately 5% when the percent of
critical damping is changed from 1% to 10%.

Fig. 11-6 indicates that the gravity terms must be included to give
accurate results for a flexible base. The gravity terms become increasingly
important as the base spring becomes softer.

Fig. 11-7 shows that the change in maximum base bending moment due to
misaligauent is within analog limits, the same for gusts as for a steady
forty mph wind, i.e., the effect is one which can be accounted for by
superposition.

As previously mentioned the generalized forces have nonlinear terms.
If these nonlinear terms can be either replaced with linear terms or eliminated
a nonlinear differential analyzer is no longer required. The nonlinear
terms are V4.9 V41 , and V42 . Two methods are used to examine the possibility

of linearizing these terms. The first method replaces V with a constant
value of 40 mph, while the second method deletes the nonlinear terms.
Fig. II-8 indicates that the maximum base moment changes less than 5% when
the results of the two methods, as outlined above, are compared.

2. RANDOM GUST STUDIES

In this part of the study the input is random; however, the equations
of motion and the load equations retain the Same form as those in the
discrete studies. A white noise generator and a filter circuit are used to
represent the atospheric turbulence. The level of the turbulence is
adjusted to give a peak value of wind velocity of approximately sixty mph
every five minutes.

The results are interpreted by a statistical method as described in
Appendix F. The vehicle is exposed to the turbulence for a long period of
time, the recordings are divided into five minute intervals, and the maximum
static bending moments, the maximum dynamic bending moments, and the maximum
wind velocities are tabulated. Then, the following quantities are
calculated.

N

i-l

N
2 1 ~(~)

i-i
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where s4 3 maximum quantity in the ilk time interval

2 mean value of maximum quantity

N : number of intervals

: variance of maximum quantity distribution

With the valuei calculated the dynamic magnification factors are
calculated using the following expressions

I~naaic Hagnification Factor - 9+ 3 C Dynamic

The major effects examined are base flexibilityo damping, number of
degrees of freedom, and linearization. The method of obtaining the random
type input can be found in Appendix G. The effect of gravity is included
in all cases.

The results of the random-type studies can be seen in Tables 11-3 and11!-4.

As can be seen in Table 11-3 the dynamic magnification factor is reduced
when the inpet is changed from discrete to random. This is true for both
values of base spring frequencies.

Changing the percent of critical damping from 1% to 10% changes the
dynamic magnification factor very little. A reduction in the dynamic
magnification factor is realized whin three degrees of freedom instead of
one degree of freedom are used to repl.resent the elastic action of the vehicle.
This is proba1bly caused by the inertia coupling.

The same methods as outlined in the discrete studies are used to examine
the raoval of the nonlinear tezs. Une dynamic magnification factor increases
approxirately 2% when the nonlinear terms are replaced with linear terms and
27% when the nonlinear tenas are dropped. This indicates that the equations

arn be linearixed by linearizing the terms rather than deleting them.

WADI 0,l



TABLE 11-3 RANDOM INPUT RESULTS

Dynamic
Degrees % Dynamic Magnification Magnification

Base Spring of Critical Factor Random Factor Discrete
Frequency, cps Freedom Damping Studies Studies

1 3 1 1.113 1.227

1/4 3 1 1.125 1.193

1/4 3 10 1.137

1/4 1 1 1.148

1/4* 1 1 1.170

1/4k 1 1 1.46o

TABLE 11-4 RANDOM INPUT STATISTICS

Degrees % Number ofBase Spring of Critical Average Standard Five Minute
Frequency, cpu Freedom Damping Gust Factor Deviation Intervals

1' 3 1 1.52 0.125 61

1/4 3 1. 1.56 0.101 53

1/4 3 10 1.49 0.117 60

1/4 1 1 1.53 0.093 60

1/4* 1 1 1.55 0.110 60

1/4k 1 1 1.57 0.092 49

* Nonlinear terms replaced with linear terms

A Nonlinear terms deleted
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C. OSCILLATORY LOADS DUE TO VORTEX SHEDDING

1. INTRODUCTION

Any bluff body which is immersed in a moving fluid sheds vortices.
Associated with this shedding there is a force which acts on the body in a
direction perpendicular to the fluid flow. This force is due to the change
in circulation around the body necessary to balance the vorticity shed into
the wake.

The prediction of these forces are extremely difficult and are usually
determined from wind-tunnel test. Even when the Reynolds number is sub-
critical and the vortex shedding is periodic, little consistency can be found
(63). Only meager information on the forces can be found (61) when the Reynolds
number is supercritical and the shedding is random.

The following example can only be used for illustrative purposes since
the lift force measured in supercritical flow is for a cylinder only, and
nothing is known about the forces for other shapes and configurations. There
is an indication (58) that the response can be reduced by a significant amount
by the proper use of spoilers. In choosing the spoilers, however, one must rely
on wind tunnel tests since an analytical solution does not exist.

2. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In Reference (61) the power spectrum §(S) of lift coefficient determined
from experiments is given for several Reynolds numbers. In addition an analytic
expression is given which fits the experimental datao

2 2L [1 +3 (21r:9 S)2]
LS d (11-4)

- d 1 + (2 V;&S) 2 ) 2 (14

where e/d - 2.4

I i scale of turbulence

d , diameter

S I 8 , Strouhal Number

f a frequency

V t velocity of flow

CLs root mean square lift coefficient

Since. thi above expression is for a constant diameter cylinder, it is
neeamry to reduce the vehicle to an equivalent constant diameter cylinder.
A mean diameter based on the projected area exposed to the flow is used.
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The system te be analyzed has the following properties. The vehicle
is assumed to be in vertical alignment, gravity effects are included, and
the vehicle is exposed to a steady wind velocity of 60 mph. The value of
CL, determined from Reference (61), is 0.1292. The vehicle is considered

to have a flexible base and an associated base frequency of one-quarter
cycle per second. The modes are determined by using the small vibration
theory and including the base spring. This yields a set of orthogonal
modes of which the first three are used. The frequencies associated with
these modes are .242, 2.03, and 5.15 cycles per second. A value of 1%
critical damping in each mode is used.

The orthogonal beam modes determined in Part ll-B are used since the
inertia coupling terms are eliminated. The equations of motion are the
following.

ml 0 0 ql WnYl'l 0 0

0 m2  0 421 + 0 2m2 Y2 W2  0 q2

0 0 m3  q 3 0 0 2m5 [ J 33 3

2A 2 0i 0t qii)= 22 0 q222 (11-5)

0 0 M )2 q2 qJ

where : f.. 2 3 " .01

y- 2rD r- ugfl*1 ql + l~*q2 +Ein t1 q3

- ) 2 Z Dd * 2 CL + Y- 4 #2 ql + m =m%2 2 + =mg' 3*2 i

% 2 Z:D #C :mf+q + mffq &; (11-6)

The force summation method is used to determine the base bending

moaent.

to determine the mean diameter, the following expression is used:

L Dd (II-7)Wmean U L



where L - length of vehicle

7,D do - maximum area normal to the flow

d W 1460.99 - 10.54 ft.
mean 138.67.

Using the digital program discussed in Appendix G, the root-mean-
square base bending moment, normal to the flow, is 671 million-in-lb.
There is an oscillatory drag, associated with the oscillatory lift, due
to vortex shedding. If one assumes that the normalized spectrum of the
oscillating drag force is identical to the normalized spectrum of lift
force, one can easily compute the root-mean-square bending moment, due to
the oscillatory drag. The relation is the following:

CD

C L

For our case CD , from Reference (61), is 0.04; and therefore, the

root-mean-square base bending moment, parallel to the flow, due to vortex
shedding, is 20, million in-lbs. In order to combine the three components,
the peak values, rather than the root-mean-square values, of the oscilla-
tory bending moments should be used. It has been indicated (58) that the
peak values are approximately three times the root-mean square; also it has
been indicated (58) that the build-up of bending moments, due to vortex, is
sufficiently rapid that the peak values should be added to the peak value
of bending moment determined in the quasi-steady drag study, including
dynamic effects. The maximum base bending moment obtained in Part 2, with
a base spring of 1/4 cps., is 24.4 million in-lbs.

Br -- BI L + (BMOD + BMQsD)2  ] 3 in-lbs. (II-8)

where BMOL : peak bending moment due to oscillatory lift

BMOD z peak bending moment due to oscillatory drag

BMQsD peak bending moment due to quasi-steady drag

For this example the total base bending moment is:

BM - [(20.1 106)2 + (6.3 x 106 + 24. 4 x l06)2]in-lbs

BM - 36.7 x 106 in-lbs

This example, probably, is more suitable to a ballistic missile,
rather than to a configuration similar to the one studied here, because
the ballistic missile is closer to being a cylinder.
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Do EARTHQUAKE AND SHOCK LOADS

Because of their infrequent and unpredictable occurrence, earthquake
and shock loads are not usually considered as design conditions. However,
the method of computing loads due to these effects gives rise to problems
which will be discussed in this report. The difficulty involved in obtain-
ing shock measurements has led to the use of the shock spectra approach.
This method is employed. when the exact nature of the shock cannot be de-
termined. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion
of the shock spectra concept and an evaluation of loads obtained by the
shock spectra method.

1. SHOCK SPECTRA METHOD

Certain disturbances, such as earthquake shocks and ground shock due
to blast, produce transient accelerations which are rather hard to measure
and hard to define. By a simple passive system (reed gages for example) it
is possible to take measurements which will describe the shock by a shock
spectrum that gives a measure of the frequency content and amplitude of the
shock.

Consider a series of lumped mass reed gages of various frequencies to
be placed in the ground in an earthquake area.

RYO

Let the lateral displacement of the earth due to the shock be Yo and let

the relative displacement of a reed be yi" The motion of a reed can be
described by

i +  + 2riia)iyi +mi 2 Yi" 0

("1-9)
+ 2-iY 0 +)i2 Yi " 'Y (t)

Let the maximum response of (11-9) be

lYi Wt mx D (wi)

We note that D(Wi) can be measured quite easily.
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We now define

A(,O) - 42D(,)

where D(W.) s displacement shock spectrum

(4) : acceleration shock spectrums equivalent
static acceleration

The second definition can be visualized by letting yo(t) be a steady

acceleration in Eqn. (11-9). Then 0 2y M -.

low lot the vehicle be subjected to the same shock and lot its response
be defined by. the base motion plus two cantilever bean modes, as shown
below.

ZVI +1m a 0 qo + __l +
t fr1n 0 q1 2 24l

0 76

We can rewrite the second and third equation as

ofI 2I (II11

2 4),

qi2  + 24s0 242 + 0 2q 2  YO (1-1

where j in called the kinematic factor.

Noting the similarity of Zqna. (II-11) and (11-9) we can say that

2i W 2 23



If the response at some point on the w&: given by

yWx .4)l(x) q, + 2 (x) q 2 + O(x) qn

then an upper bound on the maximum response is given by

IY(') Ima - j~% (x) Dnamax -

The same type of upper bound can be placed on loads by the relationship

J [I [J L I
where Li - load at station i

.iJ - load at station i due to a unit acceleration in
the J mode.

This is recognized to be conservative, but the degree of conservatism
is not.known. In an attempt to determine the degree of conservatism a
ground acceleration time history measured by Hudson and Housner (71) has
been applied to the base of the vehicle by a direct analysis and by a shock
spectrum analysis. Such a comparison cannot ordinarily be made, because
time-histories are usually not available.

The ground acceleration trace, used in the comparison is shown in Fig.
(11-9). The ground motion was measured approximately 370 yards from a
370,O00 lb. charge of "nitromon" explosive; the explosive had been packed
in several hundred feet of tunnel cut into the sloping side of a mountain.
The acceleration shock spectrum shown on Fig. (II-10) has been computed
from the trace on Fig. (11-9) by computing the response of "reed gage"
system. Since the shock spectrum is usually measured rather than the time
history trace, no detailed description of the calculation of the shock
spectrum is given.

The vehicle loads, due to the shock, have been computed using Eqn.
(11-12) and Fig. (II-lO). The results of the study are shown on Fig. (Ii-11)
as envelopes of shear and bending moment. The influence of the number of
modes used in the analyses is clearly shown. The addition of modes always
raises the envelope, but the effect of higher modes such as the fourth and
fifth modes is small.
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If the response at some point on the veh.ocl ia given by

i,' y~~~x)-0 x) q, (x) q2 ' " nX
y(x) 42~~' 2 + * 'POn(x) %n

then an upper bound on the maximum response is given by

i~~x) I Max4 (X) D (
I J-i

The same type of upper bound can be placed on loads by the relationship

{J~~~~ Li4. JjlA]Aw)

where Li - load at station i

- load at station i due to a unit acceleration in
i the J mode.

This is recognized to be conservative, but the degree of conservatism
is not known. In an attempt to determine the degree of conservatism a
ground acceleration time history measured by Hudson and Housner (71) has
been applied to the base of the vehicle by a direct analysis and by a shock
spectrum analysis. Such a comparison cannot ordinarily be made, because
time-histories are usually not available.

The ground acceleration trace, used in the comparison is shown in Fig.
(11-9). The ground motion was measured approximately 370 yards from a
370,000 lb. charge of "nitromon" explosive; the explosive had been packed
in several hundred feet of tunnel cut into the sloping side of a mountain.
The acceleration shock spectrum shown on Fig. (II-10) has been computed
from the trace on Fig. (11-9) by computing the response of "reed gage"
systems. Since the shock spectrum is usually measured rather than the time
history trace, no detailed description of the calculation of the shock
spectrum is given.

The vehicle loads, due to the shock, have been computed using Eqn.
* (11-12) and Fig. (II-10). The results of the study are shown on Fig. (1-11)
as envelopes of shear and bending moment. The influence of the number of
modes used in the analyses is clearly shown. The addition of modes al eys
* raises the envelope, but the effect of higher modes such a3 the fourth and
fifth modes is small.
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These results have been computed for a cantilever beam representa-
tion of the vehicle, If a spring support is used, care must be taken to
compute the new orthogonal modes of the system and obtain the values of
A(W.)) at the proper frequencies. This results from the fact that the
system does not k*spond naturally at its cantilever frequencies if the
base is flexible, but rather responds at coupled frequencies.

2. DIRECT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

In order to assess the accuracy of the shock spectra method, Eqns.
(II-10) have been solved directly by using the ground acceleration trace
on Fig. [I-9.as an input. The loads have been computed by mode displace-
ment and force summation methods by the following formulae.

mode displacement

$ L}- [-I ij]{oj 2 qj} (11-13)

where tij is the load (bending motent or shear)at the il load point

due to a unit acceleration of the J-A mode.

force sumation

{LlJ - fyio (.) qIIii " (11-14)

Du to the absence of air loads, the two loads methods are seen to be
quite similar.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A comparison of Figs. 11-12 and 11-13 shows that bending moments
are almost identical, using either the mode displacement or force sumu
mation method with one or more modes. This is not a general result and
for most applications the force summation method is considered to be more
accurate. In this study the time histories of loads by the two methods
are different, but the maximum loads are the same because they happen.
to occur when the base acceleration is zero. An examination of Eqns. (11-13,
II-14)shows that the loads will be the same by either method If yo - 0
and the system is vibrating freely.

Shear calculations did not converge as rapidly as bending moment
calculations especially near the base. The force sumation and mode dis-
placement methods gave different answers for maximum shear. This is due
to the fact that maximum shear occurs when Yo 0 0 in Eqn. (11-14).

The shock spectra method is expected to be conservative since it
adds peak loads from each modal response as though all the peaks occurred
simultaneously. A comparison of Figs. II-11 and 11-13 shows that the
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shock spectra method gave loads that were between 75V and 100 higher
than the loads computed by direct methods. It is interesting to note
that the shock spectra method and the mode displacement method give
identical results for one mode, but that additional modes markedly in-
crease the shook spectra results.

The numerical results of the study are not intended to be signi-
ficant since the input used is only a simulated earthquake. The magni-
tude of the acceleration is roughly equivalent to that of a moderately
strong earthquake. Some recorded strong earthquakes have had magnitudes
from two to three times as large as the example accelerations, and the
motion has lasted from 15 to 20 times as long.
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SECTION III

LAUNCH

A. RELEASE

1. Introduction

The release problem is generated from the quick relaxation of the
holding mechanism at a prescribed instant during the count down. Since
the vehicle support is opposed to the forces and moments due to ground
wind, this relaxation is equivalent to a sudden release of the shear and
moment at the base.

The effects of different control laws, nozzle inertia, number of
degrees of freedom required to accurately describe the motion, and delay
time in activating the control system after release are examined.

2. Analysis

The first eight coupled free-free modes are used to represent the
vehicle. In this part of the study the equations used follow directly
from the perturbation equations referred to body fixed axis in Appendix C.
Comparison of the following equations with those in Appendix C reveal by
implication the assumption made in this part of the study.

E i - mo l - Q Z(A) + T(q$ +#'(xp)ql + # 2 (xp)q 2 ) (I1I-1)

2.mx - a - q(A) + Tx (q. + # 1 (x )q1 + #2(xp)q2) (1I-2)

,ji - m0(j)n*ji + 2 Y(.,M a + M - Qq(A)

@j % O',I ' N (j .- 12 ... .. 8)
+ T +(q 1 q + 2 (xxq2 ) (" -+ 2,..)8 (2)111-3)

0A2 0 n % -0 14~q

- NO(, + g sint) [q& + #(xp)ql + 2 (x) q'] " (C) (II-4)

The generalised forces are

'%(A) - E DDAx[V- 12 (111-5)
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Qq (A) 7'~CD D x~x [v4] 2  (111-6)

Qq" (A) IICIDD4 AX [V 4 ]2  ("'-7)

(C) , mo2 2 o2  a" qW) - 2ml 2 0o 4 (III-8)

Where S. in Eqn. (JII-8) is determined from the solution of:

YA - Kg % + 0' ql + 0' q (111-9)
A ~. Q - 1 12A 2

'R" K4 ig + 1RA.+ 02A (III-10)

+ T1 Y A +  tR

Sa +  T 2  a (111-12)

and where: (C , density at sea level

V : velocity of the wind - 40 mph

T : thrust at sea jevel

CD  : drag coefficient

D : dimension normal to the flow
YA : attitude sensor output

KR : rate sensor output

% attitude gain

s6 rate gain

t output of filter

T - .034 seconds (time constant of filter)
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6a : nozzle swivel angle commanded

T 2  : .035 second (hydraulic system lag)

-xp : body fixed axial coordinate associated with the
hinge point of the motor nozzles

Tj : damping ratio in the jth mode = .02

Nj : generalized mass of the jth mode

)j : frequency of jth flexural mode

NO : mass of nozzles

z distance from nozzle cg to nozzle swivel axis

natural frequency of nozzle swiveling0

_S9 : nozzle damping ratio

modal slope of the jth mode at attitudesensor location

4R : modal slope of the jth mode at rate
sensor location

( ) : modal value of the jth mode at nozzle eg
jn

-J xp) : modal slope of the jth node at nozzle
attachowt point

angle of inclination of vehicle axis from the
horizontal

*j(xp) : modal value of the jth mode at nozzle attachment
point

The control system sensors are located as follows: rate sensor
at body station 1636 and attitude sensor at body station 411. These
locations are consistent with those in the boost-flight analysis.
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The gain settings used throughout the release problem are K -

3.47 rad and K6 - 1.33 rad/sec " These gain settings are calculated

by the method outlined in Appendix D. These gains provide a frequency
and damping in pitch of one-half cps and .6 critical immediately after
release.

The generalized forces, due to the quasi-steady drag, are linearized

when (V - qzJ 2  is replaced by V2 , which will be justified later.

All coefficients remained constant, and the force summation method
is again used to determine the bending moments.

To find the equilibrium position prior to launch, a force and a
moment are applied at the base such that the translation at the base is
zero and the slope at the base is proportional to the base moment. The
base stiffness corresponds to a base frequency of one-fourth cps. Set-
ting the inertia and response velocity terms to zero and writing the
equations corresponding to the prescribed deflection and slope at the
base, results in a set of nine algebraic equations with nine unknowns.
The solution of the set yields the proper initial conditions.

The solution of this problem is divided into two parts. Part one
uses the supposition that the control law completely filters out any fre-
quency above 5 cps, and the mass of the engine is negligible, and there
is no time delay between the angle of thrust vectoring required and ap-
plied. That is T1 - T2 = 0.

Part two considers the effects neglected in part one with the ex-
ception that only the first two flexible degrees of freedom in addition
to pitch are sensed.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

a. Linearization Justification

The aerodynamic forces are linearized by neglecting the products
.2

of V and j . As can be seen in Fig. 111-2, when the control

law is activated at release, the bending moment becomes a maximum
within .18 of a second after release. The trace of 4z also shown

in Fig. 111-2 shows that at .18 of a second after release z is

equal to 5 in/sec. This is small compared with the wind velocity
of 704 in/sec; and consequently linearization is justified.

b. Perfect Control Law and Massless Engines

A typical time history of bending moment distribution is shown in
Fig. 111-3 and Fig. III-4. The bending moment distribution becomes
a maximum approximately at t = .18 seconds after release. The pictures
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between t - .40 seconds and the steady-state condition are not
shown, since they would only show an oscillating but converging
bending moment distribution.

At some stations the bending moments due to release are twice
the bending moments due to a steady 40 mph ground wind.

The bending moment distribution for four degrees of freedom and
ten degree of freedom are compared in Fig. 111-5. This figure
indicates that four degrees of freedom are adequate to describe
the motion.

c. Refined Control Law and Engine Inertia Studies

Both the effects of the refined control law with engine inertia
and the delaying of the activation of the control law are illus-
trated in Fig. 111-6. Adding the refined control law and engine
inertia has little effect on the maximum bending moments. The
reason for the scatter might be due to the phasing of applying
the control thrust force and the motion of the flexible degrees
of.freedom. The delay time in activating the control law in-
creases the maximum bending moment.

Typical control system signals for the release problem are shown
in Fig* 111-7. The general shape of the curves are identical.
Each output lags by a small amount the preceeding output.

4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

a) Linearization of the equations of motion is justified.

b) Delaying the activation of the control system increases
the bending moment.

c) Four degrees of freedom are adequate to describe the motion.

d) Using a refined control law and engine inertia has little
effect on the maximum bending moment.

B. AXIAL LOADS

1. Introduction

The first axial loads of large magnitude, encountered by the vehicle,
occur during launch. Large axial loads are also encountered at the term-
ination and initiation of thrust during the staging process.
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Under a nominally steady thrust, T, high frequency variations
screaming) of the order of 6000 cps and low frequency variations
chugging) of the order of 50 cps are known to occur in the thrust of

rocket engines, the magnitude of the variation being on the order of 1%
to 10% at full thrust. Resonance of the structure with a screaming or
chugging engine could be the source for the production of large axial
loads at specific body stations; fortunately the screaming and chugging
frequencies do not persist for long periods of time nor are they of a
strictly sinusoidal nature.

2. Analysis

The modeling of a liquid-fueled vehicle appears to present more
difficulties than the modeling of a solid-propellant vehicle where a
combination of linear springs and masses generally suffices. The major
difficulty in modeling of the former type of vehicle comes about in de-
fining the interaction between the liquid and the structure. A cursory
investigation of this problem indicates that the structure should be
considered separate from the liquid. The coupling between the two is in
the pressure exerted by the liquid on the structure. In all but the most
simple geometries, the analytical expressions for the interaction poses
extremely difficult problems in shell theory as well as in potential
flow theory. To circumvent the difficulties and yet provide simple numer-
ical estimates of the maximum axial loads one might expect, the following
method is suggested.

The analysis is based on the following assumptions:

.I) The vehicle can be represented by two springs and a mass in
tandem as shown in Fig. III-1. The spring constant of each
spring is calculated using the average stiffness of the shell
represented in each stage, Fig. A-6, and the mass is that of
the glider.

12) The glider is assumed to be rigid.

3) The mass of the stage structure is neglected.

4) The interaction of the propellant (fuel + oxidizer) and the
structure is assumed to be only in the pressure exerted by
fluid resulting from the acceleration of the base of the
spring, and the gravitational field. The lumping of the
propellant (fuel + oxidizer) in each stage as acting as a
single fluid in a single equivalent shell is an approxima-
tion that can be refined. The force F. thus exerted on the
base of each spring, is given by, 1

" - (g + ) (-13)

where M. : mass of the propellant in the i- stage

g : gravitatiohal field acceleration

g + > is assume4
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No interaction resulting from the exertion of lateral

pressure on the shell by the fluid is assumed.

5) The instance considered assumes the vehicle to be in a
vertical position at the instant of launch.

6) The application of a constant thrust, T, is assumed to take

place instantaneously (unit step).
x
3

lg

F2 x 2

Skl i X

actual
vehicle Model

FIG. III-I AXIAL LWAD ILLUSTRATION

The equations of motion

T 4 F + kl (x2 - xl) = 0 (111-14).

P2 + k2(x3  x '2) +kx i - x2) -0 (111-15)

mG x3 - k2(x2 - x3) - mGg (111-16)

are solved for the maximu deformationV j, possible in the

springs (under the applioation of a unit stop thrust) in

excess of the deformation Si() resulting from the equilibrium

prior to launch, and the deformation ji(s) resulting from a

steady state condition subsequent to launch. These values are

compared in the following table, along with the steady state

value of x3, x3(ss), and the maximum value of "3 possible.
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Ski Ci(e) i("s), ;4max, 3 (9ss) 3max,

106 b/in inches inches inches 9

1 1.15 .046 .0710 .0520

0.54 5.0

2 0.865 .0104 .0160 .0178

The above values are based on the assumption that the eigenvalues of
the system are commensurate and on the important restriction that
g + xi > 0, which is not generally satisfied, hence a more exacting

analysis would require

Pi - "wi (g + i) g+ o

0 g+ . 0

This problem can be solved by an electric analog with little difficulty.
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IV BOOST FLIGHT LOADS

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Introduction

A large percentage of the structure of a boost-glide vehicle is
designed by loads occurring during the boost phase of the trajectory.
Axial loads due to thrust, internal Iressurization loads, and transverse
bending moments due to atmospheric turbulence, wind shear, and maneuver
combine to produce the critical loading conditions. Bending loads are
likely to be large in boost-glide vehicles having a lifting surface near
the nose of the vehicle.

A significant portion of the glider itself may also be designed by
loads occurring during boost. Angles of attack due to iind shear,
gusts, and maneuver encountered at high dynamic pressures during boost
are likely to produce critical loads; and axial accelerations during
boost are considerably higher than those due to re-entry for vehicles
of the type being studied.

The thrust and pressurization loads depend on the thrust, drag,
weight, weight distribution, geometry, and internal pressure. These
essentially static loads may be calculated in a straightforward manner,
since external distmbances such as turbulence and wind shear have little
effect on them except insofar as internal pressurization requirements are
determined by bending loads. Bending moments arise from prograed maneuvers,
atmospheric turbulence, and wind shear. Maximum bending moments usually
result from a combination of turbulence and wind shear reversal associated
with a jet stream wind. A comprehensive dynamic analysis is required to
accurately predict the bending loads due to wind shear and turbulence.

The Load Producing Environment

Wind shear is probably the most important contributor to bending loads
produced during boost. The development of wind shear design criteria will
continue as more data on winds aloft and wind shear become available and
are analyzed.

Sissenwine (105, 115, 116, 117) has published several synthetic wind
profiles which have been widely used for design purposes. Fig. IV-2
shows the Sissenvine revised one percent synthetic wind profile which
has been used to compute wrind shear loads in the present study. Presumably,
a vehicle designed to this profile would exceed the design wind shear loads
only once per hundred flights in the area and the season to which the pro-
file is applicable. Another design wind profile recommended by Avyne
Research (108) is also shown in Fig. IV-2. In using any of these profiles,
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the wind is assumed to be blowing from the most adverse direction. M.e
altitude at which the peak velocity occurs is also shifted between
30,000 and 45,000 feet to the most critical altitude within this band.

Atmospheric turbulence produces bending loads during boost which
combine with wind shear loads. Turbulence may be represented for design
purposes either as random continuous turbulence having a specified power
spectrum and certain probability distribution functions or as a discrete
gust of specified velocity and profile. In references 113 and. 114 Press
defines atmospheric turbulence power spectra and probability distribution
functions, as well as procedures for determining probable load exceedances
whieh have been used in gust load studies of several types of airplanes.
However, the application of the power spectral method to vehicles having
high vertical velocity couponents is questionable, since most of the data
upon which the atmospheric power spectra and probability distributions
functions are based were gathered by airplanes in essentially horizontal
flight. Also the power spectral method gives loads in terms of root mean
square values and probable number Of exceedances of given load levels per
unit time or distance; and there is considerable uncertainty as to how
these loads shoul. be combined with rapitly time varying discrete wind
shear loads.

If the discrete gust approach is used, the loads due to a specified
discrete gust are added to the wind shear loads. In the past, a one
minus cosine shaped gust whose wave length is adjusted to produce maximum
loads has been used extensively. The design maximum gust velocity is, of
course, somewhat arbitrary, but the selection should be based on a prob-
ability encounter commensurate with the probability of encountering design
wind shear loads. Therefore, it seems reasonable that a gust which would
be encountered only once in one hundred flights should be used for design
when a one percent probability wind profile is used.

Objectives

The objectives of the boost flight loads analyses conducted in the
present research program are two fold. The first and perhaps the primary
objective is to study and evaluate existing methods of dynamic loads pre-
diction. In particular, the effects of various refinements in the mathe-
matical representation of the system as well as variations in some of the
parameters are determined. The second objective of the boost loads
studies is to obtain quantitative results so that the loads occurring
during boost can be compared with loads arising from other conditions.
The mathematical representations studied range from a rigid vehicle with
a simle idealized control system and no fuel slosh to representations
including up to three elastic structural degrees of freedom, two liquid
slosh degrees of freedom, and up to thzee control system lags. Parameter
variations studied include control system gains, sensor locations, and
assumed glider lift curve slope. The effect of configuration and tra-
jectory changes are not studied, since these are considered fixed in
the present research study. Wind shear and discrete gust loads axe
determined. A power spectral analysis of gust loads durng boost is
conducted to provide load occurrence data suitable for fatigue life
studies.
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B. ANALYSI

General Aiproach

The major effort in the study of the boost phase is concentrated on
the wind shear problem. Wind shear is the major contributor to bending
loads, and an evaluation of analysis techniques and of the importance of
various parameters should lead to more efficient solution of this important
and rather complicated dynamic loads problem.

The dynamic loads analysis of a boosted vehicle differs from an air-
plane dynamic loads analysis primarily in that the boosted vehicle mass,
velocity, air density, and Mach number all vary rapidly with time. The
boosted vehicle is represented mathematically by a set of differential
equations with time varying coefficients. Solution of these equations
may be accomplished by a step by step integration procedure utilizing
high speed digital computing equipment.. Machine limitations as well as
the magnitude of the effort required to determine time histories of a
large muber of coefficients make it desirable to limit the number of
degrees of freedom in this problem to as few as possible. During most
of the first stage boost, the horizontal wind velocity varies rather
slowly with time; hence the response of the vehicle is primarily a rigid
body translation response and a few degrees of freedom are adequate.
Niowever, in the vicinity of the peak of the wind profile, the horizontal
wind velocity varies rapidly with time; and adequate representation of
elastic mode response, nozzle inertia, fuel slosh, etc., may require a
large number of degrees of freedom. This situation suggests a two-part
approach. One part consists of obtaining the response to the portion of
the wind profile which varies slowly with time. The spike is replaced
with a straight line across the base of the spike. The vehicle is repre-
sented by three degrees of freedom, and the coefficients are varied with
time. Solution is accomplished by means of a digital computer program.
In the second part, the assumption is made that the coefficients can be
considered constant during the passage through the wind spike. The
response to the spike is obtained from an analog computer simulation in
which a large number of degrees of freedom are included. Using this
approach wind shear loads are determined by superposition of the loads
due to the slow time-varying portion of the profile and the loads due to
the spike. The use of the principle of superposition is, of course,
applicable only for linear systems. When a nonlinearity consisting of
limiting the nozzle angle is included in the problem, the values of the
variables determined from the slow tim-varying solution at the point
corresponding to the start of the wind spike are used as initial con-
ditions for the analog solution. The nonlinearity is simulated only on
the analog in this analysis.

Both of the approaches described above depend on the assumption that
all the coefficients may be considered constant during the passage through
the spike.. For comparison purposes, digital solutions have also been
obtained for the response to the complete profile with time-varying
coefficientsa The advantages of the larger number of degrees of freedom
included in the analog simulation are weighed against possible loss in
accuracy due to the assumption of constant coefficients.
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The analysis shows that the assumption of constant coefficients does
indeed noticeably affect the results, and that as few as four degrees of
freedom are adequate for predicting the response to the wind spike.
Therefore, a digital solution of the equations of a four degree of freedom
system with time-varying coefficients for the response to the spike has
been obtained. Final wind shear loads have been determined by super-
position of the responses to the spike and to the slow time-varying
portion of the profile, both obtained by digital solution of equations
with time-varying coefficients.

The studies designed to investigate the effects of the number of
degrees of freedom, control system lags and nozzle inertia, fuel slosh,
and parameter variations on loads have been conducted on the analog making
the assumption of constant coefficients.

Although wind shear is the major contributor to bending leads, gusts
also produce significant bending loads. In the gust problem, the vehicle
is represented mathematically by the same set of differential equations
used in the wind shear analysis. The forcing function consists of either
a discrete gust profile or a random gust velocity defined in terms of its
power spectrum and probability distributions. The assumption of constant
coefficients is made in both the discrete and power spectral gust studies.
The discrete gust solutions have been obtained on the analog, and the
power spectral analysis has been accomplished by means of a digital
computer program which computet the frequency response functions, the
integrated output power spectra, and the characteristic frequencies of
loads. ' The boost phase is divided into altitude bands, and the coefficients
for each power spectral solution are based on the average conditions within
a band.

Fornmlation of Equations

A derivation of the basic flight equations of motion of the vehicle
is given in Appendix C using body-fixed axes.

The motions of the system in the flight loads problem are described
in terms of the following degrees of freedom: translation normal to the
vehicle axis, pitch, elastic deformation in the normal vibration modes,
the first slosh modes in the first stage fuel and oxidizer tanks, and
swiveling of the engine nozzles. All motions are assumed to be in the
plane of the trajectory, and no extensional modes were included. The
external forces acting on the system are aeroynabic forces due to wind,
gusts, and the motions of the vehicle. The engine thrust due to exit':
pressure and mass efflux from the system is treated as an external force.
The nozzles are considered hinged at the swivel axis location; but they
are restrained by the hydraulic actuator linkage. With the hydraulic
valves which supply fluid to the actuator cylinder closed, the nozzles
can be forced to swivel by straining the elastic linkage and trapped
hydraulic fluaid. The nozzles have a certain natural swiveling frequency
with the valves closed which is dpendent en the moent of inertia of
the nozzles about the swivel axis and the spring effects mentioned above.
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The position of the actuator piston can be changed by allowing hydxaulic
fluid under pressure to flow to the appropriate side of the piston in the
cylinder while unpressurized fluid is pushed out of the other side of the
cylinder. The means by which the hydraulic flow is controlled will be
discussed later.

Equatioms for vehicle bending moments and net panel loads on the
glider are derived by the force summation method. In this method, panel
loads are deterinned by summing the aerodynamic and inertia forces, ex-
pressed as functions of the generalized coordinates, their derivatives,
and the wind velocity.

Bending moments are found by a sumation of panel loads times appropriate
moment arms. For the four aft bending moment stations, the loads aft of
the station are summed. Therefore, components of the thrust force due to
thrust vectoring and bending times appropriate moment arms are included
in the summation for the bending moments at these stations.

The equations of motion used in the boost flight loads analysis are
obtained from Eqn. 00-35) through (c-40). The following assumptions
are made:

1) The solution of Eqn. (C-36) is assumed known.

2) Io = 0. The rotary inertia of the engine nozzles about their own
c.g. is assumed zero. This is consistent with the assumption made
in calculating the mode shapes: that the rotary inertias of the
individual masses about their own c.g. 's are zero.

3)~~~~~~~~~~ ih( ~ ~m~~ 4% + ~~ ) 0. The

terms arising from this quantity are very small in comparison to
the parts of Q(A) and Q(C) which are functions of 4' j and , .

4) 1 O = 0. Structural damping is neglected, since it is very small
co~ared to aerodynamic damping.

The generalized forces of aerodynamic origin are:

Qq (A) - N (Iv-l)

QQ(A) = Nx(IV-2)

Qq (A) = N i * j  (IV-3)

where Ni normal aerodynamic force on segment i.

x distance from the centroid of segment i to the
vehicle mass center, positive forward.

j - modal value at the centroid of segment i in the jth mode.
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The aerodynaic forces on the glider seents are:

N1  M P V2  SIL Cfi ac i (i - 1to 30) (IV-4)
2 f

vhere we - air density

V - velocity of air stre. relative to the vehicle

a,. - planform area of ith segment

a rate 6f change of normal force coefficient with
e angle of attack (lift curve slope)

± a local angle of attack on ith segment

The air density is obtained. assuming a standard atosphere. In the wind
shear problem the parallel comonent of the wind velocity is included in
the relative velocity. The variation of lift curve slope with Mach number
used in the analysis is shown in Figure IV-3. The local angle of attack in
terms of the generalized coordinates and the wind velocity is:

_e- is Az __x~x i rqj VV si n  (IV-5)
±V j V - 9

The lift on each segment is assumed independent of the lift on the other
segnts. VAsteady lift effects are not included.

The aerodynamic forces on the booster are:

CAC2 d b gl e t. t 2 /I,;

Ni 1TIb., fb d[V j q3
4AAL

+ 2Vie+ 2VZ4Jq -S -Oq Q~ 24Jq ]
(i 31 to 47) (IV-6)

where o4 i is as defined above and b and £ ae shown below.
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Equation IV-6 is derivable from mwntum theory.

The generalized forces for the nozzle swiveling degree of freedom
are:

(C) - -2 mo Xfo2 - m 2 p22 (q (IV-7)q,0 0 0m 0 0  (q a Iv7

where a - actuator position measured in terms of nozzle swivel angle
cammneded.

Q (C) is treated as an external moment acting about the nozzle swivel
s. The values of Zo and c4O used are typical of engines of this size.

0 0

The equations of motion as used in the boost flight loads analysis
appear as written below. Certain equations are omitted in some of the
studies, as indicated in the subsequent discussions.

Equatiens of Motion:
2

- ni ( g in% ) q + T1 qjlh+ (x ' ) ql (IV-N

11

2

2

2
U1 q(xp)( Rk + gainQ ) q - =lhe (si)(qx s2 nh1 )q.,

+ T (x.) ( q6 + (V (z) qj N) i (P N]

REahni o ( s (qq o + (gsing) q,,

"u/ [ + gainS1 ) (q3 + 2 ;(x P) qj) + (gsinQ) q]
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Several theories are considered for calculating the aerodynamic
forces on the vehicle for the boost phase. The Mach number from launch
until the vehicle has passed through the altitude band where high vind.
shear is encountered varies from zero to about 2.0. Aerodynamic forces
at much higher Mach numbers are not of interest since the dynamic pressure
drops off rapid3y as altitude and Mach number increase. The theories
considered are momentum theory, piston theory, linear first order super-
sonic theory, and a semiemirieal theory which assume. a piston theory
lift distribution with a lift curve slope based primarily on experimental
data.

The aerodynamic forces on the booster are in all ,eases calculated
by omentum theory. In this particular configuration, the aerodynamic
forces on the booster are a~nost insisificant wvbn comared to those
on the glider. Therefore, any theory hich predicts the correct order
of magnitude of the aerodynamic forces on the booster is considered
satisfactory, and no time has been spent studyivg other possible methods
of calculating these forces.

Flight load are found to be quite sensitive to the aerodynamic
forces on the glider; hence, considerable thought is given to glider
aerodynamics. The aspect ratio of the glider is low enough so that
=nmntum theory is considered applicable. However, monentum theory has
several shortcomings. First, this theory predicted significant lift
forces due to angle of attack only on the portion of the glider in which
the span increased with glider length. Thus the large area lying between
the straight wing tips has no angle of attack dependent aerodynamic forces
on it. Second, mnmentm theory in its simple form does not reflect changes
in the aerodynaic forces due to spanwise elastic deformations on the wing.
Third, mmentum theory does not reflect the effect of Mach number on angle
of attack dependent aerodynamic forces.

Although the Mach number range of interest in the flight loads
analysis is below the range of applicability of piston theory, this
theory is considered attractive because of its simplicity and because
the effect of elastic deformations on local angle of attack and the
resulting aerodynamic forces can be included. The lift distribution
calculated using piston theory appearv. sewhat more reasonable than
the distribution predicted by montum theory.

In order 'to have a basis for evaluating the lift distributions pre-
dicted by matm theory and piston theory, hich are considered the
mt emily adaptable theories for dynamic aeroelastic studies, a steady
state lift distribution for the rigid glider has been calculated using
liam -first order supersonic theory. The calculation has been made for
several angles of attack so that the rate of ckange of normal force with
angle of attack can be determined. This calculation has been made for
only one Mach number, that corresponding to the maxiam dynamic pressure
during boost. Although this theory predicts the pressure distribution
more realistically than either piston theory or mmentum theory, it is
not easily adapted to describing aerodynamic forces on an elastic body
whose shape is varying with time.
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The approach finally decided upon for calculating the aerodynamic
forces is a semiempirical theory which assumes a piston theory distribution
with a lift curve slope based on the rigid glider lift curve slope calcu-
lated by linear supersonic theory for one Mach number and based on experi-
mental wind tunnel data from similar configurations for other Mach numbers.
Fig. IV-3 shows the estimated variation of glider lift curve slope with
Mach number which is used in the flight leads analyses. Plots of glider
lift curve slope versus Mach number for piston theory and momentum theory
are also shown for comparison. The zero Mach nmber lift curve slope is
based on the experimental point indicated. In the subsonic regime a
typical Prandtl-Glauert variation is assumed, and a typical transonic
variation is also assumed. The low supersonic part of the curve is drawn
through the point based on linear first order supersonic theory. As the
Mach number increases, the assumed curve approaches the piston theory
curve which agrees quite well with the experimental data for Mach numbers
between three and. four. Although the assumed curve is based on a rather
limited quantity of data., it is probably better than either of the
theoretical curves shown. It is expected that in general sufficient wind
tunnel data to define such a curve vould be available before a final loads
analysis is required.

Fif.0XV-4 shows a comparison of glider lift distributions based on
various metbods. Two possible assumptions which would improve the momentum
theory lift distribution are considered. In one of these, the leading edge
is swept back further to form a delta wing of the same span as the actual
planfor, and. in the other triangles are added to the tips to form a large
delta ing. In the case where the leading edge is swept back further, the
total lift predicted remained the same as that predicted by applying
memntvm theory to the original planform. Since the effect of local angle
of attack variation due to the elastic deformation can be accouated for
easily using the piston theory, and the total lift can be adjusted as de-
sired by using a value of C0  other than 4/M, it is decided to use the
piston theory with a moifiet ON for calculating aerodynamic forces on
the glider.

Critical Altitude and Wind Direction

Since the mst critical altitue frm the standpoint of beading
loads is not alveys most critical from the standpoint of combined loads,
it is a=m tlms necessary to determine wind shear loads resulting from
several win& profiles with the altitude of the spike varied between 30,000
and 45,000 feet. However, eie of the altitudes at which the spike should
be located is the one which will produce the maxinnm bending loads. In
the present study wind shear leads due to a co~lete wind profile are
determined only for the profile with the spike located at this moft bending
coitieal altibde, since one such analysis is sufficient to illustrate
methods an& investigate effect of refinements and inpertance of parameters.

In dtermining the altitude at which to locate the spike, it is
assumed that bending moments will be highest if the spike is at the alti-
tude which produces the greatest incremental lift on the glider due to a
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given wind velocity. The altitude band of 30,000 to 45,000 feet is con-
sidered., since the present wind criteria make no provision for locating
the spike outside this band. Futher research may indicate that in some
cases a spike located outside this band with a reduced maximum wind
velocity should be used. The lift on the glider due to the wind velocity
is:

LW1/2/14(V. + V,,cos~ CNt S Vw sin' tEV-9)

where

Lw  imenmtal lift due to the wind velocity

/0 - air density

Va  = velocity of the vehicle relative to the earth

Vw  - horizontal wind velocity

)k inclination of vehicle from horizontal

C =OC glider lift curve slope

S = glider wing area

The above expression is evaluated at a number of altitudes within
the 30,000 to 45,000 foot band, holding 1, constant at 300 feet per second
and letting Va, 0 1 and % C vary according to the altitude. The

largest value of L. within the band occurred at the lower limit of the
band, 30,000 feet; therefore, the wind spike is located ato 30,000 feet
for the. ind shear aa4Wit:

It is assumed that maxim= bending moments will be produced by a
wind profile if the vehicle is oriented so that the component of the wind
normal to the glider lifting surface is a maxidum. Since launching into
the wind tents to increase the dynamic pressure, the most critical direction
for lealnh is directly upwind.

Although the launch directly upwind is considered most critical for
booster bending moments and also glider panel loads, an., nalysis of the
cross wind condition should be conducted to determine the loads on the
vertical fins en the glider. The same methods as the bending leads
analysis should be used, However, the numerical values of the coefficients
in the equatiens of motion and load equations will be differen. Such an
analysis is not performed. since nothing new would be illustrated by it.

c. PAR ii SuDIS

I. CNIRL SYS=

The results of analog computer studies of dynamic loads on the boost-
glide vehicle due to 5 assage through a layer of high wind shear indicate
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that control system characteristics have a significant effect on lc4s.
An investigation is made to determine the degree of refinement in control
system representation required to give sufficiently accura~e dynamic
loads solutions. The effect of variations in control system gains and
us' locations on loads is also studied. A simple method of choosing

control system gains for use in dynamic loads analyses in the absence of
detailed control system design information is developed and is presented
in Appendix D. The method considers the effect of flexibility on control
gain requirements.

Since the vehicle is statically unstable in pitch without controls,
it is necessary to design a pitch control system before any flight loads
studies can be attempted. Lacking any detailed information on control
requirements for this vehicle, it is decided that the pitch control system
should provide an undamped natural pitch frequency of one half cycle per
second and a damping in pitch of six tenths critical. The choice of fre-
quency and d=Wing is somewhat arbitrary; however, the values chosen are
typical of those which provide a desirable short period response in mwned
aircraft.

Descr*ption of Control System Representations

In the boost-glide vehicle being studied, pitch control is provided
by means of thrust vectoring. In the simplest representation of the con-
trol system, the nozzle swiveling angle is given by the following equation:

q - qg+ % 9  (IV-10)

where

- nozzle swiveling angle

q - incremental pitch angle (the difference between
the actual pitch attitude and the progrmmed
pitch attitude)

- pitch rate

- attitude gain

IC = rate gain

Although the system described by Eqn. (IV-lo) is not a physically
attainable system, it is frequently used in preliminary dynamic .loads
analyses in which the control system dynamics are not of primary interest.

The first refinement included in the representation of the control
system is to locate the sensors on the vehicle and allow them to sense
the pitch attitude and rate of the stations on the vehicle at which they
are located. Thus slope and rate of change of slope in the flexible modes
are sensed in addition to rigid pitch and pitch rate. The equations for
the pitch attitude. and rate sensed are:
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where:

0 - incremental pitch attitude sensed

#SA slope of the jth mode shae at the
attitude sensor station

R m slope of the j3 mode shape at the
rate sensor station

qj - generalized coordinate for the jth

flexible node.

For the above system, Eqn. (IV-iG) is imodified by replacing rigid pitch
and pitch rate with the pitch attitude and rate sensed.

q$ - K 9 8 + K6 0 (IV-13)

The system described by Eqn. (IV-13) also represents a very idealized
control systm, not pbysically attainable. The next step is to consider a
typical control system n which the nozzles are swiveled by means of a
bydraulic actuator. In this system, the signals from the sensors are
added and then passed through a filter designed to attenuate the high fre-
quency signals due to response in the higher flexible modes. The filtered
signal is combined with a feedback proportional to the nozzle actuator
position to produce a hydraulic error signal %hich comsands a valve
position. valve allows a )hyrilie flow r te proportional to valve
psitipiam&Warxet of chas of nozzle actuator position is in turn
proportional to the hydraulic flow rate. The nozzle is driven by the
actuator, ad the nozzle position differs from the actuator position by
an munt preportional to the strain in the actuator. Nozzle inertia,
doing, and the restoring torque due to the axial acceleration of the
vehicle (pendulma effect) resist; the swiveling of the nozzles by the
actuator. The equations representing the above system are:

V - xs+ K6O* (Iv-14,
TI "N Ys -A WI-15)

- 4 -~(iv-15)

*It is noted that Gg is not the time derivative of 95 except in the special
case where the sensors are located at the same station.
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MA + (inertia coupling terms) -2 mC Wo , 6 (Iv-17)

2mo20 (q a ) + (moments de to carried field
acceleration)

where:

Y - sum of the sensor outputs

A filtered sum of the sensor outputs

Sa actuator position measured in terms nozzle
swivel angle commanded

T time constant of the fi~er

T2  - hydraulic lag

* 0 nozzle swiveling inertia

W) . natural swiveling frequency of nozzles with0 hydraulic valve closed

o - nozzle damping ratio

In transfer function form, the above control system is represented as

qAs4! , + K& s (Iv-18)*
(1 + Tls) (1 + T 2 s) (1 + 2 So A + s2)

where
a - Laplace transform variable.

The hydralic system lag arises because the filtered sensor signal
esntially comands a swiveling rate proportional to the difference between
the desired and actual actuator position instead of comanding a position.
The swiveling frequeney used in Eqn. (IV-18) includes the effect of
hydralic fluid comprssiility as well as actuator compliance.

Although the control system described by Eqn. (IV-18) is much more
realistic than those described by Eqn. (IV-IO) and (IV-13), many effects
have been left out vhich will have to be included if the emphasis is on
the servo-system instead of dynamic loads. However, the first order lags
which are neglected are mall in comparison with the lags which have been
included, and the frequencies associated with the effects which are
neglected arm above the frequency spectrum of interest in dynamic loads
problems. Amng the effects neglected are gym lags, dead zones, drift,
and freqpewy response, valve dynamics, and hydraulic fluid leakage.

*The transfer function notation, although not strictly correct unl.s33 Q
is the time derivative of O., is used in the figures to conserve spar
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Also, in aa actual system the slAping networks would prob: onsist ot
more than a single simple filter circuit. Reference t9 dacribes in morty
detail a control system similar to the one described here. ,i3mle modi-
fications in the analog circuit are used to vary the control system from
the very simlest as described by Eqn. (IV-I0) to the complete system as
described by Eqn. (IV-18). Degrees of freedom are easily added or removed
from the simlation by turning off the appropriate amlifiers. The first
order lags are included or removed by modifying amplifier feedbacks. The
analog simulation for the control systea is shown in Appendix G.

Results

The effects on the transient responses and isnatim loads of variations
in aoolexiy of control system representation, gains, and sensor locations
are kwe.tiated. It is found that the additiom of a flexible mode or an
additional complexity in centrol system representation has a marked effect
on the responses, but in each case proper adjustment of the gains br&*ags'
the frequency and, daroing back to approximately what they are for the
rigid vehicle with the simplest control system representation. Therefore,
it is considered desirable to develop a mothed for predicting the proper
gain settings in advance for any given representation of the vehicle and
control system. Such a metheod would find applieation in the selection of

gains for digital solutions of flight lea" problems, vhere it would be
uneconomical to use a trial and error method. A method of predicting gain
settings to provide the desired pitch frequency and damping including the
effect of flexibility is developed in Ipenix D. The method is based on
-the assumption that the response in the flexible modes is essentially
static.

The gains to provide 1/2 cps ad .6 Critical daing in pitch for
the rigid vehicle with the simlest control system representation are
Kg a 7.2 and Ka - .919. When these gain settings are used with a siu-
lation including oe flexible mode in which rigid pitch only is sensed,
the pitch frequency and daming are both greatly reduced. When a second
flexible nod is added to the simulation, the frequency and damping are
increased slightly. The reasen for this is that the second mode is pri-
marily a wing plate mode which deforms under lea so as to reduce angle
of attack and. therefore reduces the destabilizing aerodynamic pitching
mment on the vehicle. The first mode is primarily a vehicle beam bending
me which increases the glider angle of attack and therefore increases the
destabilizing pitching inat. The gains required for the flexible vehicle
predicted by the method of Appendix D are 10.23 and 1.076 as compared to
the 7.2 and .919 used.

• the sensors are allowed to sense bending as weil as rigid pitch.
In this case, the attitude sensor is located in the glider and the rate
sensor is located at the nozzle swivel axis location. When the attitude
sensor is located in the glider, the ratio of t to go is sueh that the
effective attitude gain is higher than the gain setting. Thus, in this
case, the gain setting of 7.2 provides adequate pitch stiffness & ereas
it does not in the cases where only rigid pitch is sensed. The respense
time histories for this case are shown in Fig. IV-5.
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In Fig. IV-6, a comparison is made of the maximum bending moment
diagrams for the various representations of the vehicle with the simple
nonlagged control system. The effect on loads of adding one and two
flexible modes to the rigid vehicle simulation and effect of sensing
bending as well as rigid pitch are shown. The addition of each flexible
mode to the simulation has a marked effect on loads. Allowing the sensors
to sense bending as well as rigid pitch also has a marked effect on loads,

since the effective gains are changed wnen bending is sensed.

Next the effects of adding first order lags and nozzle inertia to
the control system representation are investigated. It is found that the
effect of each first order lag and nozzle inertia is to reduce damping.
The original balue of K6 : .919 does not provide sufficient damping for
stability if more than one lag is included. However, this loss of damping
is compensated for by increasing K6, and setting K6 : 2.4 provides a
satisfactory response when both first order lags and nozzle inertia are
included. The time histories of the responses for this case are shown
in Fig. IV-7.

Fig. IV-8 shows a comparison of maximum bending moment diagrams for
the representations of the control system with lags. Two flexible modes
are included in each of these simulations, and bending is sensed as well
as rigid pitch in each case. The differences between these cases are in
the number and order of lags in the control system and in tae adjustment
of the rate gain setting. The maximum bending moments are not greatly
affected by the control system lags, provided the gain settings are
properly adjusted. The one curve that lies considerably above the others
corresponds to the case where Ko is not increased to compensate for the
loss in damping due to the addition of a lag. The gain settings for
these cases are determined by trial and error on the analog.

Fig. IV-9 shows a comparison of bending moment diagrams similar to
those in Figs. IV-6 and IV-8. The gains used in obtaining these solutions
are predicted by the method described in Appendix D. These loads are due
to the 150 fps spike shown on the figure, whereas the loads in the previous
cases are due to a 76 fps spike. The agreement of the bending moment
diagrams in Fig. IV-9 for all cases in which bending is sensed is so close
that differences can not be shown in the comparative plot. The control
systems in which bending is sensed range in complexity from a nonlagged
system to one in whick *two first. order lags and,' nozzle inertidrare in-
cluded. The close agreement of the bending moments for the flexible
vehicle shows that the method satisfactorily predicts the gain settings
required for the various control system representations used. One may
also conclude from these curves that a fairly simple control system
representation is adequate for loads studies, since the lags and nozzle
inertia do not have a large effect on the loads if the gain settings are
properly adjusted. It is not intended here to imply that a simple control
system would be adequate for determining stability boundaries. Also,
nozzle inertia may be more important in other configurations having more
massive engines relative to their total mass.
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A study of the effect on loads of variation of gain settings is
made with the control system representation which includes two first

order lags, the nozzle swiveling degree of freedom, and sensors located

in the glider (attitude sensor) and at the nozzle swivel axis location

(rate sensor). First K is varied throughout the stable range keeping

the ratio KO/K6 : 1.9?. The loads have been recorded and the results

are plotted in Fig. IV-10. The loads are greatly affected by the variation

in Ko, and increasing K0 reduces the loads. The minimum loads are obtained
with the maximum K0 which provides stability. One might expect that a
gain setting well within the stable range will provide minimum loads, but
this does not prove to be the case. Slightly below the low gain stability
boundary the transient response is a divergent pitching oscillation in
which the second peak is higher than the first, and so on. However, in
the vicinity of the high gain stability boundary, the maximum load occurs on
the first peak, in phase with the wind spike. Then, if the gain is slightly
above the stability boundary, a divergent pitching oscillation of higher

frequency gradually builds up. The amplitude of the first peak decreases
as the gain setting increases; therefore, the maximum gain setting which
provides stability gives the minimum loads.

Fig. IV-11 essentially shows the effect of pitch damping on loads.
In this figure Ko is held constant at 6.452 and K6 it varied throughout
the stable range. A reduction in damping has the effect of increasing

loads, as would be expected. The breaks in the curves in Figs. IV-10
and IV-I occur at the gain settings for which the first and second peaks

in the transient response are of equal amplitude. To the left of the
break the maximum load occurs on the second peak; to the right the maximum
load occurs on the first peak.

The location of sensors is also varied andthe effect on loads has
been recorded. Fig. IV-12 shows a tabulation of sensors locations and a
conparison of the bending moment diagrams for these locations. The
system is unstable for locations for which bending moments are not shown.
A nonlagged control system which senses bending is used for the study.
The gain settings have been calculated for each sensor location to provide
one half cps and six tenths critical damping in pitch by the method
developed in Appendix D. As noted previously, the method by which the
gains are calculazed is based on the assumption that the modes deflect
statically and structural dynamic effects may be neglected. If this were
strictly true the curves in Fig. IV-12 would be identical and all nine
pairs of sensor locations would provide a stable response. Examination
of the transient responses for each of the nine cases shows that a notice-
able coaponent at the first bending frequency appears in only three cases.
These cases are also the only three in which the rate sensor is located

forward of the antinode in the first mode. Assuming no phase shift between
the rate sensor signal and the component of the nozzle motion proportional
to this signal, a rate sensor located forward of the antinode of the first
mode provides negative damping in that mode. Of course, soe positive
aerodynamic damping exists, so the net damping may be either positive or
negative. In two of tke three cases (cases 7 and 8) the oscillations at
the first bending frequency diverge. In the other case (case 6) the

ocillation dies out.
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Although it has been concluded that a simple control system repre-
sentation is adequate for the dynamic analysis of flight loads during
boost, it does not follow that a simple representation will suffice for
stability studies. It can be seen in Fig. IV-9 that the very simplest
representation,, which does not even include the sensing of bending by
the sensors, gives almost the same solution for bending moments as the
most refined representation considered. However, it has been shown that
for certain sensor locations the system is unstable. Bending must be
sensed in order to discover these instabilities. Here is an instance
in which the determination of the stability of the system is an indis-
pensable part of the loads problem. Dynamic loads determined using
the simple control system representation are meaningless if the system
being studied is actually unstable. Nevertheless, the simple repre-
sentation is useful in preliminary design work, where accurate estimates
of loads may be required before the sensor locations are known.

In the investigation of the effect of variation of gain settings
on dynamic lead s due to wind shear, instabilities occur when the attitude
gain setting is either too high or too low. The effect of control system
representation, rate gain setting, and overall structural stiffness on
the boundaries of the stable range of attitude gain settings is determined.
Since mini-mm leads result when the attitude gain setting is the highest
which provides stability, it is necessary to accurately determine the
stability boundary in order ;o optimize the control system fram the
standoint of minimizing loads.

In the present analysis, only one point on the trajectory is studied-
the one corresponding to the wind spike altitude during boost. Stability
boundaries have been determined by adjusting the attitude gain setting
and observing the transient respoan to a disturbance on the analog.
The results are presented in the form of stability profiles showing
the boundaries of the stable region on the attitude gain setting versus
structural stiffness plane. No local stiffness changes have been investi-
gated., since this would involve recalculating mode shapes. Overall stiff-
ness changes are easily accomplished by changing the natural frequenckes
of the flexible modes. In these stability studies, the sensor locations
are not chanbed, the attitude sensor being in the glider and the rate
sensor at the nozzle swivel axis location. Other combinatiens of sensor
locations will of course produce different stability profiles.

Fig. IV-13 shows the effect of control system representation on
stability boundaries. The three profiles for representations where
bedin is sensed show an upper boundary as mll as the lower. The
priamy effect of each additional lag included is to lower to upper
boundary, decreasing the stable range of attitude gain setting. The
profile for thi simple representation in which bending is net sensed
does not have an upper boundary. Instead the upper branch of the curve
is asym~etic to a vertical line representing the structural stiffness
at which a static asreelastic divergence will occur. The lower branch
is asymtotic to a horizontal line representing the mimimm attitude
gain setting below hich the vehicle wild be unstable in pitch. #It
is noted that the mnibim attitude gain setting is considerably higher
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when bending is not sensed, particularly in the low stiffness region.
The reason for this is that the effective attitude gain is higher than
the gain setting in the cases where bending is sensed and the attitude

sensor is located in the glider.

The effect of changes in rate gain setting on the stability
boundaries has also been studied. As would be expected, increasing the
damping has the effect of enlarging the stable region.

The gain settings required for one half cycle per second pitch
frequency as a function of overall structural stiffness are also shown
in Fig. IV-13 for two control system representations. The gain setting
required is lower in the case where bending is sensed, since the effective
gain is increased when the sensor is forward in the glider.

The region above the upper branch of the stability profile is an
unstable region due to structural and control system coupling. The
above results show that the location of this upper branch is influenced
by damping and by control system representation. Each refinement in
the mathematical representation of the control system has the effect of
lowering the upper boundary, decreasing the maximum stable gain setting
for a given structural stiffness. As mentioned earlier, frcm a loads
standpoint, it seems desirable to choose a gain setting quite close to
this upper boundary. In order to do this, it is necessary to locate
the upper boundary quite accurately. This requires a very good mathe-
matical representation of the control system, much more refined than
the & mple representation which is found adequate for determining loads.
The stability of the vehicle must be determined along the entire tra-
jectory and not just at one point as is done in the present study.

One of the criteria that is used to avoid instabilities due to
structural and control system coupling is to require that a certain
minimum ratio of structural frequency topitch frequency be maintained.
The one half cycle per second pitch frequency used in the present study
yields frequency ratio of greater than five to one. Increasing attitude
gain setting and thereby approaching the upper stability boundarylowers
the above frequency ratio, and an accurate knowledge of this boundary
would permit the determination of the minimum frequency ratio which
would provide stability. An adaptive autopilot which continuously main-
tains the maximum gain setting providing stability would be very desirable
since it would minimize dynamic loads. The increasing size of boosters
make the attainment of a high frequency ratio increasingly difficult.
an the attainment of a stable configuration will become correspondingly
difficult.

2, STUECTUPAL REPMMSENTATION

The structural representations of the vehicle used in the wind

shear analysis vary from a simple rigid body to an elastic body whose

motions are defined in terms of three normal vibration modes as well
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as the rigid body degrees of freedom. The elastic modes hawe been e ded
to the simulation one at a time, and the effect on the bending loads due
to passage throug the wind spike has been observed. Fig. IV-14 shovs a
comparison of the bending moment diagrams resulting from the various
structural representations. Neglecting flexibility altogether results
in a serious underestimation of the bending loads. The first flexible
mode is primarily free-free bending of the booster, with very little
wing deformation. When vehicle motion or wind produces a lifting force
on the glider, the booster bends under the load so as to increase the
glider angle of attack, thus increasing the lifting force and also the
bending moment. The second flexible mode is primarily a wing mode in
which the wing deforms under load so as to reduce local angle of attack
and thereby alleviate the aerodynamic load an the glider. Therefore,
the bending monents decrease slightly when both the first and second
modes are included in the analysis. The addition of the third normal
mode has very little effect on the bending loads, and it is concluded
that two modes are sufficient to represent the elastic structure of
this vehicle in the wind shear loads problem.

Considerable time and effort have been expended in calculating
the normal vibration modes which include both wing and booster flexi-
bility. A simle program is available for calculating the vehicle
free-free bean bending modes in which the wing is assumed to contribute
to the beam mass an& stiffness and conform to the beam in chrdvise
bending. No spanwise wing deflection is accounted for in these beam
modes. The calculatien of wing plate nodes requires two programs,
one which determines the wing influence coefficient matrix, and one
vhieh determines the mode shapes and frequencies. Still another pro-
gram is required to couple the wing plate modes and beam bending modes
to determine the normal modes of the vehicle. A discussion of the
modal ealculations and tabulations of mode shapes are given in
Appendix B.

In order to see hether it is necessary to expend the extra effort
required to include wing plate deformations, bending loads due to
passage through the wind spike with and. without wing plate deformations
have been coinspred. Equations of motion and leads equations have been
derived using the free-free beam bending modes instead of the coupled
wing and beam modes, and solutions using one and two beam modes are
eapared with the solutions using one and two coupled modes. The
results are plotted in Fig. IV-15. The one mode solutions are praetieally
the same, since the first coupled mode is primarily a beam bending mode
with very little wing spanwise deformation. The two mode solutions do
not show such close agxement, since the second coupled mode is primarily
a wing mode. Thus the beam mode solution does not show the alleviation
of bending moments due to wing deformation that is shown in the coupled
mode solution. Considering the limited accuracy with which the aero-
dynamic forces are known, the use of the simpler beam modes may be
Justified in some cases. Certainly if only one flexible mode is included,
no advantage would be gained by using the coupled mode. If two modes are
included, coupled modes should be used.
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As mentioned earlier, it has been observed that even in response
to the abrupt shear reversal at the wind spike the flexible mode response
is essentially a static deformation at the pitch frequency with very
little vibration at the natural structural frequencies. This suggests
that the structural representation could be simplified by neglecting
structural dynamics but allowing the structure to deform statically
under load. This may be accomplished by dropping the fi rst and second
derivatives of the generalized coordinates for the flexible modes out
of the equations and revising the analog computer simulation accordingly.
Fig. IV-16 shows a comparison of the bending ment diagrams with and
without structural dynamics. Two flexible modes are considered, and
the loads shown are due to passage through a wind spike. It can be
seen that neglecting structural dynamics has the effect of slightly
reducing the predicted bending moments, but that the difference is
not large. If structural dynamics are neglected, the calculation of
modes will not be necessary; a set of influence coefficients for the
structure will suffice. In view of the limited accuracy with which
the aerodynamic forces are known, the neglect of structural dynamics
may be justified in flight loads analyses of boost glide vehicles, pro-
vided the static deformation of the elastic structure is accounted for,

Two fuel slosh degrees of freedom are included in the simulation
of the boost-glide vehicle for the wind shear problem. These are the
first slosh modes of the fuel and oxidizer tanks for the first stage
booster. Other tanks are considered full. The higher order slosh
modes have not been included because of analog equipment limitations,
although their effects could have been investigated by making simpli-
fications elsewhere in the simulation had the effect o. sloshing proved
important in this configurationg

The pendulum analogy, discussed in Appendix C, is used in deriving
the equations for fuel slosh.

The dynamic response and loads due to passage through the wind
profile spike have been obtained with and without fuel slosh modes
using the differential analyser to effect the solutions. The effect
of fuel slosh on loads is negligible. The transient responses in the
rigid and flexible structural modes are somewhat different when slosh
*is included, but the maxima are not affected to any significant degree.
This difference in the transient response noted is not striking, but
it is noticeable in a direct comparison of the responses. The slosh
response itself as evidenced by angular displacements of the pendula
is fairly large. The slosh response time histories are shown in Fig.
IV-17. The maximun angular displacement of the fuel tank pendulu in
response to a 150 foot per second wind spike is 31.9 degrees. The
maximum angular acceleration of this pendulum is 3*94. radians per g6020
This produees a side force at body station 1557 of only 4800 pounds as
compared to the maximum side force at body station 1636 of about 183,000
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pounds due to thrust vectoring in response to the same wind spike. The
large angles traversed by the pendula representing the slosh modes are
well beyond the range in which a linear approximation is valid. The
pendulum analogy itself is applicable only for small slosh amplitudes;
and in cases where the dynamic response of the system is significantly
affected by slosh, a more refined analysis of sloshing may be required.
More study is required in this area.

The possibility that a particularly fortunate choice of slosh frequency
has accidentally been made is considered. Therefore, slosh frequency has
been varied from about .7 to 1.5 times the calculated frequency. Physically
this can be accomplished by changing the tank diameter or acceleration due
to thrust. The responses have been recorded for these slosh frequencies,
and the results show that the amplitude of the response (and therefore the
loads) is insensitive to slosh frequency.

4. GLIDER LIFT CURVE SLOPE

In view of the uncertainty as to the exact value of the glider lift
curve slope, it is necessary to determine the effect of variations in this
parameter on loads. Equations of motion and loads equations have been cal-
culated for values of glider CN ranging from about .08 to 1.5 times the

estimated value, and these equations have been solved on the analog computer
for the loads due to the wind spike. The variation in maximum bending
moment at a given station with lift curve slope is shown in the Fig. IV-I.
If better information on the lift curve slope becomes available at some
later date, it will be possible to revise the wind shear loads without re-
peating the entire analysis, by referring to Fig. i-1.
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D. OBITAT IVE R UM2S

The main purpose in obtaining numerical values for the loads is
to determine the relative criticalness of the various loading con-
ditions studied. In the boost flight loads analysis beam bending
moments at seven body stations and net loads on each of the thirty
glider panels have been determined. Since the panel loads are functions
of time, the sot of loads to be transformed into stresses must be a
set that occurs at the.same instant of time. If the panel loads are

. not in phase, it may be difficult to choose the instant of time which
produces maximum stress in a given member. The panel loads during
boost are in phase and experience maximum load simultaneously. There-
fore, the set'of maximum panel loads would be the proper set to use in
a stress analysis, The foregoing remarks are intended only to indicate
how the various loads would be used, since the determination of the
stresses is outside of the scope of the present study.

1. WIND SHEAR LODS

The Sissenwin wind profile shown in Fig. IVbk2 is taken as the design
wind profile for this study. Banding moments only have also been calcula-
ted for comparison purposes using the profile recently developed by AviDyne
Research under contract with WADDe The wind shear loads have been computed
by several methods, as described in the analysis subsection of the boost.
flight loads section.

Super position Method

The wind profile is broken down into two parts, one of which is
referred to as the slow time-varying portion and the other as the spike.
The response to the slow tims-varying portion is obtained by solving
the equations having tims-varying coefficients by means of the digital
computer program. Three degrees of freedom, two rigid body modes and
the first free-free beam bending mode are used to represent the otions
of the vehicle. The control system representation is the simplest one
considered in the study. Constant gain settings based on conditions
at the spike altitude are used. Actually, the gain settings used during
the portion of the flight up to the spike are unimportant. Solutions
obtained using time-varying gain settings which provided one-half cps
and six-tenths critical damping in pitch from the ground up yield
results almost identical to the constant gain solution. The response
to this portion of the profile is primarily a normal translation with
the normal component of the wind. Any reasonably tight pitch control
which provides stability causes the vehicle to drift with the wind with
a very small angle of attack up until the time the spike is encountered.
If a more refined control system representation is used, the relatively
high gain settings based on spike conditions may be too high for sta-
bility during the early portion of the flight. Thus, in any actual
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design some programmed variation in the gain settings will probably be
necessary* However, knowledge of the gain-settings during the early
portion of the flight is not necessary in order to determine wind shear
loads.

The response to the spike has first been obtained by solving the
equations having constant coeffieients based on the spike conditions
by means of the analog computers Analog circuitry utilized in obtaining
the solutions described here is shown in Appendix Go The degrees of
freedom used to describe the motions of the vehicle in the analog
solution are two rigid body modes, the first two coupled flexible
modes, and nozzle swiveling. In addition, two first order lags are
included in the control system representation. Gain settings are
determined by the method described earlier to provide one-half cps and
six-tenths critical damping. Control system studies reported earlier
show that this much refinement in the representation of the control
system is unnecessary; but since the complete analog circuitry has
already been set up, it has been utilized.

The loads based on these digital and analog solutions have been
obtained by superposition of the loads due to the slow time-varying
portion of the profile and the loads due to the spike. Fig. IV-18
shows the bending moment response at body station 1027 obtained by
superposition as well as the response due to the slow time-varying
portion only. The net panel loads obtained by superposition of the
loads due to the spike and those due to the slow time-varying portion
are shown in Fig. IV-19.

The superposition method as described above assumes that the
variations in the coefficients during the few seconds in which the
spike is passed are not rapid or large enough to significantly affect
the results.

Comparison of time histories obtained by superposition using a
constant coefficient, three degree of freedom spike solution with a
three degree of freedom digital solution for the response to the com-
plete profile using time-varying coefficients indicates that the
assumption of constant coefficients not iceably changes the response
to the spike. Therefore, the response to the spike has been obtained
by means of a digital solution of equations for a four degree of freedom
vehicle with time-varying coefficients. The motions of the vehicle in
this solution are described in terms of the rigid body modes and the
first two coupled flexible modes. A nonlagged control system in which
bending is sensed is used. The sensor locations are as in case one in
the sensor location study, and the gain settings are chosen to give one-
half cps and six-tenths critical damping in pitch based on the spike
conditions, Fig. IV-20 shows the bending moment response at body
station 1027 obtained by superposition of the loads due to the slow
time-varying portion and the loads due to the spike of the wind profile
as determined by the four degree of freedom digital solution.
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Analog Solution with Nonzero Initial Conditions

The superposition method described above depends on the assumption
of linearity* When a nonlinearity in the form of a limit on the maxi-
mm nozzle swivel angle is investigated,, the principle of superposition
can not be used* The limit on the nozzle swivel angle is easily simu-
lated on the analog ccmuter as shown in Appendix G, and nonzero initial
conditions representing the conditions existing at the start of the wind
spike are calculated by means of the digital program. Two rigid body
modes, one flexible mode, and the siqplest control system representatio4
have been used in the digital solution for the initial conditions. An
additional flexible mode as well as a refined control system represen-
tation having two first order lags and nozzle inertia have been included
in the analog simalation, The initial conditions for the additional
flexible mode have been calculated by assuming that deformations in this
mode are static. It is necessary to adjust the initial conditions for
the flexible modes slightly by trial and error on the analog so that no
transients at the flexible mode frequencies result when the problem is
turned on& This assures that the deformations in the flexible modes
at the start of the spike are conpatible with the vehicle angle of
attack and nozzle swivel angle existing at the start of the spike.

The responses to the wind spike with various nozzle swivel angle

limits have been obtained. Even a small restriction on the angular
deflection of the nozzle has a marked effect on the res onses. When
the limit is set at ± 230, the nozzle does not contact the stops at
all; yet when the allowable deflection is reduced to ± 210, insufficient
control is available to prevent a pitch divergence. As soon as the
nozzle contacts the stop, the effective positive pitch spring due to
the thrust vectoring begins to soften, whereas the negative pitch spring
due to aerodynamic forces remains constant. If the pitching velocity
at the time the stop is contacted in greater than acertain value, the
pitch excursion reaches the angle at which the effective net pitch spring
becoms negative and the vehicle continues to pitch until failure occurs.
It is also interesting to note that a significant vibratory response in
the flexible modes occurs when the thrust is vectored rapidly as the
nozzle com off the stop. A typical response is shown in Fig. IV-21.

The method has the disadvantage that constant coefficients are
used, but a digital program capable of handling the nonlinearity is
not alays available. Even when the limit is not incopporated, the
assumption of linearity is not very good for the large angles encountered
in response to the wind profile. A function generator can be used to
transform the nozzle swivel angle into the sine of the angle on the
analog. This has not been done, however, since it is felt that in any
practical design the vehicle would have to be modified in some way to
avoid the requirements for such large control moments. One possibility
would be the use of tail fins to reduce the destabilizing aerodynamic
pitching moments.
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Digital Solution for Response to Complete Profile

The third method used to determine wind shear loads is the digital
solution for the response to the complete profile. Three degrees of
freedom and time-varying coefficients are used, as in the solution for
the response to the slow time-varying portion of the profile described
earlier. This method is simpler than either of the methods previously
discussed, and it depends on the assumption that a few degrees of free-
dom are sufficient. In this study, three is considered the maximum
number of degrees of freedom that can efficiently be used in obtaining
a digital solution for the response to the complete profile. The number
of coefficients for which time histories must be calculated increases
as the square of the number of degrees of freedom, and machine time
also increases greatly with additional degrees of freedom.

The study of the effect of structural representation on wind shear
loads indicates that a fairly good prediction of the bending moments
can be made with only one flexible mode. Fig. IV-22 shows a time his-
tory of bending moment at station 1027 obtained by solving the three
degree of freedom equations on the digital computer for the response
to the complete profile. The time histories obtained by superposition
of the slow time-varying digital solution and the digital and the analog
spike solutions are also shown in Fig. IV-22 for comparison. The results
obtained by superposition of three and four degree of freedom digital
solutions are considered the most accurate obtained.

For some purposes, the three degree of freedom solution may be
adequate, although in this case the loads are considerably overesti-
mated. Fig. IV-23 shows a comparison of bending moments due to the
Avi~yne profile with those due to the Sissenwine profile. Both
solutions have been obtained using the three degree of freedom digital
solution for the response to the complete profile. The three degree
of freedom solution is considered adequate for determining the relative
severity of various profiles, as in the present example.

Fig. IV-24 shows a comparison of the bending moment diagrams obtained
by the methods discussed above.

2. GUST LOADS

Discrete Gusts

The responses to one minus cosine shaped discrete gusts of various
wave lengths have been obtained on the analog computer. The equations
of motion and loads equations are identical to the equations used in
the wind shear analysis except for the forcing function. Discrete gust
loads have been computed for the 30,000 foot altitude during boost, the
altitude at which the wind spike is encountered. Fig. IV-25 shows the
effect of gust frequency on maxlim bending moment at body station 1027,
and that the maximum bending response occurs when the gust frequency is
about .8 cycle per second.
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In the vehicle analysed, the gains are chosen so that the pitch
frequency and damping are .5 cps and .6 critical respectively. Thus,
it appears that the one minus cosine discrete gust which produces
maximum bending response has a frequency about equal to the frequency
which would produce maximum forced amplitude response in the pitch
mode. The maximum bending moments are produced by critically phasing
with pitch.

Fig. IV-26 shows the maximum bending moment diagram resulting
from critically phased 40 fps, one minus cosine shaped, discrete gust.

Combination of Discrete Gust and Wind Shear Loads

Since a one percent synthetic wind profile is used for determining
wind shear loads, it seems most rational for design purposes to use a
gust load which is exceeded only once per hundred flights. In practice
it may be very difficult to determine a one in a hundred gust load,
since existing probability density functions may not adequately describe
clear air turbulence associated with wind shear. A 40 fps one minus
cosine shaped critically phased discrete gust has been recommended as
an interim design criterion. (109) For illustration purposes, the
load due to this descrete gust is taken as a one percent gust load.
The loads die to this gust are quite severe. It is somewhat surprising
that the 40 fps gust produces loads almost as large as the 150 fps wind
spike. The explanation of this is that the gust wave length used is
chosen to produce maximum bending mnants by exciting a maximum dynamic
pitching response. The wave length of the wind spike is quite long
compared to that which would excite maximum pitching response.

In combining the one percent wind shear load with the one percent
gust load, it should be recognized that the probability of these ex-
treme loads occurring simultaneously is much less than once in one
hundred flights; therefore, adding them directly would produce unduly
severe design loads. On the otter hand, it would be unconservative
to use wind shear loads as desing loads with no increase to account for
turbulence. Desibn loads should probably lie somewhere between the two
extremes. A great deal more research is needed to develop rational
design criteria for wind shear and gusts for advanced vehicles. Ex-
cessive conservatism will result in serious penalties in performance
or payload, whereas, unconservatism can lead to an unacceptably low
probability of successful completion of the mission.

Power Spectral Gust Loads

The boosted flight from 0 to 50,000 feet is divided into the five
altitude bands shown in Table IV-l. Equations of motion and loads
equations for each of these bands have been written with constant co-
efficients representative of average conditions in the band. Three
degrees of freedom including two rigid body modes and one free-free
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beam bending mode are used. The control system representation is the
simplest one studied, with gain settings calculated to give one half
cps and six tenths critical damping in pitch. The equations have been
solved by means of a digital program (see Appendix G) for the normalized
integrated output power spectra AP and characteristic frequencies N(O)
of bending moments for a normalized input power spectrum of atmospheric
turbulence having a scale length of L - 1000 feet. These results as well
as the distance traveled in each of the five bands are shown in Table IV-1.
The number of exceedances of a given bendAn moment per unit distance within
a given altitude band are given by the integral

- (o) f () e 2 2 dv-14)

where f (ar) - probability density function of 6u

Iru = rms gust velocity

2 jig. IV-27 shows plots of the integral N(I )/N(O) versus the parameter
12/&A for various altitude bands based on probability density functions
given in (113). The number of exceedances of various bending moments per
unit distance for each altitude band has been obtained by evaluating the
integral of Fqn. (Iv-14) using Fig. IV-27. An alternative procedure is
given In reference (114), in which simple forms of ? (d) are assumed
such that Eqn. (iV-14) can be integrated in closed form. 'inIe number of
exceedanees of various bending moments per flight has been found by sumning
the exceedances in each of the five altitude bands. The resulting exceed-
ance curves are shown in Fig. IV-28. These curves show exceedances of
positive bending moment only and may be interpreted to give the number of
bending moment cycles excee&ing various am~litudes. The number of cycles
in the amplitude range Y to I + Y 1 is equal to the difference between
the number of emeedances of I + & I and the number of exceedances of I .
This information can be used in preparing load spectra for fatigue tests or
analyses.
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TML IV-1

T.II,, -10-

Tim fro Altitude Distance Lead Statio A 2x 1 °10 N(s) x 103
Lu h(Me.) Bon (ft.) Irlo, (ft.) (in.) (n-lb)2 ft. -1

587 .215 3.84
20 0- 50m0 5200 896 .829 3.67

1343 .792 2.22

587 .918 1.677
33.75 5-15,000 11,200 896 3.50 1.579

1313 3.69 .942

587 2.49 .870
45.5 .5,25#000 12,600 896 9.39 .819

'313 10.415 .511

587 3.35 .579
56 25-38aG00 17,900 896 12.50 .5415

1343 13.-2 .36o

587 1.047 .629
67.5 38.50#,00 18,800 896 3.85 .589

1343 3.59 .353
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E. CONCLUSIONS

The important conclusions resulting from the boost flight loads study
are summarized below:

1. A simple idealized control system representation, in which rigid
pitching motions only are sensed and lags and nozzle inertia are neglected,
is adequate for dynamic loads analyses provided gain settings which give
the desired pitch frequency and damping are used.

2. A method of selecting gain settings to provide a desired short
period response has been devised which accounts for the effects of flexi-
bility and control system lags. The method depends upon the assumption
that the response of the flexible modes is essentially static.

3. Loads due to wind shear and gusts are greatly influenced by
control system gain settings. In general the highest attitude gain set-
ting providing stability yields minimum loads. Since control system gain
settings have a marked effect on dynamic loads, these gain settings should
be chosen within the range satisfactory from the stability and control
standpoint to minimize loads.

4. A simple control system representation is not adequate for
investigating systeta stability. Sensor locations, lags, nozzle inertia,
and structural stiffness as well as rate gain setting have an important
effect on the stability boundaries.

5. Limiting the maximum nozzle swivel angle even a slight amount
has a marked effect on the response. In response to the wind profile,
the nozzle does not contact the stops if they are set at 23 degrees. If
the stops are set at 21 degrees, the control moment available is in-
sufficient to prevent the vehicle from tumbling. In any actual design
of a boost-glide vehicle, it appears desirable to reduce the requirements
for large control moments by reducing the destabilizing aerodynamic
pitching moments.

6. No significant increase in accuracy is obtained by using more
than two flexible modes in the flight loads analysis. Structural dynamics
may be neglected provided the static deflection of the structure under
aerodynamic and thrust vectoring loads is accounted for. The use of beam
modes which include no glider wing mode components yields slightly
conservative results. If beam modes are used instead of coupled modes,
the use of more than one flexible mode is not justified.

7. The effect of fuel slosh on dynamic loads is negligible, al-
though the slosh amplitudes are large due to passage through the wind
spike.

8. Maximum bending loads due to wind shear are quite sensitive to
glider lift curve slope.

9. Wind shear loads have been determined by several methods. The
most attractive from the standpoint of maximum accuracy without an
excessive amount of labor and machine time is the superposition of loads
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due to the slow time-varying portion of the profile and loads due to the
spike as obtained on the digital computer. Superposition is used because
a smaller number of degrees of freedom can be used for the slow time-
varying portion. The assumption of constant coefficients, during passage
through the spike necessary in the analog solutions, changes the response
sufficiently to affect the accuracy of the results. However, the analog
is a valuable tool for the investigation of parameter variations, non-
linearities, and refinements in the mathematical representation of the
system.

10. Maximum d4iscrete gust loads are produced by phasing the one
minus cosine gust with the pitsh mode. Loads due to the 40 fps critically
phased gust at 30,00 feet are quite large, almost as large as the maximum
wind shear leads.
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SECTION V

STAGING

A. INTROICTION

To determine the initial conditions occurring at the instant of
thrust decay in stage I, it is necessary to follow the motion of the
vehicle from the instant of release, through the wind shear spike and
turbulence to the altitude at which the thrust decay initiates. Normal-
ly this would be the case, however, the geometry of the vehicle under
consideration, namely, the large glider, coupled with the control system
provides a means of dissipating to the atmosphere large amounts of energy
in relatively short periods of time. Presuming that no significant dis-
turbance occurs between the encounter of the wind shear spike and the
initiation of thrust decay, it follows that one might reasonably expect
(analog records support this, see Section IV) that at the instant of
thrust decay the vehicle is entirely undisturbed. This would imply that
all initial conditions on perturbated quantities such as translation,
pitch, and the flexural modes are zero, and hence the decay of thrust
would induce no lateral loads (bending moments). However, if even a
slight deviation from this zero perturbation stat exists, it would have
serious consequences since there exists at the altitude (180,000 ft) at
which the first staging occurs an aerodynamic pressure (40 psf) suffi-
cient to cause the system to be unstable. For long coast periods this
small destabilizing moment may cause initial conditions at the time of
second stage thrust build-up to be so large that the control system can-
not achieve stability. Even under ideal control conditions, the free
fall of the vehicle during coast would produce a velocity transverse to
the vehicle axis, thereby inducing an aerodynamic lift ox the glider and
a destabilizing moment. Further, slight imperfections in the control
system on the mechanical alignment of the aerodynamic surfaces, motor
nozzle arrangementi, etc., can provide additional sources from which non-
zero initial conditions can occur.

Finally, whatever the souree of a nonzero initial condition or
destabilizing moment, the forces adting on the vehicle after the decay
of first stage thrust are gradually varying during the initial coast
period; hence it would seem that a simple quasi-static loads analysis
would be quite adequate.

The initial conditions on the coordinates specifying the motion of
-the second stage portion of the vehicle result from the linear .and angular
impulse occurring at separation as well as the destabilizing conditions
which occur during the coast periods preceding and following separation.

The most critical, and from a practical point of view, the most im-
portant lateral loads during the staging process result from the initia-
tion of thrust in the second stage booster with the nozzles in the "hard..
over" or extreme control position, since the survival of the second stage
depends on the ability of the control system to re-establish the prograa-
med attitude after the staging process. The following analysis is directed
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toward determining the lateral loads (bending moments) induced by those
initial conditions on the attitude and attitude rate which require a full
vectoring of the motor nozzles at the ignition of the engines in the
second stage.

B. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The perturbation equations of Appendix C, written with respect to
body axes, are modified as follows:

I°  - mtk = g - coefficients of i -0 (V-i)

j - 1 (first coupled beam mode is used) (V-2)

M 0 (no structural damping) (V-3)

The thrust term in the equations of motion is modified to account
for a ramp-type build-up; the term T + (Pe - P ) A is replaced by To e t< o max

T =0 t<40

Tx 0 t V O~/ V-4)
max

where T m full thrust developed by the second stage
max booster at altitude.

time required for build-up of thrust to
full value.

t - 0 : ignition of second stage engines.

2. GENERALIZED FORCES RESULTING FROM AERODYNAMIC FORCES

Simple first order piston theory is used to estimate the aerodynamic
force acting on the glider; no aerodynamic forces are assumed to act on
the booster. Only rigid body motion of the glider is taken into account
in the calculation of the aerodynamic force.

Q A 4 A G q ( V-2
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4AQ (0 P' 2
G

Qqlx " V-6)0

4G 01 (x.) q
-q k7 2 /V(-7)

Qs - o (Y-8)

4 - constant (see Appendix A) (V-9)

where AG : planfemr area of the glider

M : Mach number

0

P : air density of 180,000 ft.

x c , position of centroid of glider area with respect
to mass center of second stage system.

3. GENERALIZED FORCE RESULTING FROM CONTROL SYSTEM

The control law used in this part of the study is similar to that
described in Appendix D, however, the damping terms are neglected. The
generalized force is given by:

-K * - K %+ #j (x)q . f,( 1 V-b0)

where

K -(in 0 2 )cj n2

4n natural swiveling frequency of nozzles with
hydraulic valve closed

K s attitude gain

K. i rate gain
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4. INITIAL CONDITIONS

The initial conditions chosen are:

q(0) - 4z. (0) - q, (OD - 41 (0) - q6 (0) - (0) W 0 (v-n1)

In conjunction with these, two distinct sets of initial condition
on the perturbed angle, qe and q* are:

i) qe (o) 0 (V-12)

4, (0)
0

ii) qe (0) 0 (V-13)

q, (0) q,

where q. and are such that a full vectoring of the motor nozzles are

required to stabilize the vehicle.

5. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS

An electronic analog, as described in Appendix G, has been used to
solve the equations of motion; although a closed form solution can be
obtained, the analytical determination of the initial conditions on q

and q specified above has been more economically gotten by the analog
approlch.

6. RESULTS

The maximum bending moments at the mass center of the second stage
resulting from the sets of initial conditions and two values ofr are
given in Fig. V-I.

Recorded on these figures for comparison is the calculated maximum
quasi-static bending moment; the agreement indicates that a simple pro-
cedure for estimating maximum bending moment resulting from a "hard over"
vectoring is sufficient.

The quasi-static bending moment (BM) is determined as follows:

BM- Lm i (x Iz +  2 I ) (V-14)
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where T q

q2s max 6 max

0i

Tmaxq max IT
Z: 2

ji

4i0  : a iummation over all values of the integrand
XfO for which xi _ 0

Co CONCLUSIONS

The bending moment obtained under "hard over" vectoring of the
motor nozzles is of such magnitude (0.2 x 106 in-lbs) that no serious
load problem will'** expected from a staging process within the capa-
bilities of the vehicle to maintain its stability. It appears that the
real problem in staging is one of control to maintain stability, rather
than of load.
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SECTION VI

RE-ENTRY

A, GENERAL DISCUSSION

The re-entry problem can be divided into two flight regimes.
One regime is the flight through the stratosphere in which the major
concern is the temperature environment. The other regime is the
flight through the troposphere in which the major concern is the
atmospheric turbulence.

On the flight through the stratosphere the major problem is
to design a structure to withstand the elevated temperatures and
possible maneuvers. Even if the loads seem small due to possible
re-entry maneuvers, it must be remembered that the allowables have
been reduced considerably due to the elevated temperatures.

As the glider descends, the structure will cool and will be sub-
jected to a more conventional loading problem, namely air turbulence.

In this section the effects of elevated temperatures are discussed,
maneuver loads are calculated and loads due to atmospheric turbulence
are calculated. The major emphasis is on loads due to atmospheric
turbulence.

B. THERMAL ENVIRONMENT

Actually the thermal environment is more a detailed design problem
than a dynamic loads problem. It is the structural designer's problem
to determine the details such that the glider will withstand the thermal
environment.

1. EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURES

For the purpose of illustration some work has been done to show
the effects of temperatures on a typical re-entry trajectory. Appendix
A specifies the reference trajectory. Rather than restrict the glider
to the specified trajectory, some leeway is allowed. This leeway
allows the glider to be 10,000 feet below the specified trajectory
at any velocity. For the lower altitude limit a 20* angle of attack
is used while a 45* angle of attack is used for the reference tra-
jectory. This angle results from a short transient maneuver.

The equilibrium temperatures have been calculated using the methods
described in Reference U27. Listed in Table VI-1 are the values of
velocity, altitude, and angle of attack investigated. In addition,
the stagnation temperatures that have been calculated are listed. The
first set of parameters included in Table VI-1 corresponds to a point
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in the boost trajectory ehosen for the purpose of showing that the
thermal effects are negligible.

TABLE VI-. STAGNATION TEMPERATURES

Velocity, fps Altitude, ft Angle of attack, Stagnation temp
Degrees Degrees, F.

1,875 Boost 35,000 0 200
21,400 230,000 45 4400
21,400 220,000 20 46oo
16,100 190,000 45 4150
16,100 180,000 20 4330
3,800 1O009OO 45 1050
3,800 90,700 20 1100

Typical plots of equilibrium temperatures for angles of attack

of 45* and 20* can be seen in Figure VI-1 and VI-2. The equilibrium
temperatures that have been calculated at some points on the glider
appear to be large. Practical design would require that these temp-
eratures be reduced by changing the trajectory, configuration, or by
incorporating a suitable refractory material.

2. REDUCTION OF THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

One effect of elevated temperature is the reduction of the
modulus of elasticity and the consequent reduction of natural fre-
quencies of the glider. However, for the glider studied, the fre-
quencies are sufficiently high that the reduction is not detri-

mental. For a typical re-entry material the change in frequency

with temperature is shown below.

W ° = Frequency at room temp.

L t = Frequency at temp. t

it

w~o

II i I

500' 10000 1500- 2000* 25000
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3. REDUCTION OF ALLOWABLES

As illustrated below, the reduction of allowable stress in the
re-entry material used above is the most significant affect of
temperature.

(F Ty) = Tension yield stress at room temp.

(FTy)t = Tension yield stress at temp. t.

(FT)

(F Ty)

500' 1000 15000 20000 2500"

C. MANEUVER

A static aeroelastic analysis of maneuver loads has been con-

ducted. The results in panel load per g are shown in Figure VI-3.

D. GUSTS

l,. INTRODUCTION TO GUST ANALYSIS

The response of any vehicle due to atmospheric turbulence may
be treated by considering the atmosphere as a series of discrete
gusts or as continuously random turbulence. The latter method as
discussed in Section IV and Appendix G is a more realistic repre-
sentation of the atmosphere tthak the former.

To determine if the passage of any vehicle through atmospheric
turbulence is critical some measure of load must be obtained. Usually
the bending moment distribution is satisfactory, but for a delta-
winged glider a better, though more complicated, measure is panel
loads.

Since for our particular case the glider loads due to the atmos-
pheric turbulence are not critical, the bending moment at station 7
is taken for demonstrative purpowes. In one case, however, the panel
loads are determined to show the method and the results. If the
loads are critical more cases can be considered. For some cases the
aceleration of the center of gravity of the vehicle is determined

in addition to the bending moment.
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2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

The glider is represented by as many as four degrees of freedom,
i.e., rigid body translation, rigid body pitch, and the first two
coupled flexible degrees of freedom. The glider is assumed to be
cool, and not to have suffered permanent deformations during re-entry.

The aerodynamic forces acting on the glider have been determined
by assuming that the lift acting on each panel depends only on the
local motion with a modified lift curve slope determined from a com-
bination of experimental and theoretical work. This assumption neg-
lects the effects of pressure interaction between a given panel and
another. In addition, no aerodynamic lag effects are included, and the
glider controls are assumed to be locked.

The perturbation equations of motion have been developed using the
wind tunnel axes as described in Appendix D.

Z m X 0

iqi 2Mi 1  q1

Mi 2M 4
2 JL2 22 i2

(vi-i)

o a (A)
0 q. Q (A)

+ =
+ 2MI q* Q q(A)

a1 ,2 qQq (A)

L2 M2  q2 Qq2 ( A )

where:

S(A) q C !S.

q (A) " q CLft ZG (VI-2)

Q (A) - q CL Z S

-(A q CL1;S 2a
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Represents Summation Over the Vehicle

L q- # * q~ 2 2  + 4q 1 .+ 2 q2  (VI-3)
V T T - T

1 " .2 ' .02

q t Dynamic Pressure

V , Velocity of Gustg

S : Panel Area

CLa : Lift-curve Slope

x a Distance From Mass Center to Panel

The force summation has been used to determine the various loads.

The vehicle properties are represented by constants for each alti-
tude band considered, and the constants are evaluated at the midpoint of
each band. The values that are used can be found iL Table VI- 2. The
value of the lift-curve slope is determined by using Fig. IV-2.

TABLE VI-2 - VEHICLE PROPERTIES

Altitude Band Dynamic Air Speed of Mach Lift-curve
Feet Pressure Speed Sound Number Slope

lb/ft2  ft/sec ft/seo

0 - 10,000 214 457 1098 .416 1.788

10,OO0 - 20,000 214 535 1058 .506 1.825

20,000 - 30,000 214 634 1017 .623 1.875

30to0 - 40,000 214 762 973 .783 1.925

3 . RESULTS

a. RANDOM GUSTS

In order to determine the number of degrees of freedom that are
necessary for accuracy, a two degree of freedom and a four degree of
freedom system have been examined using the continuous atmospheric
turbulence approach as outlined in Section IV. The bending moment
expected once in a hundred flights at an average altitude of 1000
feet and at a speed of 430 fps for station 327 has been determined.
The results can be seen in Table VI-3.
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TABLE VI-3 - EFFECTS OF FLEXIBILITY

Number of Bending Moment
Degrees of Station 327
Freedom

2 45.48 x 10' in-lbs

4 48.72 x 103 in-lbs

The addition of the flexible degrees of freedom results in
approximately a 7% increase in bending moment. For this glider
the frequencies of the flexible degrees of freedom are 6.57 and
14.06 cps. The flexible degrees of freedomwill be more important
if the frequencies are of the order of one or two cycles per second.
For the vehicle studied two degrees of freedom seem adequate for
demonstrative purposes.

Using two degrees of freedom and assuming that the glider
travels approximately 100,000 feet in each altitude band, the bend-
ing moment at station 327 and the center of mass acceleration ex-
pected once in one hundred flights for each altitude band have been
calculated and are shown in Table VI-4.

TABLE vI-4 - RESPONSES DUE TO CONTINUOUS TURBULENCE

Altitude Band Bending Moment Center of Mass
Feet Station 327 Acceleration

103 in-lbs ft/sec2

0 - 10,000 45.0 28.57

10,000 - 20,000 38.88 25.17

20,000 - 30,000 37.56 24.26

30,000 - 40,000 29.40 19.00

As can be seen both measures of response are smaller at the
higher altitudes and increase as the glider approaches sea level.

In order to determine the bending moment expected once in one
hundred flights the procedure outlined in Section IV has been used.
The results are presented in Figure VI-4 which gives the exceedance
curve for the total flight. Fig. VI-4 shows that the bending moment
expected once in one hundred flights is 48,120 in-lbs.

b. DISCRETE GUSTS

As previously mentioned only one case is considered in deter-
mining the panel loads. The vehicle is assumed to be flying with a
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speed of 430 fps, a dynamic pressure of 214 lb/ft2 and at an alti-
tude of 1,000 feet. The loads equations have been written for
thirty panel points, and they have been solved along with the equa-
tions of motion for three degrees of freedom on the analog computor
using a (i-cosAt) forcing function. The frequency used corresponds
approximately to the pitch frequency which is six-tenths cycle per
second.

Typical responses to the (l-coscht) input are shown in Fig. VI-5.

The panel loads for a one foot per second gust are reduced to a
pressure distribution in pounds per square inch per panel. Since some
of the load peaks are 180* out-of-phase, two loading conditions cor-
responding to the first and second peaks of time history of loads have
been computed. The results can be seen in Fig. VI-6 and VI-7. To de-
termine the loads for any gust magnitude it is only necessary to
multiply each load by the gust magnitude.
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Panel Load@, 103 Lbs/In
2

Inertia Loads plus Aerodynamic Loads

One Foot per Second (l-COSwt) Oust
"). .6 cps
First Pek
v - 43o pt/sec

- 1000 it

1. 9 1.7 2 1.75 -.556 1.27 .43

.873 .794 .675 .556 .476

5 .238 -5.56 -7.9 1 -8.41 .476 0 .159 -4.60 -14.3

no. VI-6 DISCRZtE GUS LADS

panl Loads, 103 Ia,/In
2

Inertia loads plus Aerodynamic loads
One Foot per Second (1-CO O.t) Gust
9). .6 cps

Seond Peak
V - 43D Ft/Sec

h - 1000 ft

__ 2 -2.51 -2.54 .556 -2.46 -2.38

-2.98 -2 -1.59 -1.39 -1.23 -1.11 -.913 -.794

-.31 8..55 12..4 12. 0 .222 6.8 22.2

FIG. VI-7 DISCRETE GUST LOADS
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V1I. LANDING AND RECOVERY

A. GENERAL DISCUSSION

1, INTRODUCTION

Landing might be defined as the cessation of the relative motion
between a vehicle and a solid or liquid at or near the boundary of the
medium. While crude, this definition serves to describe, in many cases,
the landing of airborne vehicles. One of the major problems encountered
in landing is confined, though not solely, to the determination of the
component normal to the boundary of the landing surface of the time rate
of change of the relative momentum of the vehicle. Although it is possible
to gradually reduce this component to zero at contact of the vehicle with
the boundary in the case of some vehicles (dirigibles) such is not the
case in the more conventional craft which attain a nominal terminal velocity
in normal landing (as in the flare-out condition of a winged vehicle, the
"free-fall" of a ballistic missile, or a parachuted body). For vehicles
of the latter type, it is at and subsequent to contact that the large land-
ing loads are induced.

2. MECHANICS OF LANDING

Those laws of physics which are pertinent to the investigation of the
landing problem are:

Conservation of mass
Conservation of momentum
Conservation of energy
Clausius-Duheim inequality

It is rather significant to note that a change in the momentum of the
landing vehicle need not necessarily imply a change in the energy of the
vehicle, but merely a conversion of the energy to a different form. On the
other hand, the converse, as related to external forces, is not true. This
occurs for the simple reason that the application of a force P will always
be accompanied by an impulse,/P dt, but it is possible that no workJ .dr
will be done if the force is transverse to the displacement or, what is
more applicalbe in the case of landing, if the forces act through no dis-
placement. Consider, as a comparative set of examples, the following:

i. A translating rigid vehicle lands on a rigid frictionless surface in
such manner as to cause the rear gear to first come into contact
with the surface. The contact force P acts through zero displacement.
Hence no work is done on the vehicle by P; there is a change in the
linear momentum in the amount ofJ P dt and there is a change in the
angular momentum. Neglecting dissipative forces, the energy is
conserved and whereas, before the vehicle was translating, it is
now translating (in general) and rotating.

ii. If the rear gear is provided with a deformable mechanism on one end
of which acts the landing force Vl and on the other end a force P2
transmitted in turn to the vehicle, then while the work done by PI
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(for a rigid frictionless landing surface) would be zero, the
work done by P2 would not be zero.

Hence, part of the energy now appears in the work of deforming
the landing mechanism, the remainder occurring in rigid body
translation and rotation just as before. If the landing mech-
anism is partially elastic, some of the work done by F has
simply converted the rigid body energy into the potential energy
of the elastic mechanism, the remainder of the work done by P2
in permanently deforming the mechanism appears as a change in
internal energy of material (rise in temperature thus satisfying
the Clausius-Daheim inequality). This landing mechanism illus-
trates only one of many ways in which the energy of a body may
change form (kinetic to potential in the case of elastic mediums,
and kinetic to thermal in the case of dissipative mediums). Note
that in no instance has the total energy of the vehicle been de-
creased, rather it has been transformed. Only in the event that
the forces external to the vehicle act through finite displace-
ments is the total energy of the vehicle changed (e.g. aerodynamic,
hydrodynamic, gravitational, landing surface).

At the instant of impact and for a short dnration thereafter, the
external forces, normal to the landing surface, acting on the
vehicle serve to dissipate energy, save one, the gravitational
forces about which little can be done in ordinary cases. Although
significant quantities of energy can be removed from the system
(vehicle) by these forces (aerodynamic, hydrodynamic, friction),
so, too, can significant quantities of gross kinetic energy be
transformed into heat by dissipative landing mechanisms. The
latter method, while not removing energy from the vehicle, does
transform it into internal energy of the material of the vehicle,
an irreversible process which decreases the kinetic energy and
transforms it in a manner such that once transformed, this energy
(heat) will not reappear as kinetic energy. Insofar as the heat
thus produced does not result in prohibitive temperatures, the
"dissipative landing mechanism" provides an effective method for
decreasing the kinetic energy. Similar remarks apply to other
mechanisms in the vehicle which are capable of providing irrevers-
ible transformations of energy.

3. BOUNDS ON THE ACCELERATION

Bound on the maximum acceleration of the mass center induced during
landing can be set independent of the type of mechanism employed. Consider
a vehicle having mass M and a velocity of the mass center V. The resultant
force acting on the vehicle normal to the boundary at any instant iss

- d t
n.P-=n " dt M (YII-i)

In scalar notation:

F (MY) (VII-2)
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where

n : defines the normal to landing surface, and it is assumed that

dR/dt - 0.

If dt - n (0) then the vehicle will continue toward or

penetrate the boundary of the landing medium; now let T be the first
instant such that:

Fndt - M(0) ( VII-3)
0

and let S be the distance traveled normal to the boundary by the mass centern

from the instant of contact:

Sn(TI)- ndt (VII-4)
0

It would follow from the relation V d V - a dS that
n n n n

[an(t)] max Sn (0 ) 0 "- t S

2 S n ((-C-5)

and that [an(t)]. "n CVII-6)

if and only if an(t) - [an(t) T' constant

where [ ]max means "maximum value of."

Hence, a lower bound on the maximum acceleration can be easily set by
knowing the initial normal velocity V(0) and the displacement of the mass
center. n

Unfortunately, no rational basis exists for placing an upper bound on
the acceleration of the mass center without detailed knowledge of the structure,
landing gear, etc. However, acceleration displacement histories chosen
arbitrarily might provide a rough estimate (142).

Consider a landing on a linear elastic medium.

Assume a n k S , then

fandSn 1 k S2( ) = a(t1 ) Sn (T) Vn2 (0) (ViI-7)

Hence, Yn2 (0)

a (T) r VII-8)

Comparison of Eqns VII-5 and VII-8 indicates that, for comparable
conditions, the maximum normal acceleration of a vehicle landing on a linear
elastic medium will be twice that obtained for a lower bound.
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4. SPECIFIC MECHANISMS USED IN LANDING

The landing problem is critically dependent on the square of the normal

component of velocity at the instant of contact, Vhence mechanisms

such as flaps, parachutes and reaction jets are significant in the success-
ful solution to the overall landing problem. For indeed, the lower bound
on the acceleration is primarily determined by Vn(O), Eqn. (VII-5).

Having Vn(0 ) and Sn(Z1) , the upper bound will depend on the specific
landing mechanism. The mechanics of several landing mechanisms ea described
below:

i. In the conventional approach, only part of the total kinetic energy
is associated with the normal component of velocity, the other part
(often large) is associated with the tangential component of
velocity. Hence, if the flight path is primarily tangential to
the surface, the terminology of tangential landing is employed. In
a conventional approach, oleo struts are often used; energy of de-
formation is irreversibly transformed into heat by flow of a
viscous fluid through an orifice. Plastic straps may be used
(replaceable after each landing) to perfor the same function,
the deformation of a plastic material being the irreversible pro-
cess used to transform kinetic energy into heat.

Either of these struts can be used with tires or skids in the case
of landing on a solid surface or with skis or pontoons in the case
of landing on a fluid surface.

The amount of energy associated with the normal component of
velocity dissipated into a solid surface is generally insigni-
ficant; however, in the case of landing on a fluid, considerable
portions of this energy can be transferred from the vehicle to
the fluid at a variety of rates (depending on the geometry of the
ski or pontoon).

ii. The "normal" approach is characterized by the flight path
being nearly normal to the landing surface. The nose spike has
been used in the terminal phase of recovery of vehicles; the kinetic
energy of the vehicle using a nose spike is dissipated into the
medium on which the vehicle lands, solid or fluid; some kinetic
energy is dissipated by deformation of the spike itself. The
hydraulic limiter can be used alone or in series to modify the
deceleration-time history, by providing a dissipative mechanism
in which the deformation rate versus energy transformed is known.
The airbag is much the same as hydraulic limiter, the controlled
dissipative mechanism being attached to either the landing surface
or the vehicle (52).
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B. GROUND LANDING

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM STUDIED

The glide vehicle is idealized as a plate having two flexible modes,
fitted with a single conventional oleo-pneumatic strut and wheel (forward
gear) and two symmetrically placed plastic-elastic yield straps and skid
(after gears), and acted upon by an aerodynamic lift and damping moment.
The analog computer has been employed to solve the resulting nonlinear
equations of motion; electronic representation of the oleo-pneumatic strut
and the plastic-elastic yield strap have been made by means of a collection
of relatively simple circuit elements (see Appendix G).

The landing surface is presumed to be fixed with respect to a suitable
inertial reference frame. Three auxiliary variables are introduced in
addition to the generalized coordinates shown in Fig. VII-6.

Yj : deformation of the oleo-pneumatic strut

Y2 : displacement of the center of the wheel of the
forward gear.

Y : displacement of the upper end of the after gear strut

Also two body fixed coordinates e, 77, in the plane of the wing are
introduced for the purpose of specifying the gear loaations; see Fig. VII-6.

The Lagrangian equations governing the motion are:

Z mz Q% (A) + Q qz(L)

mx 2  2 Qq (A) Qq (L)

2 +  W2 q Q (A)+ Q (L)
L 2 j q2 22 2) q 2q 2

where,

Zm : mass of the glider

mx2 : mass moment of inertia about the mass center

MI1 92 q 2, q : generalized masses, generalized

coordinates and characteristic frequencies,
respectively, associated with the symmetrical
nortal modes of glider flexibility.

Q (A), Q (L) : generalized forces associated with aerodynamic
and landing forces respectively.
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2. GENERALIZED FORCE ARISING FROM AERODYNAMIC FORCES, Qx(A)

The aerodynamic lift L is assumed to act through the mass center of

the vehicle and normal to the landing surface and is dependent only on the
rigid body angle of attack. The aerodynamic moment L2 is dependent only

on the body rotational motion. The terms arising from Qx(L) are given by:

Q (A)- -+o + q - 1

Q q (A) - - 1/4/0 4 (O)] 2SC2 C (VII-II)

Qqn (A) - 0 (VII-12)

where

P : air density (standard

C L : slope of the lift-angle of attack curve (assumed constant)

S : reference area (plan form area of the glider)

C M : coefficient of aerodynamic damping moment (assumed constant),

C : reference length (length of glider)

Obviously no great effort has been expended to account in detail for
the aerodynamic forces, the reason being that upon landing , the attitude,S
(equilibrium glide) is abruptly changed, so as to cause Lf--- 0, adding

to the impact a force almost equal to the weight. To include this effect
seemed highly significant, but the manner in which L 1 -- 0 as k--* 0 is

estimated to be of little significance; hence a simple aerodynamic theory
is used. The dissipation of energy resulting from aerodynamic damping
provides a refinement in the analysis without a disproportionate amount
of additional labor.

3. SENERALIZED FORCE ARISING FRO, LANDING GEAR CONTACT (137) QX(L)

The forward gear is composed of a linear elastic tire of neglible mass,
mounted on the end of a massless oleo strut which acts as a rigid rod until
a fixed preload is exceeded; thereafter it acts as an energy absorber by
metering a viscous flow of oil through an orifice and allows an isothermal
compression of the gas in the strut column. The forward gear force (assumed
normal to landing surface) acting on the glider is given by:
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F1 k2 0 < Y2 <  Pl ' 10%'  (VIT-13)
,~oA'I iI l _i. I___ PA

1OA a - A la
ky2  2 2 a2(yj) PIAa Y2 k yl> 0

where

k tire spring constant

A : net area of the oleo pneumatic cylinder

a(yl) : net orifice area

CD : orifice coefficient

P Aa : gas-spring preload

140 : mass density of oil

P : air pressure in fully extended strut

: length of air column

While the assumption that the compression of the gas column in the
strut takes place isothermally is probably not as sound physically as an
assumption of adiabatic compression, fair correlation is obtained using
the isothermal assumption in practice; moreover, the problem of simulat-
ing the compression is somewhat simplified by using the isothermal
assumption.

The components of the force acting on the rear gears (plastic-

elastic yield strap) normal to the landing surface, F2, as a function

of deformation y3 are described in FIG. VII-7. Let f(y3) be the ordinate

of the curve in FIG. VII-7; then,

0, 

Y3 - Y3max ,,k E

2 f f(Y3 -E~ -(y3 )9 Y3 a f y a. < Y3 -< Y3 (VII-1)
2 max: max ~max k E ~max

C(y3)'  Y3max:a Y3
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where y3 is the maximum of the positive values of Y3 obtained up to
.max

the instant in question, and kE is the slope of the elastic recovery

portion of the curve shown in Fig. VII-7.

The horizontal component of the force acting on the rear gears, F5 ,
results from friction between the skids and the landing surfaces:

F 3 - -1PF 2  (VII-15)

where /4 : coefficient of friction

Having defined these forces, Qx (L) becomes:

Q q(L) - F1 + F2 (vII-16)

Q q(L) - -F3 d2 -F1a + F2b (VII-17)

Q(L) - O'n (11, ql) I. + On 2' 12) F 2

(vII-18)

+ O 2' 12) F3 d2

4. GEOMETRICAL CONSTRAINTS

The various coordinates are not all independent; certai .1 obvious
geometrical constraints are necessary; see Fig. VII-6.

qz + b% +r0j(Y 2,i2) qj + Y3 0 (VII-19)

q - aq, +Z:j~ljl) qj + Yl + y2 + (d2 + (a + b) sin-P -dl) 1 0 (VII-20)

5. INITIAL CONDITIONS

An equilibrium glide approach, at a specified sinking speed requires:

q3 (O)- 0 (VII-21)

k(0) specified sinking speed (VII-22)

.. z (0)- 0 (VII-23)

%.(0) - 0 (VII-24)

6(0) - 0 (VII-25)

1(0) - 0 (VII-26)
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Presuming that the modal displacement and modal velocity of the

vehicle are zero at the instant of contact requires:

qn(O) = n(o) = 0 for each n. (VII-27)

The zero datum of y is specified such that at the instant of
contact of the after gea; with the landing surface li.e. t - 0:

y3(o) = 0; (vII-28)

and the zero datum of y, is specified at the instant of initial contact
of the forward gear witi the landing surface, i.e., t =Z:

y2() o O (VII-29)

6. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS

The nonlinear equations of motion thus obtained present a difficult
problem, if one were to use ordinary methods of digital solution; however,
the solution is easily obtained by electronic analog, as described in
Appendix G.

7. RESULTS

The influence of the flexibility of the glider, the location of after
gear (I2' 2), the metering pin shape (a(yl)), Eqn. (VII-13) and the

ultimate load on the yield strap load-deformation curve Fig. VII-7 on the
load induced in the gears and at the pilot station are given, in Table VII-l
and VII-2 respectively.

Typical traces obtained from the analog study are shown in Figs. VII-8
and VII-9.

The influence of the metering pin shape on the force F is explicitly
illustrated in Figs. VII-1O and VII-ll.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis given is believed to be adequate for the purpose of
determining the force environment of the vehicle under conventional landing
conditions. The use of an analog provides a simple experimental method
of changing the parameters and minimizing the loads. For the particular
vehicle studied, it would seem that a rigid body analysis would be quite
adequate; and one might extend this conclusion to vehicles of similar
configuintion in which the first characteristic frequency is of the order
of 6.5 cps.

C. SEA LANDING (148)

1. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The purpose of this discussion is to present the state of the art of
solving hydrodynamic impact problems (163).
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a. Formulation of the Problem

Consider a system ,S, having two elements:

1. A rigid body

2. An ideal fluid

If the rigid body has a velocity Vo initially, and the fluid is
motionless initially, and if the mass of S is conserved, then
the conservation of momentum states that:

M? - MT. +f* /V - 0 (VII-30)
" vol. fluid

where M : mass of rigid body

: velocity of M

" : velocity field of fluid

t density of fluid

dy': incremental volume of fluid

Consider a single direction, say the vertical, then (1) can be
written:

(MV - MV ) + aOP ds/- 0 (VII-31)
0 f vol. fluid

where a : unit vector in the vertical direction.

Let mY se (II-32)

Eqn. (VII-32) serves to define m, the virtual mass; that is, a
mass having the same velocity component as M during the impact,
and hence m appears mathematically to act with M. The virtual
mass has little or no physical reality. If for a given rigid
body and a given fluid one can estimate by a prescribed rule
the value of m, then a convenient "dodge" of the rather form-
idable problem of evaluating the integral in Eqn. (VII-30) is
effected. If the fluid is considered ideal, then the problem
of finding the virtual mass is reduced to one of geometry, and
the force of impact is obtained by quadrature

(1+ ) dx dt (¥II-33)

where

x : penetration into the fluid
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Fluid

MV)

Figure VII-i

b. Solutions to the Problem (152)

1. T. von Karman estimated that for an infinite wedge entering
the fluid vertically and symmetrically (2 dimensional problem),
the virtual mass was that enclosed in a semicircular cylinder
as shown in Fig. VII-2a.

2. H. Wagner used a semicircular cylinder approximation but
calculated the water rise on the sides of the wedge, see
Fig. VII-2b, and used the corresponding width to determine
the diameter of the semicircular cylinder. Wagner also
solved for the virtual mass associated with the potential
flow under a wedge immersing at constant speed.

(a) (b)

FIG. VII-2
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3- Sydow extended the usefulness of Wagner's results by obtaining
a virtual mass valid for variable velocity.

4. Bisplinghoff and Doherty (135), obtained an expression for
the virtual mass associated with the potential flow past an
immersing wedge by assuming a free surface potential of zero.
Using a two-dimensional analysis and applying the divergence
theoretm

' -d ft --j d S ( VII-34)

where

A normal derivative of the potential on the surfacedn

dS : element of surface

The last integral in Eqn. VII-34 need only be evaluated on
the comon surface S1 between the solid and the fluid,
evaluation on S2 and S3 being zero, Fig. VII- 3. This

analysis was also extended to give the force on an immersing,
symmetrical two dimensional body. Further, the work of
Bisplinghoff and Doherty is significant in that:

i) A concise review of previous (1952) work is given.

ii) A set of accurate experimental data is presented which
serves to establish the applicability of two-dimensional
analysis. ."

iii) A rati6-e'1 procedure is detailed for the reverse
problem; that is, given the desired force-time relation,
what should be the geometry of the body.

S .t

Figure VII-.3
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5. Shiffman and Spencer (161) present a method for solving the
impact of an axially symmetric cone entering the fluid normally
(essentially a two-dimensional problem). The analysis makes
use of similarity of flow, potential theory and the exact free
surface condition (Fig. VII-3), namely,

2-
a o (VII-35)

t2  '?

where position vector of a particle, taken in the
'Lagrangian sense

this analysis indicates clearly the difficulties involved, for
to obtain a solution, one must (i) estimate the shape of the
free surface and (ii) calculate a Green's function satisfying
the boundary condition, (iii) then re-estimate the shape of
the free surface, etc. So difficult is the procedure that only
one cone angle is investigated numerically.

An approximate, theory is presented, by taking the virtual mass
to be that fluid enclosed in an ellipsoid enveloping the portion
of the cone which penetrates beneath the fluid surface.

6. In conclusion, then, the exact formulation of the impact problem
does not admit of a simple solution. Using two dimensional
potential flow and relaxing some of the boundary conditions
(namely, letting the potential at the free surface be zero)
estimates of the integral of Eqn. VII-30 and hence the virtual
mass can be made which show fair to good agreement with the
experimental data. In no instance is a general theory of
hydrodynamic impact proposed, rather particular theories .re
applied to certain cases in which the geometry is very simple.

Few instances exist in which the compressibility and viscosity
of the fluid are considered, and not then neglected. In
practically all instances the immersing body is considered to
be rigid.

2. TANGENTIAL LANDING ON A FLUID SURFACE EMPLOYING SKIS

The theories presented by Mayo (152) for the nonohine immersed case,
Fig. VII-:4 a and by Sohnitzer (160) for the chine immersed case, Fig. VII-4 b,
show good agreement with the respective experimental data.

Figure TII-4
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In Fig. VII- I5, the potential cross-flow planes normal to the keel,
and the coordinates relative to a horizontal fluid surface are shown. The
virtual mass in each cross-flow plane is obtained from a simple two
dimensional potential theory. In the case of nonchine immersion, the virtual
mass in that given by Sydow modified by a factor determined by an experiment
reported by Mayo; in the case of chine imersion, the virtual mass is that
obtained by adding to the virtual mass before chine immersion the virtual
mass given by Bobyleff for penetration equal to the perpendicular distance
from the chine to the free fluid surface.

Figure VII-5

Consider the fluid to be inviscid and incompressible. If one views the
flow plane as remaining stationary in space, then as the ski translates
(at a fixed angle of trim T ) in both the T and 71direction, the cross-
section of the ski normal to the keel effectively penetrates the fluid in
the flow plane, giving rise to an increment of force in each flow plane.
The sum of all such increments of force yield the resultant force normal
to the keel.

To account for the force exerted on a finite length of the ski, force
is multiplied by a correction factor given by Pabst,

0 () ( 1)+( 1 -  4 25 ) - (VII-36)

where
LEGTHt L (VII37)

MEAN BEAM, B

Using the procedure outlined above the relation between the force
exerted on the ski and the penetration can be obtained.
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In each flow plane

dF - t (m w ) ds ( VII-38)

F - (. )f (md) do (VII-39)

F 2 -M ds +4 m Ods ( VII-40)
0

where

m - 10 2 f 2 (18 0 <b tan/. (VII-41)

- 1/8 /21b 2 [f 2 + Bob2 (- - - - ) (* vII-42)

)6b tan < 4 < 4 step

and

Stan-A ( VII-43)
tan' f()' b 22

( b) b'__ V2.+

tant[ -4y

r(6) "( vn-4 )

An illustration of a typical acceleration-time history one might expect
from a fixed-trim, nonchine immersed ski landing of the glider studied herein
is shown in Fig. VII-12 along with the pertinent data. The method suggested
by Mayo (153),as outlined above, in, used; 1( -1, is assumed.

D. PARACHUTES

Analytical methods of predicting the force exerted by a parachute during
and after deployment are at best sekiempirical (141). In the final analysis
one must depend upon experimental data. Fortunately, however, there exists
sufficient data in ordinary flight regimes that a successful parachute
recovery system can be designed (139); see references on this subject,
Appendix R.
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TABLE VII-1

PEAK FRONT GEAR LOADS DUE TO LANDING IMPACT, SHOWING EFFECTS OF
FLEXIBILITY AND OF A SIMPLE VARIABLE-DIAMETER METERING PIN

REAR GEAR YIELD STRAP PEAK LOAD = 12,000 lbs.

Variable diameter

Rear gear Constant diameter metering pin metering pin
location Rigid-body One flexible mode Two flexible modes Two flexible modes

representatior in representation in representation in representation

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

A 15,800 15,000 14,000 12,500

B 10,500 10,300 10,300 8,250

• 6,900 6,900 6,900 6,250

REAR GEAR YIELD STRAP PEAK LOAD - 6,000 lbs
Variable diameter

Rear gear Constant diameter meterin pin metering pin
location Rigid-body Dne flexible mode Two flexible modes Two flexible modes

representatiomin representation in representation in representation

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

A i2,970 13,100 12,750 11,300

B 8,500 8,500 8,500 7,600

C No values were obtained fbr this case as the rear gear static
load was over 6,000 lbs.
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TABLE VII-2

PEAK PILOT STATION ACCELERATIONS DUE TO LANDING IMPACT, SHOWING EFFECTS
OF FLEXIBILITY AND OF A SIMPLE VARIABLE DIAMETER METERING PIN

REAR GEAR YIELD STRAP PEAK LOAD - 12,000 lb.

Variable diameter
Rear gear Constant diameter metering pin metering pin
location Rigid-body One flexible mode Two flexible modes Two flexible modes

representation in representation in representation in representation

g g g g

A 4.34 (4.81)* 4.25 (3.65) 4.76 (3.18) 3.95 (2.50)

B 3.40 (2.86) 3.35 (2.70) 3.35 (2.77) 2.68 (2.04)

C 2.32 (1.75) 2.31 (1.66) 2.48 (2.23) 2.08 (1.57)

*(The second peak of the acceleration trace is shown in parenthesis

for each case. Note that for only one case, the rigid representation
with the rear gear in the most aft location, was the second pe.dk
higher than the first.)
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APPENDIX A

CONFIGURATION AND TRAJECTORY

This Appendix contains the data upon which the studies in the
report are based. The geometry, weight, and stiffness data are given
in Fig. A-1 through A-6. It should be emphasized that these data do
not represent the result of an extensive configuration study but
rather they are chosen as being representative of a typical advanced
vehicle.

The trajectory data are given in Fig. A-7 and A-8. These data
are representative of a first-stage gravity turn boost trajectory,
and a typical equilibrium glide re-entry trajectory. Except during
the initial tilt from the vertical, the angle of attack during first
stage boost is zero, and for second stage boost it is twenty-five
degrees.

The thrust of the first stage engines is considered to vary with
altitude as given by Eqn. A-1 while the thrust of the second stage
engines is constant and equal to 20,000 pounds.

T = T0 + A (po - P ) (A-1)

where T : Thrust at altitude h in pounds

T : Motor thrust at sea level - 500,000 pounds

0

A : Exit Area a 5442 square inches

PO : Atmospheric pressure at sea level = 14.7 lb/in
2

p A Atmospheric pressure at any altitude in lb/in
2
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APPENDIX B

MODE DETERMINATION

1. INTRODUCTION

The well known classical theory of small vibrations sets an important
framework upon which the dynamicist can rely in the treatment of mechanical
systems possessing freedom to undergo infinitesimal or small displacements
from a state of equilibrium. Both the formal and the practical techniques
of solving the characteristic equation for the eigen vectors (or modes) and
the characteristic frequencies, and the process of orthogonalization of the
eigen vectors have been studied since before the time of Lord Rayleigh;
descriptions of these techniques and the theory can be found in many texts
and papers (see references 41 and 168 to 177 inclusive).

The utility of the modal method (and it is true of all other analytical
methods) is directly related to one's ability to obtain the influence
coefficients or the stiffness matrix, the Greenb function, as it is variously
called. It is here that known elementary and simple solutions of the theory
of elasticity for the static load-deformation relations play an important
role; most of these solutions are for simple structural elements. The
challenge of either approximating a complex structure with structural
elements whose load-deformation relationships are known or solving the
complex structure for these relationships directly is one that has been
met, with fair success in some cases.

At the time this study was initiated the programs available to the
contractor made it necessary to determine the natural modes in three parts.
Part one consisted of determining the natural modes considering the vehicle
as a flexible beam. Part two determined the natural modes of the glider
clamped along the centerline; part three coupled the natural modes determined
in parts one and two. Each part will be described in some detail.

The modes are determined by considering the liquid fuel frozen and
the engine nozzle locked. It is realized that the natural modes may be
determined by incorporating the fuel and engine as separate degrees--of-
freedom. In fact, many other degrees--of--freedom can be included; however,
it is much more desirable to determine the natural modes of the basic system
and to couple .the various other effects when desired.

2. BEAM MODES

If a vibrating beam is put in equilibrium using D'Alembert's principle,
the free body diagram of a segment of the beam is as pictured in Fig. B-i
and the basic beam equations are (5):
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[' (El "'- (j Y oI (3-2)

wheres

a s mass per unit length

v s total lateral deflection

I s bending stiffness of cross section

: lateral deflection due to bending

s moment of inertia per unit length

o s lateral deflection due to shear

KG : shear stiffness of cross section

w second time derivative of w

" second derivative of 6 with respect to Y

$~* ,/"Y 5 +77 dy

m (Y) (Y) 0)

FIG. 7-1
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These equations of motion can be solved for arbitrary variations in
elastic and inertial properties of the beam for many practical boundary
conditions. Several approximate methods (44) are available to solve the
Eqn. (B-l) and(B-2) .

The program used to determine the beam modes is described in
Appendix G.

The stiffness matrix of a beam including bending deformations, shear
deformations, rotary inertia, and static unbalances that is used in this
study is the following:

(Er), (EX)

(K'GA), (K'GA)
Wi 2 3 4 Ni

K, K, : (B-3)

K3 K4 0(

IS1  SN

where:

! te(EX),
5SYM,

0 (EZ),

K,:

0

o _,(EZ., (e),,.,



6(fr), 60 ),

6(i, (z) .4 g, -_6(EIX

iT , ., - (b.

*i 2 0 
0

where the prime on K2 means transpose

4 (NZ), R

1<4  
0

where

R,- 4



In this study the configuration is such that the rotary inertias
can be neglected, and there are no static unbalances.

In Tables B-I, B-2, and B-3 are tabulated the values necessary to
compute the beam modes. The effective shear area constant ,k', is 1/2.
Fig. B-4 shows the first three computed free-free beam modes at first
stage start burn.

3. PLATE MODES

Solutions of the plate equations have been attempted by imposing
constraints on the streamwise deformations (174, 175) by using Rayleigh-
Ritz methods (169, 171) and by directly attacking the differential equa-
tions by finite difference methods (168, 170, 177).

A stiffness matrix for thin plates bending under lateral forces and
edge couples suitable for the analysis of the elastic characteristics of
plates of variable thickness which is used is presented below. The method
used in this study, however, may become obsolete quickly as new and
perhaps better methods of attack are formulated.

The expression of the bending strain energy ,U, for a plate of
uniform flexural rigidity and isotropic material is

U- jj. (w2 + w 2+ 2V w w + 2 ( -1J)w 2 dA (B-4)2 - (xx yy xx yy XY

where:

Eh
3

D 2 12(1-V)

%2 : Poisson's ratio

w : Displacement function

w : )2 etc.

dA : Differential area

The four terms of the energy expression (B-4) may be defined by
analogy with the elementary beam as X bending stiffness, Y bending stiff-
ness, bending coupling, and torsional stiffness, respectively. If the
x axis is along the chord and the y axis along the span, scalars may be
applied to the first and second terms to approximate the effects of vary-
ing the amounts of chordwise and spanwise bending material on elastic
response. Similarly, wing cutout effects can be approximated. Normally,
where cutouts are made, additional bending material is placed in the spars
and ribs to replace the lost normal stress carrying capability of the skin.
The loss of shear carrying capability can be approximated by multiplying the
torsional stiffness matrix by one-half before combining it with the bending
terms since a shear flow analysis would attribute half of the rigidity to
the spars and half to the skin panels.
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jIn deriving the plate stiffness matrix, the bending curvatures are
obtained by assuming the displacement along the edges of the panel as
third order polynomials. The bending coupling in obtained by integrat-
ing the products of these cubics over a quadrant of the plate and the
torsion term is based on simple torsion of the rectangular cell. Thus
writing the displacement along line 1-2, FIG. B-2:

w - A3 + A2x 2 + ( + A5)

w 10 9 - 3A3x2 + 2A2x+ (B-6)

Wxx M 2(3A3x + A2) (B-7)
M#

2' x*

yx
3 t

a

FIG. 3-2 THIN PLATE NOTATIONS

The four constants of the displacement expression Ai are evaluated

by requiring that this function give the displacements and slopes of the
nodes 1 and 2 at x - 0 and x - a. Then in matrix form, the expression
for the curvature becomes:

6x 6xx 0x

w~ 2/a 2- I:- -+ 1ii } 38

w 2 is obtained by ultiplying this expression by its transpose. The

total strain energ contributed by w n in found hy integrating the result

over x between 0 and a and multiplying by b/2, assuming the Wxx 2 term

varies linearly with y. Then using Castigliano's first theoe gives:

No 1 2a 9

F 1 M 3 6/a W

S & - 2  a 3 2/a '2 (3-9)

P, -3 -6/a -3 6/a w2
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Since a similar matrix to B-9 can be written in terms of the angular rotations
and vertical displacements of nodes 3 and 4, one can get:

N 9  a

Fel 3 4 . SYM W.

M a 3 za

" b -3 -4a. -3 1. Wt (B-10)

M e = 0 0 0 0 la 9,

FI3 0 0 0 0 6 /4a. W3

Mo 0 0 a. 3 UL 04

F, o 0 0 0 -3 -6/. -3 /)A i

If cubics of the same form as used to express wvv are selected in the Y
direction as well, Y bending stiffness matrix can be written immediately
from symetry of the previous matrix:

F' - 0 0YM

N lot0 0 zlb

FE L 0 0 0 3 61b W

M& b 3 0 0 b 0b

F3 -3 -/b 0 0 -3 4/'b 3

M* 0 0 b 3 0 0 b 4 (B-1)

Fe 0 0 -3 -ib 0 0 -3 6/b W,4)

To 4btain the bending coupling energy the transpose of w is
multiplied by w , integrated, and differentiated as before. xA product
can be taken atJych node, integration performed over a quadrant of the
plate, and the aim of the four products used to represent the coupling energy,
using this method the final qxpression' for bending coupling stiffness is in
matrix form:
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Considering the simple torsion of cell a-b, the curvature can be
defined as:

-'v (B-13)
w4

Performing premultiplication, integration over ab, and differentiation
the stiffness form can be found:

a-(,-Y? -1 +,1w (B-14)
= ab

Fajl - I +1 +1 W)

FS9,t + 1 - I -1 *1 1 W 4

Summing all the relations (Eqns. B-11 through B-14), one finds the
stiffness matrix for a thin rectangular plate as given in Eqn.(13-15). With
the change of displacement coordinates and moment normalizing, the elements
of the matrix become nondimensional quantities. One mar also observe that
a kiven column of the matrix defines a set of forces which satisfy the
three equilibrium equations.

This stiffness matrix is closely related to the evaluation of stiffness
by Levy's torque tube and beam analogy. Here, however, the Poisson ratio
coupling has been retained and a single matrix includes both bending and
torsion.
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If a complex structure may be thought of as a collection of plates
this approach may be used. With the help of *a high speed computer the
stiffness mattrix of the complete structure may be assembled. In addition,
beams in bending running in any direction along the node lines may be
added. The program used to determine the mode shapes of this type of
structure is described in Appendix G.

Table B-4 shows the glider mass distribution. The fuselage stiff-
ness is approximated by using a plate and a beam as shown in Fig. B-5.
Because of machine limitations only the deflections, w, are used so the
appropriate terms (9 and Jterms) in the stiffness matrix are set to zero.

Fig. B-6 shows the first thee* mode shapes determined.

4. COUPLING

Coupling is a typical eigenvalue problem which for our case is
followed by orthogonalizing the resulting eigenvectors. The uncoupled
mod* shapes are related to the coupled mode shapes by the modal matrix
of the orthogonalized coupled system.

Shown in Figs. B-7, B-8, and B-9 are typical coupled mode shapes.

5. MODE SHAPES USED

Presented in Tables B-5 through B-12 are the modal values that are
used in this study.

The difference between beam modes and coupled modes Is that the beam
modes are determined by representing the vehicle as an elastic -ine while
the coupled modes are determined by coupling the beam modes with the glider
plate modes.

Since only the deflections have been calculated in the coupling pro-
gram, the slopes have been determined by the method which is illustrated
below. In addition, for modal values other than start burn, 1/4 burnout,
1/2 burnout, 3/4 burnout, and burnout for both stages, a linear interpre-
tation is used.

For the release problem as well as the separation problem the coupled
modes are used, but only the modal values along the centerline are used.

-I Xo x+1

FIG. B-3

1/2 [A (P -
ZOAD. -1X1- I*
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TABLE B-2

SECOND-STAGE BOOST

23 MASS POINTS

Station EI,1010  K12A Launch 1/ burn 1/2 burn 3/ burn burnout
Number in-bs 10 b Weight in powas33 1.47

7.25 10 2o
75 .65 21 440

159 1.2 32 1082
201 7o5 55 1-77
243 11.1 67.5 596 same as launch
285 12.1 72.5 693
327 12.9 77.5 loo5
369 13.7 82 1245
43 11.3 50 1842
45 19.2 50

505 41.5 87 1384 861 861 861 861
560 56.5 86 1518 222 222 222 222
614 64 84 1517 1136 221 221 221
669 64 84 1518 1518 223 222 222
723 64 84 1517 1517 1517 221 221
777 64 84 1505 1505 1505 612 220
831 6k 84 1504 1504 1504 150h 219
872 6k 84 3962 623 623 693 231
899 64 84 9710 4249 362 362 231
923 64 84 9909 9909 4996 83 83
947 64 84 9458 9458 9458 5571 110
974 64 84 3943 3943 3943 3943 604

TLBIZ B-3

GLIDER ALOI

10 MASS POINTS

Station EI,10I 0  K'qA. Weight
Number in-lbs 100 Thu Tbs

33 14775 :25 10
117 .65 21 773
159 1.2 32 1082
201 7.5 55 1177
243 1.1 67.5 596
285 12.1 72.5 693
327 12.9 77.5 1005
369 13.7 82 1245

41 11.3 50 1842
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TABLE B-4

GLIDER WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Point Body Station Dietanoe from Weight
Number Number Centerline Pounds

Inohes Inches

1 33 0 73.5
2 75 0 220

3 117 0 330.5

4 159 0 417.65

5 201 0 403.8

6 243 0 81.3

7 285 0 91.8
8 327 0 83.3

9 369 0 227.8
10 411 0 515.3

11 117 30 56

12 159 30 123.35
13 201 30 130.7

14 243 30 130.7
15 285 30 130.7
16 327 30 130.7

17 369 30 130.7
18 411 30 130.7
19 lol 69 54

20 243 60 86

21 285 60 70

22 327 60 205

23 369 60 70

24 411 60 70

25 285 90 54
26 327 90 83.5

27 369 90 70
28 411 90 70
29 39 97.5 124
30 411 97.5 135
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TABLE B-8

NORMALIZED BEAM MODES -- FIRST STAGE BOOST AT t-56 SEC FROM LAUNCH

Bodyl
Stationq2 V

Inches 102/inoh 102/inoh

33 1.0 .241 1.0 .587
75 .898 .240 .767 .534
117 .798 .237 .551 .478
159 .699 .219 .366 .409
201 .614 .204 .208 .36o
243 .527 .20 4  .064 .326
285 .443 .194 -.065 .283
327 .364 .182 -.174 .231
369 .290 .167 -.260 .170
411 .223 .150 -.317 g099
455 .162 .131 -. 344 .040
505 .101 .115 -.353 -.008
587 .012 .098 -.338 -.040
696 -.083 .072 -.271 -.077
804 -.145 .041 -.171 -.098
896 -.167 .010 -.076 -.101
960 -.164 -.012 -.013 -.090
1027 -.151 -.024 .042 -.073
1100 -. 130 -. 033 .089 -. 053
1175 -.102 -.o42 .121 -.027
1259 -.062 -.049 .130 .011
1343 -.020 -.054 .102 .057
1418 .023 -.058 .o42 .091
1401 .060 -.061 -.023 .107
1541 .098 -. 062 -. 090 .111
1603 .135 -.o6o -.158 .105
1656 .167 -.061 -.212 .096

,in 2.80 7.28
cps
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TABLE B-9

COUPLED MODES -- FIRST STAGE BOOST AT t=56 SEC FROM LAUNCH

Pody Distance 4I i P2 (P,
Station from
Inches Centerline 102/in 102/in 10 2/in

33 0 .992 .224 -.214 -.099 .791 .476
75 0 .892 .235 -.174 -.090 .601 .436

117 0 .795 .227 -.138 -.080 .425 .392
159 0 .702 .217 -.107 -.068 .272 .338
201 0 .612 .210 -.081 -.060 .141 .300
243 0 .525 .203 -.057 -.054 .020 .272
285 0 .442 .194 -.036 -.048 -.088 .234
327 0 .363 .182 -.016 -.038 -.176 .197
369 0 .289 .167 -.004 -.026 -.253 .151
411 0 .222 .149 .006 -.016 -.303 .090
455 0 .161 .130 .010 -.008 - 329 .039
505 0 .100 .115 .013 -.063 -.338 -.006
587 0 -.012 .097 .013 .003 -.329 -.057
696 0 -.083 .072 .007 .005 -.273 -.068
804 0 -.145 .041 .003 .005 -.182 -.075
896 0 -.167 .011 -.003 .004 -.091 -.100
960 0 -.166 -.012 -.005 .003 -.026 -.093
1027 0 -.152 -.025 -.006 .002 .031 -.078
1100 0 -.130 -.Oj3 -.007 .001 .082 -.059
1175 0 -.103 -.Oki -.008 0 .118 -.016
1259 0 -.064 -.049 -.007 -.002 .132 .008
1343 0 -.020 -.055 -.005 -.004 .105 .o56
1418 0 .023 -.059 -.001 -.005 .o45 .093
1481 0 .061 -.061 .002 -.005 -.021 .110
1541 0 .098 -.o61 .005 -.005 -.090 .114
1603 0 .136 -.o6o .009 -.005 -. 160 .108
1656 0 .168 -.059 .011 -.005 -.215 .097
117 30 .795 .227 -.138 -.080 .425 .392
159 30 .702 -217 -.107 -. 061 .272 .338
201 30 .612 .210 -.081 -.060 .141 .300
243 30 .525 .203 --057 -.054 .020 .272
285 30 .492 .194 -.035 -.047 -.Q068 .238
327 30 .363 .182 -.017 -.039 -.180 .196
369 30 .289 .167 -.003 -.028 -.252 .146
411 30 .222 .149 .006 -.022 -.302 .095
201 60 .615 .201 -.084 -.076 .142 .300
243 60 •531 .195 -.049 -.097 .027 .244
285 60 .451 .183 -.002 -.127 -.063 .173
327 60 .377 .171 .058 -.162 -.118 .076
369 60 .307 .159 .133 -.160 -.127 .009
411 60 .243 .145 .192 -.131 -.126 -.060
.285 90 .471 .156 .074 -.329 -.030 -.042
327 90 .407 .146 .242 -.443 .041 -.233
369 i90 .348 .138 .446 -.455 .167 -. 304
411 90 .292 .130 .625 -.408 .296 -.357
369 97.5 .384 .120 .732 -.64o .441 .142
411 97.5 .334 .116 1.008 -.616 .680 -.142

in cps 2.79 5.74 7.465
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TABLE B-I

NORMALIZED COUPLED MODES - FIRST STAGE BURNOUT AND SECOND STAGE START BUIN

First Stage Burnout Second Stage Start Burn

Body Body
Station (P Station
Inches Inches

33 1.000 33 -.249
75 .884 75 -.205

117 .771 117 -.165
159 .665 159 -. 129
201 .565 201 -.097
243 .468 243 -.068
285 .376 285 -.041
327 .290 327 -.019
369 .211 369 -.001
411 .141 4 1 .011
455 .079 455 .017
505 .020 505 .020
587 -. 062 560 .020
696 -.142 614 .019
804 -.180 669 .017
896 -.176 723 .013
960 -.151 777 .008

_027 -.113 831 .002
1100 -. 064 872 -. 003
1175 -. 007 899 -. 006
1259 .062 923 -. 009
1343 .136 947 -.011
1418 .206 974 -.o14
1481 .266
1541 .323
1603 .384
1656 .435

6.) in cpu 5.34 5.72
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APPENDIX C

FLIGHT EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The purpose of the following is to discuss some of the physics em-
ployed in the modeling of the actual boost-glide system studied and to
display the equations governing the motion of the modeled system in flight.

.1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION GOVERNING A SYSTEM HAVING A MASS EFFLUX

a. Application of Newton's Equation

We define the system ,S, to be considered as all that within the closed
envelope E, the surface of which is coincident with the surface of the
vehicle together with planes at the exit area of the nozzles. Since the
mass in E is not conserved, the "principle of mass center" cannot be applied
directly to S. The first task taken in modeling the actual system is to
show that the effect of the tine rate of mass efflux from S can be replaced
by a force. In doing this the propulsion system (its chemical, hydrodynamic
and thermodynamic effect) is replaced by a mechanical force.

Have a partition of S such that at any future time , SI (-) re-

presents the system of. particles in and on E and S2 (T) - S(O) - SI(-C ) .

$2(o) represents the system of particles ejected from S(O) during the

interval V.

Let (-) : designation of a vector

m : mass

mE : mass within and on E

: inertial position vector of mass m

1 : inertial position vector of center of mass within and on E

I : inertial position vector of center of mass within S

: resultant external force acting on SI

: resultant external moment acting on S1 with respect to the
mass center of S1

11E s angular momentum of S with respect to mass center of S

m= die : mass rate of efflux
dt

AEt : position vector with respect to mass center of S

Cr. , surface of E
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The linear momentum of S (t) is given by

SI'

and of S(t + At):

Zi(t At) = MCt*t + MRt at

since ,A

(C-3)

Application of Newton's second law to S yields

Fi r'' AL] +4 Jim -S I (c4
At6 AtJ t At) At- at

Observe that for the system under consideration we assume:

//, T, = o (C-5)

Further, that unless

f tiAt [As(+A(T]Id 
>

. f,,M ,.- .A"+ t, (c-6)

where d is the minimum distance of some particle in S from the walls
of the envelope, the system S2 will be void, and the ieatures considered
here trivial; in short a "flow" of mass through the envelope is pre-
sumed to take place.

Define V such that:
r

At-@

Then (C-4) becomes:

Al 4V, lint? (0-8)
dt At ,At./

The mass of S(t).is conserved, hence:

4l..+ =0 (c-9)
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Since ?Fl - EM as At - 0 then
s a

At- o ktd t At0 at

Finally then (C-8) can be written in the form:

dt dt

In conclusion, the mass efflux across the boundary of an envelope
which defines a system acts on the system in the same manner as an
externally applied force as indicated in Eqn. C-11.

A similar development reveals that the efflux produces a moment on
the system within E.

gA H - -' %7 (C-12)

FIG. C-1

EXAMPLE OF FORCES EFFECTED BY A MASS EFFLUX
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b. Nature of the Force Effected by a Mass Efflux

Given below is an illustration, having direct application to the
system considered in this report, of the nature of the force effected
by a mass efflux.

Consider a rigid body idealization of the system as picturedgFig. C-1.
Assume that the mass efflux of the system occurs at point P and is
constrained to flow along the axis of the motor nozzle. The force
caused by the efflux is:

~u~tj+ 26L jcF (C-13)

since = 0 (rigid body),
St

The first and third terms on the right hand side of Eqn. C-13
results from pitch and nozzle rotational velocities respectizely;
the second term, i,($ /14t), is that part of F normally considcred
as the "motor thrust" resulting from a mass efflux since it acts
along the axis of the motor nozzle.

Refinements in f can be made by considering a flexible vehicle
in which case:

S;;_= _ (c-14)

where

U4 : unit vector along the body axis

Un : unit vector transverse to the body axis

-: local derivative

the first term on the right-hand side of (C-14) being the relative
velocity resulting from axial motion, and the second term being the
relative velocity resulting from transverse (or bending) motion.

It seems obvious, then, that the calculation of in V in Eqn. C-l
can be made as complex and detailed as one's patience might allow.
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2. MODELING OF THE SYSTEM

a. Reduction of the System From a Continuum to a Discrete Set of Masses

The distribution of the masses in S does not admit throughout E of
a simple continuous analytical function of the space coordinates, but
an approximation may be obtained by a lumping of the masses into discrete
rigid collections at a set of points. To each point one must assign six
quantities: namely, a mass, any two of the three principal directions
of the ellipsoid of inertia and the three mass moments of inertia associ-
ated with each of the axes of the ellipsoid. If the point associated with
a particular lumped collection lies at the mass center of the collection
and the ellipsoid of inertia of the actual distributed mass reckoned with
respect to this point is the same as that assigned to the point, then the
mass center and ellipsoid of inertia associated with the system are the
same as that reckoned for the collection of points so defined; this is
an obvious mechanical necessity. The finer the subdivision of the mass
distribution of the system, the lesser will become the importance of the
ellipsoid of inertia, especially for systems in which the local rotation-
al velocities and accelerations are small. Such is the case for the sys-
tem here considered except for the motor nozzles each of which is considered
as a rigid body.

The relations of force vs. displacement between the lumped mass
points should imitate as nearly as possible the force-displacement re-
lations which exist between the same points in the actual system, and
under a specified motion involving relative displacement, velocity and
acceleration among the particles, the energy stored or the energy dis-
sipated by the point model should be nearly the same as that in the actual'
system under the same conditions.

b. Kinetic Energy of the Modeled System

If the system considered is one which under the action of no external
forces possesses an equilibrium position, then a convenient rigid refer-
ence frame is provided from which the displacements of the mass points may
be measured. To determine the position of any mass point in the system
relative to an inertial reference frame, one need only to determine the
position of one point P of the equilibrium reference frame relative to the
inertial frame, F, the equilibrium position a (i) of a particular mass

point i relative to P, and the displacement u. from equilibrium at a given
time tI.

1
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The inertial position vector R of any mass point, it then is
given by: 2

Ri = r +Ta(i ) + i (C-15)

and the kinetic energy of the system is

T =1/2 m R (C-16)

The exact form taken by R., Eqn. (C-15), is dependent on the methods
used to describe the displacement of various masses from the equilibrium
position. The modal approach discussed in Appendix B and employed for
the system considered assumes that the mass of the fuel and the motor
nozzles are rigidly attached to the elastic line of flexure; hence the
total kinetic energy is made up of two parts: the kinetic energy of
the masses attached to the elastic line plus the kinetic energy re-
sulting from motion relative to the elastic line of those masses which
are not in fact rigidly attached to the elastic line.

c. Modeling of Masses Possessing Freedom to Displace from the

Elastic Line

The particles of the fuel are free to oscillate about the elastic
line. For small translatory and rotary disturbances, the sloshing
motion of the fuel can be replaced (using a rigorous analysis) by a
mass fixed on the tank axis (coincident with elastic line) and a set
of pendulae or spring supported masses at specified distances from
the mass center of fluid in the tank (measured along the tank axis).
The motor nozzles are free to rotate about a point (nozzle hinge
point) fixed to the elastic line, but no special modeling is necessary.

d. Potential Energy of the Modeled System

The potential energy of the system obtains from two sources: (1)
the elastic potential of flexure and (2) the potential of the displaced
fluid in an acceleration field. If the fuel is modeled by a set of
pendulae, the potential energy is given in terms of the relative an-
gular displacement from the axis, the axial acceleration field and the
pendulum mass; see part 4 of this Appendix. The orthogonalization
of the flexural modes reduces the description of the flexural behavior
of the system to a set of simple mass-spring systems, the spring con-
stant in each member of the set being well defined. An analogous set
of masses and springs can be obtained which represent the modes of
the fuel slosh under an axial acceleration field. The familiar form

V M 1/2 Ek q2  (C-17)

takes account of the potential energy of the system.
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e. Enerpy Dissipation in the Modeled System

A problem which has plagued many dynamic investigations is: "What
sort of analytical representation will adequately describe the internal
dissipation of energy of a given system?" For a simple mass-spring
system the Rayleigh dissipation function,f, as expressed as a fraction
of the critical damping, g , each characteristic frequency, o, general-
ized mass, M, and velocity, q, offers a relatively simple method of
accounting for structural damping by means of an equivalent viscous
damping;

.(18)

f. External Forces Acting on the System

Having defined the modeled system, S, the effect of the environment
on it is discussed; this effect can be completely described by identifying
and describing the nature of the body and surface forces acting on S.

The gravitational field produces the only body force acting on the
system; no substantial variations in the gravitaticaal field over the
extension of the system are assumed at any point on the trajectory.

The surface forces acting on the system result from (1) hydro-
static atmospheric pressure (2) aerodynamic forces resulting from
motion relative to the air (3) pressure at the exit area of the motor
nozzles.

It is interesting to note that the term "thrust" as u: 3d in practice
is not given solely by the term I SF/St in Eqn. (C-13) but is augmented
by the surface forces (1) and (3) aescribed above. The term"thrust" is
generally defined for each engine by:

S + (p, - P.) (-19)

where P : exit nozzle pressure

P : atmospheric pressure
a

A : vector having the magnitude of the exit area

and the direction of the inward normal to this area.

Detailed discussion of aerodynamic theories applicable in each
instance of relative motion between the system and the air are dis-
cussed in the separate sections or problem areas.
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g. Work Done on the System by the Control Mechanism

Within the vehicle there is provided a mechanism to produce a
change in relative angular position of the motor nozzles from the
tangent to the elastic axis at the hinge point of the motor nozzles.
The control moment M is governed by attitude sensed P., attitude rateDc

sensed a , programmed pitch attitude, 1, time lags, T., resulting

from the hydraulic actuating mechanism, electronic shaping networks,
and springs ,k, representing the elastic stiffness of the control mech-
anism; the relation

Mc - Mc(Q sQ, Q1, Ti, K) (c-2o)

is called the control law and is specified in each problem area.

The work done by M arises from a chan,e in the chemical and
c

electrical potential of the system. Since only mechanical potential
is given explicit treatment herein, mechanical effects resulting from
nonmechanical causes must be treated separately, such is the case here.

3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

a. Derivation

The Lagrangian form

d 3T - 8!+1 + _T V + (0-21)dt -s

is applicable to the system described herein, and is subject to the
following definitions.

b. Kinetic Energy, T.

T - 1/2 mi (r r a + u2

1/2

+i1/2 (m@ + 2( + ri + u)+-]2+ 1/2 m k ~ s + 2(r + ra +) 'Sk] (C-22)

The kinetic energy of local rotary motion of the masses mi has
been neglected.
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c. Potential Energy, V

V X 2 qj 2 + a 2 (0-23)

The first term represents the potential energy of the elastic
structure and the second term, the potential energy of the sloshing
fluid (see part 4 of this Appendix).

d. Dissipation Function.

jqj (C-24)

The fuel is assumed to be ideal and hence dissipates no energy;
only the structure dissipates energy.

e. Generalized Force, &,

The term 1, given by

____ (C-25)

can be decomposed in terms depending on the origin of the force,
F , as follows:

e1 ) Gravitational Forces

+ m + (C-26)

e2) Forces effected by thrust:

- +r+ (C-27),(T) = T - '+ a+')

e,) Aerodynamic forces: Q(A), which are discussed in each problem
area.

e4) Control force: Q (C) is the generalized force resulting from
the control momegt and is discussed in the separate problem
areas. Note that .(C) is nonzero only forX = qS .

The following list, together with Fig. C-2, displays the defini-
tion of the terms appearing in equations.
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i : mass station point located

m. : lumped mass at station i; numerical value given in Appendix B.
1

m : mass of both motor nozzles0

Lk : kA slosh mass in thei 1 tank

I : mass moment of inertia of both motor nozzles
0

: generic notation for the generalized coordinates

t inertial position vector of the equilibrium mass center of
the system

r a: axial position vector with respect to equilibrium mass centera

u. : displacement vector of mi transverse to the equilibrium axis

4z : transverse component of velocity of equilibrium mass center
with respect to body fixed axes

4 : longitudinal component of velocity of equilibrium mass center
with respect to body fixed axes

0 : displacement vector (measured from the corresponding point on
o the elastic axis) of the mass center of the motor nozzles

S : displacement vector (measured perpendicular to the elastic
axis) of the mass, m~k

Y : attitude

x : Cartesian component of in the xI direction

x2  Cartesian component of in the x2 direction

x, z a body fixed coordinates

0I'3 a unit vectors associated with body fixed coordinates

a perturbed angular displacement measured with respect to the
programmed pitch attitude

1 a programmed pitch attitude

q. generalized coordinate corresponding to the jk flexural mode
of the structure
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q . k : k- slosh coordinate in the j-n tank

: modal value associated with

g :gravitational field

a. : carried acceleration field (see part 4 of this Appendix)

xA : body fixed axial coordinate of the attitude sensor

xR : body fixed axial coordinate of the rate sensor

W O : characteristic frequency associated with the orthogonal mode qj

Ps : generic notation for forces acting on the system

rT : position vector from hinge point to centroid of nozzle exit area

: position vector of the point of attack of P.

: summation over s

t summation of the terms in the summand over the entire vehicle

YJ t fraction of critical damping in the J-9 flexural mode

: flight path angle

x s body fixed axial coordinate associated with the hinge point of
the motor nozzles

m2 1 generalized mass in the, j- flexural mode

x s body fixed axial coordinate associated with the hinge point of
the k slosh mass in the -L! tank

i distance from nozzle hinge point to mass center of nozzle

£ I distance from nozzle hinge point to centroid of nozzle exit area

The evaluation of g. and x is to be made at that point on the axis
oorresponding to mass witA whi6h the term is associated, unless otherwise
specified.
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f. Linearization of the Equations of Motion

A priori, no general theory of linearization of the equations of
motion exists. For a holonomic system in which the kinetic energy is

composed of terms of the form r1 . r2 , the operator d -FL
yields:

12 a a23
[r2 r 2  '2 r l + r2 c

L j;J +* +

+ 0ia m ] j~ m (C28)*

00i i CPX i a ,%

Linearization as employed in t is study implies: (1) the deletion
of the terms involving j ; and (2) deletion of terms wherein the

coefficient of Wj contains the generalized coordinates (or products

thereof) which are of small order; (3) the approximation sin IA± IA,
cos s 1 , for 10 small.

One observes that if r is a linear combination of the generalized

2-Dr
coordinates then r 0 and no terms of the form 711 j occur:

an-, etc. represent the cosine between the it and j-

coordinate which, if the argument is small, can be approximated by 1
and if the argument is large represent nonlinear terms in the equations
of motion, as reflected by a term of comparatively small order in the
kiintie enet sime,

r1 *r 2  " " (C-20)

Hence in certain special cases the justification for linearization
might be easily carried over from a justification of the neglect of
certain terms in the kinetic energy.

* Suation on the repeated indices is understood in this notation.
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One sees also, that nonlinearities are not inherent in the kine-
matics of the system studied here; further that the nonlinearities
which do arise, come from the generalized forces or the employment of
special coordinate systems. We see this more clearly in the following
paragraphs where body fixed coordinates are introduced.

g. Equations Referred to Body Fixed Axes

The equations of motion as determined by direct substitution of
Eqns. C-22, C-23, C-24 and C-25 into C-21 yield a set of equations in
which the trajectory is imbedded. Inasmuch as a nominal trajectory is
presumed known, these equations governing the rigid body motions can be
modified so as to produce equations governing the perturbed motion re-
sulting from forces tending to deviate the vehicle from its nominal
trajectory. To do this we define the velocity of the mass center with
respect to "airplane axes" (body fixed axes), z and x as shown in Fig.
C-2. The only term affected by this mode of description is r in Eqn.
(C-22);

I' + ~x(-o

where 1' and ' are base vectors in the body fixed axes system. The
equations of motion so obtained are given at the end of this Appendix.

h. Transformation to Obtain Perturbation Equations of Motion

Under no perturbing forces the only force which acts normal to
the vehitle trajectory is that of gravity. The normal ac-eleration of
the mass center is related to the force in the normal direction by
Newton's law:

mgcoo.* - m ;Ij I (C-31)

where

Cos(? -) ]2+ [ sin 2 ]2

Application of the condition expressed in Eqn. (C-451), that is
the "zero gravity turn condition", to the terms in Eqns. C-55, C-39,
C-40 which involve the transverse acceleration and gravity is shown
below:

"qz + qix + g cos - qz + 4x4e - g sin 91 q9 (C-32)
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where +Q 1 -

c o s q e 0 M 
C 3

sin q. &

q << -r

Finally, we replace sin V' by
sin 1 cos q. + sin q. cos @i sin 91 + cos 91 q& (0-54)

and neglect terms involving the products of perturbed quantities.

Having a nominal trajectory specified, the values of 4x and @l

at any time are predetermined; hence the resulting left hand side of
the equations become linear functions of perturbed coordinates.
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FIG. C-2 COORDINATE SYSTEM :FLIGHT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
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4. FUEL SLOSH ANALOGY FOR TRANSVERSE DISTURBANCES ONLY *

We temporarily omit the subscript Z indicating the tank under consider-
ation with the understanding that the values are obtained by using the physical
constants that pertain to thej- tank.

In FIG. C-3 is shown the actual tank, the equivalent circular cylindrical
tank, the two common mechanical analogies and the geometrical relations
involved in the analogies. The equivalent tank is of the same radius and
contains the same volume of fluid.

Z Z

_ - f o

mi

c h

Z.Z o  Z
mass 11

z 0
M0 M0

rigid I _ rigid

EQUIVALENT SPRING MASS PENDULUM
ACTUAL TANK CIR. CYL. TANK ANALOGY ANALOGY

FIG. C-3

• More complete analyses can be had in which translatory and rotary

disturbances are considered; see references on fuel slosh.
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oet 11 : density of fluid

SPRING MASS ANALOGY

i  - M Ai

1 Ai

4o Ai )

ki  -/22m

Ai

PENDULUM ANALOGY

M°  M (1- F A)

m. - MA.
Zi M A---

2

r
( - ji)

A
h i a 2
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where

M = e (2c)fr°2

2 tanh K.

A - I

Ki (#i 
2 - i)

K.
1 sinh K. - cosh K. + 2
2 1 1

Di= 2 i2_
Ki ( 2 i2_) cosh K I

Ki (2c)

cI

i (f i) - 0 where J" is the derivative of the
0 0

Bessel function of the zero order

K.
02 A - tanh K1i c2c

A : axial acceleration

A- q- + y sin VpC° -x-

4. FUEL SLOSH ANALOGIES

Many studies have been made of fuel slosh following the assumption
of small displacement made by Lamb (24). For right circular cylinders
and, conical and spherical shells the solutions are well known. For con-
tainers having a geometry less simple than these, and in which the equi-
librium fluid surface is not oriented with respect to the container in an
appropriate manner, the solutions are not known. No solutions are known
for even the simplest geometry if the slosh amplitude is large.

The propellents generally considered for advanced vehicles act as
ideal liquids and in this respect the classic ideal fluid assumption is
well satisfied. The propellants, however, are often cryogenic materials
which tend to "boil" at the uAinsulated vehicle walls.

Interesting and difficult problems are introduced if one wishes to
consider the thermodynamic aspects of fuel slosh; research in this area
seems warranted.
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APPENDIX D

METHOD OF CHOOSING CONTROL GAIN SETTINGS TO PROVIDE A DESIRED
PITCH FREQUENCY AND DAMPING INCLUDING THE EFFECTS OF FLEXIBILITY

It was necessary specify a pitch control system and select gain
settings before flight loads could be analyzed, since the vehicle is statically
unstable without controls. The type of control system postulated here is only
one of several possibilities and is not necessarily the best design for a
vehicle of this type. The emphasis in this study is on the dynamic response
of the vehicle as a whole and not on the control system itself. No claim is
made that the criterion used for choosing gain settings is the best one for
design purposes.

Control gain settings which provide approximately the desired pitch
frequency and damping could be determined by trial and error on the analog
computer, but this would be time consuming and rather inaccurate. On the
digital computer the trial and error method would be prohibitively expensive.
Therefore, a method of calculating the proper gain settings from the
equations of motion has been developed.

In order to be able to examine the pitch degree of freedom separately,
the equations of motion used in the boost flight loads analysis (Eqn. IV-8)
have been transformed referring motions to so-called wind tunnel axes instead
of body axes. The homogeneous equations with no wind or gust forcing function
have been considered. The transformation to wind tunnel axes is made as
follows:

Let - z + T% (D-l)

T- qZ+ V + V%(D-2)

The rigid body angle of attack, assuming no wind and mall angle of attack
is

--Z- (D-3)

Solving qn. (D-l) for this quantity yields

-T- - T (D-4)

The true acceleration normal to the body axes with respect to fixed
space is

a " qZ +- (D-5)
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Note that for no wind and small angle of attack V, From
Eqn. (D-2)

qZ Yq 0.q Vq 0 (D-6)

If a constant forward speed is assumed, as in the final gliding approach
during re-entry, the Vq@ term vanishes and 4T is the true acceleration

with respect to fixed space. During boost the Vq term remains since V
is not zero. However, if the coefficients of the equations of motion are
assumed constant, as in the analog solutions, a rather artificial situation
exists. In this case, in order to get the same solutions of the equations
of motion using wind tunnel coordinates as are obtained using coordinates
referred to body axes, the assumption that V - 0 must be made in transforming
to wind tunnel axes. Considerations such as these make it inadvisable to
lse wind tunnel axes in the derivation of equations of motion for vehicles
in accelerated flight. However, as mentioned above, the transformation to
wind tunnel axes permits the examination of the pitch mode separately.

The transformation to wind tunnel axes is effected by making the
substitutions indicated in Eqns. (3-4 and D-6). After the transformation,
the equations of motion appear in matrix form as follows:

I qg 0 q
" + m 2  q

1 q 1

m m 2 q
m2 2% m22/

(D-7)

b 1 b12 b13 0 c12 13 c14  015

b21 b22 b23 b24 % 0 c22 c23 c24 c 25  qg

b31 b32 b33 b3 q 1 c32 33 c 34 c 35  q 1

b41 b42 b43 b44 42 0 c42 c43  c2 c45

L q

where M : total mass of the vehicle

I : pitching moment of inertia

ml, m2  : generalized masses of the first and second flexible modes

.) 1 t CA) : natural frequencies of the first and second flexible modes

[bij ]  : 4. coefficient matrix

ciD I qj coefficient matrix
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The sloshing and nozzle swiveling degrees of freedom are not shown
in Eqn. (D-7), since they are not needed in the development of the formulas
for the calculation of gain settings.

The following control system representations are considered:

1) qS K q + K-4  (D-8)

2) qb - Kgo+ K6 4s (D-9)

where 9 - qg + A (D-10)

and

qS. (S) Kg - K6 S

Q* ( 3'+ (-12)
(l+T s)(l+T2 s)( + S

In the third representation above, one, two, or all three lags are considered.

For the rigid vehicle with the control system of Eqn. (D-8), the
required gains are calculated by considering the pitch degree of freedom
only.

I- - b224@ + c22 q@ + c2 5q (D-13)

Substituting Eqn. (D-8) into Eqn. (D-13) and dividing through by I yields:

q. b 22 + c25 K6 c22 + C25 KQ
- I q 0 + I q9  (D-14)

Equation (D-14) is also written as:

6. 2
q ~ 9 2 09i (D-15)

where ") - desired pitch frequency
9

9 = desired pitch damping ratio
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Equating coefficients and solving for K and K- yields

K2 - c22

025= (D-l6)9 ~ c 25

Ib2

K6 - 2 1 22 (D-17)
0 C2 5

Although gains computed by Eqns. (D-16 and D-17) are based on a
single degree of freedom, solution for the roots of the characteristic equation
of the two degree of freedom system which include the translation mode show
that the frequency and damping ratio are not significantly changed by the
inclusion of the translation freedom. In other words the gains calculated by
Eqns. (D-16 and D-17) provide the desired short period response for the rigid
vehicle. However, as indicated in Section IV-C-l, the gains calculated by
Eqns. (D-16 and D-17) do not prove at all satisfactory when flexible modes
and control system refinements are added. As a matter of fact, in many cases
these gains do not even provide stability. In the first analog studies the
gains were adjusted by trial and error on the analog until a satisfactory
response was obtained, and then loads were recorded usir - these gains. The
flexible mode response was primarily a static deflection under load at the
pitch frequency containing very small components at the frequencies of the
flexible modes. This suggested the method of accounting for the effects of
flexibility in the original selection of gains which will now be discussed.

Consider the system represented by translation, pitch, two flexible
modes, and a simple nonlagged control system as defined by Eqn. (D-8). First,
the assumption is made that the flexible modes deflect statically, thus
dropping out all the time derivatives of the generalized coordinates for the
flexible modes. Next, q, is replaced in the equations of motion by the
expression given in Eqn. (D-8). The equations for pitch and the flexible
modes now appear as

= (b22 +025 K6) Q+ (022 + 025Kg) q9 + c23 qi + c2 4 q2  (D-18)

alWl2qI - (b52 + 0,5K-) 46 + (02 + c35K0) + c5 ,q I + c3q 2  (D-19)

m24.22q - (b42 + c4(6)i0 + (42 + c45K )q0 + c4 3q, + ¢44q 2  (D-20)

Terms involving iT are omitted since they do not enter into the calculation
of gain settings.

Eqns. (D-19 and D-20) are then solved simultaneously for q, and q2 "
The solutions have the following form:
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q,- (A + B K6)aq + (C + D Q) qQ (D-21)

q2 - (E + F K6) 4  + (G + H K) qQ (D-22)

The expressions for ql and q2 given in Eqns. (D-21 and D-22) are then
substituted into Eqn. (D-18).

i =[ (b2 2+c2 3A+c24 E) + (c2 5+c23B+c24F) KY1 49 (D-23)

[(022+23 C + c24G) + (25+093 D+c 2 4 H)K q

Using the approach described earlier for the rigid case (see Eqns. (D-13
through D-17), expressions for K. and K6 may now be written.

-a 2 I - (c2 2 + c23 C + c24 G)

O c25 + 023 D + c 24 H (D-24)

-2 3' G"O I- (b2 2 + 023 A + 024 E)
K4  w a25 + 23 B + c24 F (D-25)

In these expressions A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are algebraic functions

of the coeffieients of the equations of motion.

A =- b3 2 
( 2 2 2 - c4) + 042 034 (D-26)

(03 .- i2) (m2u 2  . c4) + C43 '34

B D (D-27)

C . 032 (a2412 - 4) + 042 C (D-28)
(c33 - 'l)l2) (M2".22 - e 4 ) + 43 C34

D W - C 5( ~2 0 2 - '44 +0'4503C4 (D-29)
(033 -2,o12) (m2 ,")22 

-44) + 043 '34

E W- 2 - 0 43 A (-02.- (D-3o)

2 02 144
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F = H (D-31)

G - 2 - c 4 3 (D-32)
m2 W2  - 044

45 - c4 3 D

H 2 4

Although two flexible modes are used in the above example, the same
method may be used to predict gains for systems having more or less than
two flexible modes. However, if more than two flexible modes are considered,
*the simultaneous solution of the quasi.static equations for ql, q2, q5, etc.,
may become unduly complicated. The effect of the higher modes
on gains required will probably be small. In the case analyzed even the
second mode has very little effect on the predicted gains, although the
effect of the first mode is large. If only one mode is considered the
expressions for calculating KQ and K* become quite simple.

c c
032 c23

Cj 2 I + c + mW12 -c
K ~ * 22 0 1 1 33 (D-34)

c cC

25 +ml5
2 -c

m1 Cj1 _c33

b22 20

K, 2W* 1 + b 22 + 11 33 (D-35)
Q cc5

25 + 235 c2325 mlO - c3

M1 W1 C33

Gain settings calculated using Eqns. (D-24)and(D-25) or Eqns. (D-34)
and(D-35) apply only for the simplest control system representation
described by Eqn. (D-8). If the sensors sense bending as well as rigid
pitch (as they must in any real system), the effective gains of the control
system are different from the gain settings, since the sensor outputs which
are amplified contain components proportional to the slopes in the
flexible modes. If the response in the flexible modes is essentially
static, as is assumed in calculating the gains required, the slopes in the
flexible modes are approximately proportional to the incremental pitch
angle. In this case the gain settings which will give the required
effective gains may be calculated. The following conditions must be met:

KA D T 0-51q(D--16)

K6 =K6 q (D- 37)
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where

K@ = attitude gain setting

K = effective gain required

Ka = rate gain setting

K4 . effective gain required

Rewriting Eqns. (D-1O and D-11)

0s = qQ + IA ql +4 A q 2  (D-58)

68 = 40@ + 4>IlR ql + (P2R '2 (-9

From Eqns. (D-21 and D-22), assuming q) and q2 are proportional to q.,

ql = (C + D K@) q@ (D-40)

q2  ' (G + H KO) qQ (D-41)

Substituting Eqns. (D-40 and D-41) into Eqn. (D-38)

+ (c + D Kg)q+ A G + H K) q (D-42)

Substituting Eqn. (D-42) into Eqn. (D-56) and simplifying,

KK 1 (D45)
i -+ A (C + D K) + 2 A(G + H Kg)

Differentiating and substituting Eqns. (D-4o and D-41) into Eqn. (D-39)

(C +qQ P (cD KQ + ~R(G+ HK (D-44

Substituting Eqn. (D-44) into Eqn. (D-37) and simplifying,

K K 1g (D-45)
~1+ ClR~c G + 2R(GHQ
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Using the gain settings K and K' will provide approximately the effective
gains desired.

When lags are included in the control system representation it is
found that each additional lag necessitates an increase in Ko. It is
possible to predict the increase necessary by the following method.
Consider the nonlagged system transfer function.

q (a)
-L(S) = KO + S K. (D-46)

Replacing the Laplace operator with i4Z), the frequency response function
is obtained:

= K +ic-)K (D-47)

The amplitude and phase angle may be written as a function of frequency:

qf, . 2 2 2)Y al"IK
- (KQ +ca) K62) (D-48)

It is the positive phase shift, tan- -I- , which provides the required
Kg

damping. In the more complicated control system representation described
by Eqn. (D-12) each of the lags produces a negative phase shift which tends
to cancel the positive phase shift provided by the (KQ + K, a) term in the
numerator. Therefore, it is necessary to increase K- untiI the net positive
phase shift is equal to that which is present in the nonlagged system. The
increase in K* required is of course a function of the frequency. The
damped frequeoy desired for the short period mode for the boost-glide
vehicle of this analysis is COgVl- XQ2' . This frequency is used in the

calculation of the increase in K required. To determine the new value of
KO, designated as %', equate th phase shift of the nonlagged control

system to the phase shift of the lagged system and solve for K-'.

tan -_ - taf 1T 4 - tan T - 1 2 u)- tan"- (D-49)
W 2- W 2  Kg

The left hand side of Eqn. (D-49) represents the phase shift of the lagged
system; the term on the right hand side is the phase shift of the nonlagged
system, aving the effective gain required for the lagged system, 1', the
gain setting K6' is found by applying Eqn. (D-45).

The gain settings predicted by the methods described in the preceding
paragmapha agreed quite well with the settings determined by trial and error
on the analog. Given the desired pitch frequency and damping, the methods
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described can be used to select gain settings for use in a digital solution
where the determination of gain settings by trial and error would be
uneconomical.
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APPENDIX E

A SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION TO THE WIND SHEAR PHOBLEM

A simplified method of obtaining wind shear bending loads for a
boost-glide vehicle which is subjected to a typical design wind profile
such as the revised Sissenwine 1% wind shear profile (Fig. IV-2) is pre-
sented herein. The method utilizes an assumed typical first bending mode
and the assumption that the aerodynamic lift acts only on the glider and
is concentrated at the centroid of the glider area. Typical first bend-
ing modes for liquid and solid propellant vehicles are shown in Fig. E-1.
First bending mode frequency as a function of weight and finenessratio
is plotted in Fig. E-2. The configuration parameter, K W T(L/DT, for a
particular vehicle is calculated using the weight of the booster at
maximum q/v. The center of gravity is calculated at maximum q/v and is
assumed to remain fixed in the vehicle throughout the flight. A simple
control system is used in which gains are calculated to give a pitch
frequency of .5 cps and a damping ratio of .6 critical.

The first part of the method employs a hand soluion by which the
loads due to the slow time-varying portion of the wind profile are found.
For this part of the solution the vehicle can be considered to be a rigid
body which is free to translate and pitch. The equations of motion re-
ferred to wind tunnel axes (see Appendix D) can be written in the form:

M 0 on C 1C12 o k 12 lC1

+ . V sin (E1

0 I 021 22. O qg k 22 J LQ 21J

Where M : Total mass

I : Pitching moment of inertia

[Ci] [Kid , and {CijI : matrices of coefficients

L : Overall length of the vehicle

V i Wind velocity

S : Inclination of vehicle from horizontal

qT : Normal translation coordinate

q@ s Perturbation pitch angle
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The control forces are embedded in Eqn. (E-1) as functions of q. and

It is assumed that over small time intervals the coefficients in Eqn.
(E-l) can be considered constants and V w sin ' can be approximated by

linear functions of time. It is also assumed that '' - 4 - 0. Under

these assumptions, a Laplace Transform solution of the equations of motion
for conditions at the end of a time interval t1 yields.

IC2 1 ] - +t K2

/ 1 e K2 t -(L - KI) (E-2)

w Q(tl) a( K - K2 -YT(O e -(5 t + 2  (E-3)

where:
C21

k22

k 22 C11 -k12 C21

M k2 2

V sin K1 + K2 t

The process is repeated for a number of time intervals until conditions
at the altitude of the spike are obtained. Five such intervals are usually
sufficient. The loads due to the slow time-varying portion of the wind
profile can be calculated from the above responses.

Loads due to the wind spike alone are calculated by solving the constant
coefficient equations of motion and loads equations calculated at maximum q/v.
For this part of the solution, a flexible vehicle is considered which is free
to translate, pitch, and bend in its first mode shape.

The total responses and loads in the vicinity of the wind spike can be
found by adding the responses and loads due to the slow time-varying portion
of the wind profile to those found due to the wind spike alone.

The use of the above method permits a very rapid determination of wind
shear loads,, since no time is required for calculating modes or aerodynamic
load distributions. The results in the cases tested are cons idered suffi-
ciently accurate for preliminary design purposes. A comparison of bending
moment diagrams calculated by the simplified method and by a three degree of
freedom digital solution of the equations with time varying coefficients is
shown in Fig. E-3.
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APPENDIX F

DRAG RESPONSE TO CONTINUOUS RANDOM TURBULENCE

This Appendix describes the criteria used to determine the drag response
of the vehicle to continuous random turbulence. Although the purpose of this
study was not to establish environmental criteria, it must be recognized that
rational criteria should specify both the environment to be used and the
method of analysis to be employed. In the area of ground wind response it is
felt that criteria have not been well defined, and it is not possible to
evaluate dynamic response effects without further describing the nature of the
ground wind.

In specifying a design ground wind, one must be concerned with both
magnitude and shape or frequency content of the wind. Design winds in the
past (85) have usually been specified to consist of a steady wind velocity plus
a gust increment which is 50% of the steady wind velocity. However the
specifications have not indicated whether the gust increment is to be a step,
ramp, tent, or one-minus-cosine shaped gust. Actually the gust increment has
probably been selected from meteorological measurements of gust factors
(defined as the peak wind speed in a five minute period divided by the mean
speed in that period) which has often been measured to be approximately 1.5 (66).
Therefore, rather than choosing an arbitrary gust shape and gradient as has
been formerly done, power spectral techniques will be used to model the
meteorological ground wind description.

1. GROUND WIND MODEL

The design wind description should be influenced both by the large quantity
of meteorological data collected over the years (66) and by the more recent
power spectral data gathered by current investigatoks (67, 73). It has been
shown that a great deal of data is needed to fix the magnitudes of gust
disturbances; however, relatively small samples are sufficient to determine
the spectral content of the ground winds.

The magnitudes are, therefore, determined by the large amount of available
meteorological data. The gust factor of 1.5 will be used for the present and
the choice of 60-90 or 40-60 m.p.h. or some other set of values will depend
upon the particular vehicle being studied.

The form of the turbulence to be added to the mean wind speed will be
taken from Reference 67. Fig. F-1 shows a number of measured power spectra
with the suggested spectrum superimposed upon it. Analytically,

I (F-1)

where L : the scale of turbulence - 1200 feet.

it the reduced frequency in radians/ft.

standard deviation of turbulence.
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By applying Taylor's Hypothesis, (83) the spatial spectrum of Eqn.(F-l)can

be changed to a time spectrum by the relationship

W = Vfl. (F-2)

where w : frequency in radians/sec.

V : average wind velocity

The power spectrum in the time domain will therefore be

~(W) 2 (2Y -l )I -(.6)W(F-3

The amplitude of the turbulence should be chosen to give approximately the
desired gust factor (1.5 as per References 85 and 66).

2. RESPONSE SIMULATION

The response of a vehicle in the launch position has been described in
detail (Eqns. II-1 and 11-2) and only theform is given here. By dropping the
terms involving products of response velocities, we have:

[M]{J + [chfiJ + [Mxo2]{fq] - Il)V2 - [X2][4) V (F-4)

It can be seen that Eqn. F-4 is nonlinear and the classical power spectral
approach based on the superposition principle does not apply. Nevertheless
the power spectral description of turbulence still can be used to form the
input to the nonlinear problem. This is accomplished on nonlinear analog
equipment as described in Appendix G.

3. INTEHPRETATION OF STATISTICAL DATA

The problem of choosing a design load from a random load trace is not
a simple one. At first thought, one might suggest simply taking the highest
observed value. However, the question of sample length would not be May to
determine. Secondly the influence of gust amplitude must be considered care-
fully. The gust factor is generated from a random signal and, therefore, will
vary in a range about 1.5. The vehicle load associated with a larger gust
factor will be too high for design. In short, if the absolute values of load
obtained are used for design, the inference would be made that the gust
factors obtained from the electronic simulation are more reliable than the
large amount of meteorological data which has been gathered.
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In view of the above difficulty the analog simulation is used to
obtain dynamic magnification factors rather than absolute values. By this
method the suggested gust factor of 1.5 can be used as a basic part of the
calculation. The loads determination is then summarized in Eqn.(F-5).

dl Static Loads 1Dynamic
Dynamic Wind Computed for| x Magnification (F-5)

Loads Steady Wind Factor[ Plus Gust J

The dynamic magnification factor is found by comparing the dynamic loads as
obtained from the solution of Eqn.(F-4)with the static loads as obtained
from Eqn.(F-6).

[ Mcj2 ] {q} - K 1 ) V
2  (F-6)

The comparison is made by considering the distribution of maximum values of
both the static and dynamic loads. The sets of maximum values are obtained
by dividing the random records into a number of small time incrruents and
reading the maximum value in each increment. The mean value and variance of
each set is then computed:

N
- - (F-7)

NE

o'z ~Z~ - L(F-8)

where I' maximum load in i time interval

: mean value of maximum load

N number of time intervals

0, variance of maximum load distribution

The comparison can now be made by comparing mean values of the maximum loads
or by comparing more extreme values of the load distributions. For most
distributions there will probably be little difference in the various
comparisons. However it appears that extreme values are of more interest to
the designers and hence 'three-sigma' loads are used in defining the
magnifiation factor as followst

(i. e + 3 a) d ,,mLo (F-9)
D.M.F. ( + (2'- 204
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APPEKDIX G

COMPUTERS

The determination of the dynamic response of a system requires two basic
steps - (1) establishing a model of the system and (2) obtaining the response
of the model. In this study the system is modeled analytically by sets of
mathematical equationvand the responses are obtained as the solution of the
.equations. The mathematical model of vehicle systems is usually too complex
to be solved in closed form or by use of a hand calculator. Therefore,
computing aides such as high speed digital computers and analog computers
must be used. In this appendix a discussion will be given of the applicability
of digital computers, differential analyzers, and direct analog computers in
the solution of dynamic response problems.

1. DIGITAL COMPUTERS

Digital computers are an invaluable tool in the solution of dynamics
problems because of their ability to perform standard calculations at a high
rate of speed with equally high accuracy. However, time required to program
a given problem is generally long. Therefore, digital programs are most often
written to solve standard types of problems which arise repeatedly, thus
justifying the effort required to write the program.

A brief description of the programs used in this study is given below.
These are programs which are in general use in dynamics and were not developed
under this contract. Special problems, such as nonlinearities peculiar to
this study, are better handled by analog equipment.

,a. Modes and Frequencies of Beams

This program calculates the first few natural modes and frequencies
of an arbitrarily supported nonuniform beam on an elastic foundation.
The beam is assumed divided into pieces; for each piece the
stiffness matrix is calculated. The individual pieces are merged
together to obtain the stiffness matrix for the whole beam. The
support conditions are then imposed by simply striking out appropriate
rows and columns of the stiffness and mass matrices. The resulting
eigenvalue problem for the frequencies and mode shapes is solved by
matrix iteration. The generalized mass can be optionally calculated
as a check on the orthogonality of those modes that have been
calculated. In theory, this should be a diagonal matrix.

b. Struotural Analysis

This program is intended to do a complete structural analysis of a
general built-up structure. The program first forms stiffness
matrices for the simple pieces into which the engineer chooses to
break up his structure. The indivi,4ual pieces are put together to
form a stiffness matrix for the complete structure. Having the
stiffness matrix the modes and frequencies are then obtained by
matrix iteration.
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c. Matrix Algebra

This program is a compilation of SHARE matrix programs put together
with a suitable control program. It is able to do almost any matrix
operation, such as add, multiply, invert, transpose, find roots,
partition, etc. The calculation of the coefficients for the equations
of motion was accomplished by this program.

d. Solution of Simultaneous Linear Differential EQuations

This program solves the system of ordinary differential equations
shown below for the unknown vector (q(t)T 

(M(**)+ (CJt~a) +. (K](q) -(OK) f(t), (G-1)

with initial condition. (q) Io t. ( qO) , ( j) I t.0 (j~o1

where (M (c] [K] (o.J are matrices whose elements are arbitrary

function of time, ( q0) , ~ are columns of constants, and

the forcing function f(t) is an arbitrary function of time. The
program solves the equations using a four point Adams-Moulton predictor
corrector numerical integration mthad. A modified Euler method is
used to start the process off. The program automatically adjusts the
time step at each stage by keeping track of a measure of the truncation
error. If this error gets too large, the step size is halyed; if the
error gets too small, the step size is doubled. Once Lhe Tq 's
have been obtained, the program will optionally calculate a linear
combination of the fj) , {j , and {q] as shown below:

[ A] {fi) + [B]( + [C] f q) + [13] f (t)

The elements of the matrices A, B, C, d are again arbitrary functions
of time. The reason for this operation is that the q's W represent
response of a system to somi loading, and the linear combination may
be desired to calculate internal loads throughout the system.

e. Power Spectral Density Proram

This program calculates the frequency response function for a linear
constant coefficient system that can be represented by the following
set of equations:

[M1 ]ti) + [M2]f [ +" ['4]{(q + * t))

+ [M5] g(t)J + {Cl3 04g + (*2 { t, f(t) - 0 (G-2)
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where Mi ] matrices

C1 and C2  : columns,

- 9 : forcing function

g(t), f(t) : the Wagner and Kussner functions respectively,

and where the symbol * signifies convolution. The program first
finds thejqj's kadthen uses these responses in an equation similar to
(G-2) to calculate loads. Let T(ifl) be the frequency response
function of the loads. Finally, the program performs two numerical
integrations.

,.{A3 IT 01) d~ L )

where for turbulence studies (4-L) is usually as given below:

L : scale length of turbulence

-n- s frequency in rad/ft.

Thus one obtains the R.M.S. value of output load and a measure of
the number of times the output load exceeds a given value.

2. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZERS

The differential analyzer, comonly referred to as an analog computer, is
an electronic computer used to solve differential equations. It is a highly
versatile computer well adapted to the solution of dynamic response problems.
Among its advantages are the followings (1) The dynamics engineer can establish
his own circuit analogy with little or no help from electronics or mathematical
experts, thus eliminating time delays and communication errors. (2) The
dynamics engineer can observe the results as they are being obtained and thus
can make decisions as to the best method of varying parameters. (5) Most
types of nonlinear differential equations can be solved with relative ease.

Whereas the differential analyzers cannot compare with digital computers
in accuracy, they are considered to be adequate for engineering work. In
modern electronic differential analyzors, the individual elements are accurate
to within approximately .01%. A single differential equation can be expected
to have no more than .1% error. With larger systems or in systems involving
differences of large numbers, the accuracy would of course be less. Non-
linearitiee may introduce more inaccuracies, especially when unusual functions
need to be generated.
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a. Basic Analog Elements

The basic analog elements used in the solution of the dynamic
equations in this report will now be described. The solutions
of all the equations are represented by voltages at various
points in the circuit.

High Gain Amplifier

e-A

wHapr. A >P I

Summing Amplifier

e = - C, + _Lf~z

or symbolically

C, eo

Integrating Amplifier
C

- R, edt

or symbolically

e-fedt

Potentiometer

e, 00 ke,
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Multiplier

E> 100

Divider

ff C" 10
I D) e..

Function Generator

e, ee,)

Diode

t-e 1=0 e

*C-e

b. Analog Circuits

In this section, representative circuits will be presented which
will demonstrate to the reader the method of analog application.
This will be done for general cases, and such details as scaling
the variables will not be included. It is sufficient to say that
if the problem is scaled properly, the voltages on the amplifiers
will be as large as possible but less than the overload voltage.
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Linear Differential Equations

Systems of second order differential equations form the foundations
of most dynamics studies. A typical wind shear problem with a two
degree of freedom system and a simplified control system will be
used for demonstration. Because analogs integrate much better than
they differentiate, the equations are first solved for the highest
order derivatives.

L [1 C 12 ilj + [k11 k 12 J [ )v 1 

• .- q L- ql )v -qJ

L22 2 I 24 k 21 k22 2 g F2

S92T - G1 q2  + 2  q 2)

qL

4i2  > i q2q2-

Func tion
Generator
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Control system simulation

The control system representation used in this study can be

represented by the following transfer function:

(k + k4 8)

s (1 + T1 s) (1 + T2s) (l + 2__ s + )
(A.) 2

The wiring diagram for the preceding equation is as follows.

signal

from K
rate

gyro

signal
from __
position

gyro

inertia q I S - qS

coupling terms

pendulum
restoring

moon ts
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Limiting circuits

For some applications, particularly in control system design,
certain variables have physical limits. A circuit for simu-

lating this effect is shown below.

5M

e-a aMa"e.

im

e -e 

oe c

10 0

o 1
e a a. -b e.a

0 1

e AD-b e.,< -b0I
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Ground Wind Drag Simulation

The ground wind drag problem adds certain nonlinearities to the

system and requires the generation of a random gust signal. This

illustration shows how static and dynamic responses are obtained,

although the actual study compared loads rather than responses.

The basic equations are given below.

Dynamic: ' + 2 u + 2 q = fY2 _ f2V4 + f3 42

Static: 
w2 q = flV2

where V Vsteady + Vrandom

and V is characterized by its power spectrum

2..

-V

M StaamicReRespons

ge_< Adjust C

Randm Tubulence
ndoml

Source

-(Steady Wind)
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Oleo-pneumatic strut simulation

The oleo-pneumatic gear has a nonlinear airspring and hydraulic damping
coefficient:

F = 1l + 2 (x) Jij SE

This equation may be represented as shown below.

- Vertical velocity of vehicle at
x x point of strut attachment

~Vertical 
velocity 

of wheel 
axle

at point 
of stut 

attachment

x 
DF ,2( ) xo  4 2 I I

SZ 

Fs

D 2s
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Plastic - elastic yield strap

The plastic - elastic yield strap force is a function of spring constant,
k, load-deformation function, f(y), and previous displacement .time-history:

0 Y C Ymax - f(yk)

f( max -
F1  f (Ymax k (ymax - y )  Ymax - k-- -5max

k

a (ym)x) Y = ymax

where Ymax =  max[y co)

t: present instant.

This system may be simulated using the circuit below.

Vertical velocity of y
vehicle at point of stru - y -y
attachment

(a)

()(d) -F1  +

(b

I _ 100 v

The voltage at (a) represents: - f (y ma)

The voltage at (b) represent.: - f (ym ) + k (y -y)
The voltage at (c) represents the largest, algebraically, of (a) or (b).

The voltage at (d) is always positive or zero since it is assumed
that compression of theyield strap gives no negative force.
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3. DIRECT ANALOGY COMPUTERS

A third type of computer--the direct analogy computer--will also be
described although it was not used in this research study. In this approach
a mathematical model is not established. Rather the physical system (masses,
springs, dampers, forces, motions) are represented by analogous electrical
variables such as inductances, capacitors, resistors, currents, and voltages.

The major use of direct analog computers is in the analysis of passive
distributed parameter systems such as elastic structures. When a problem of
this type is to be analyzed, a linear lumped-parameter idealization of the
original system is designed. This idealized system is such that it can then
be simulated exactly by a passive lumped-parameter electrical circuit. It
san be shown that in most cases direct analogies can be constructed directly
from the idealized structure without the necessity of writing equations.

There are many problems where passive and active analog equipment are
used in conjunction. The most common examples are the analyses of elastic
airfoil motions caused by aerodynamic forces which are dependent on the air-
foil motion. In such an analysis the aircraft structure is simulated by
passive analog elements and the aerodynamic forces are simulated by operation-
al amplifiers.

Once the computer is wired according to the appropriate analog circuit,
the computer can be regarded as an electrical model of the system. Parameter
variations can be easily made and a variety of excitations can be applied.
The response at any point of the system can be measured by metering the cor-
responding point in the circuit. A consequence, however, of using a physical
system (analog) to describe another is that the results must be regarded in
the same manner as test data, rather than mathematical. Computer errors
other than those introduced by idealizing the problem are caused by lack of
perfection of the computer elements and by the metering circuit which disturbs
the thing it measures. The extent to which errors of this type can be mini-
mized depends on the nature of the problem and the skill with which it is
programmed.
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An analytical study program has been conducted in
order to determine dynamic load conditions and
governing parameters for the flight of advanced
vehicles; and an assessment of the adequacy and the
applicability of existing dynamic loads predictions
methods has been made.

A typical two stage liquid fuel boost-glide con-
figuration is assumed for the study, thus allowing
for the interaction of such variables as fuel slosh,
structural flexibility, aerodynamic forces and
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control system forces. The report is divided into
sections which discuss dynamic loads in the follow-
ing areas: pre-launch, launch, boosted flight,
staging, re-entry and landing or recovery. Includ-
ed in the Appendices are discussions of modal de-
termination, simplified methods of analysis,
computational techniques, and ground wind criteria.
Also included is a development of flight equat'ons
of motion and an extensive bibliography of reference
material.
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